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•TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1978
ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS
COUNCILLOR-AT-LARGE TERM
Robert G. MacKinnon, Chairman 1977-80
Henry E. Santelll.Vlce Chairman 1978-81
Daniel W. Morrill 1976-79
COUNCILLORS
Precfl
Lawrence Hyman 1977-79
Edward A. Bergeron, Sr 1978-80
Prec.#2
Wilfred J. Borey 1977-79
Thomas M. Earls 1978-80
Prec.#3
Bernard D. Sherry 1977-79
Andrew J. Petro 1978-80
Prec.#4
Stephen R. Christo 1977-79
Roger F. Duquette 1978-80
Prec.#5
Edgar L. McCann 1977-79
John Rossi 1978-80
TOWN CLERK
Clare P. Boyer Permanent Tenure
ASSESSORS
George D. Dumas, *Clerk 1976-79
Donato D. Bernardone , Chairman 1977-80
Ernest A. Farland 1978-81
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Marilyn L. Glennon 1976-79
Laurent E. McDonald 1976-79
Priscilla C. Gimas (Resigned March 31,1978 1977-80
Sally Lazo (Appointed by joint meeting of School Committee and
Town Council on April 18,1978 to fill vacancy caused
by Priscilla Gimas. Term to expire March 2,1979)
Roland R. Lataille 1977-80
Irene Molina 1978-81
Albert L. Morrill 1978-81
Edward A. Galonek, Chairman 1978-81
Denotes appointed by Town Manager
(1)
TOWN TREASURER
Arthur Leo Davey 1976-79
SOUTHERN WORCESTER COUNTY REGIONAL VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Donald R. Gendron 1976-79
Eugene G. Gregolre 1977-80
SOUTHBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY
D. Harvey Clarke Vice-Chairman 1974-79
Vincent T. Walsh Chairman 1975-80
Domlnlco Licaatro . Secretary 1976-81
Joseph G. Palmerino .Treasurer 1978-83
Sr. Madeleine Haling appointed as the State Member by Comm. of
Dept. of Community Affairs (Asst Secretary) 1976-81
SOUTHBRIDGE REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Edward A. Bergeron, Jr 1977-79
Bernard F. Haggerty 1975-80
James T. Lapriore 1977-82
Anthony Trifone 1978-83
Stanley Motyka appointed as the State Member by Comm. of
Dept. of Community Af fairs. , 1977-80
(2)
Peter F. Boyer
Hamer D. Clarke, P. E.
Richard H. Genereux
Regina Y. Mrazlk
Alva J. Gregoire
Bernard A. Florelll
Vincent J. Rubens te in
Joseph F. Nicholson
J. Archie Champagne
Arthur Ballard
Philbert J. Tiber11
George E. Parent
Sandra Lee Provost
Roland Varln
APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS
TOWN MANAGER
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
TOWN COLLECTOR
FIRE DEPT. CHIEF
POLICE DEPT. CHIEF
PURCHASING ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Indefinite
1976- 79
1977-80
1976-79
Indefinite
Full Time Permanent
Indefinite
1978-81
VETERANS AGENT, DIRECTOR OF VETERANS
SERVICES & SOLDIERS BURIAL OFFICER
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
WIRE INSPECTOR
ANIMAL INSPECTOR
DOG OFFICER
SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Francis Foley
Marilyn K. Mills
Ronald Ledoux
Henry Haste
Charles Dyer, Jr.
Karen Brown
Richard Mathews (Chairman)
Theresa Colognes!
Raymond Burnham (Resigned May 1,1978)
Robert Bean
Michael Colognes! (Vice-Chairman)
Dlmitri Rapo
Constantine Tata, Jr.
David G. Christensen, Jr
.
Thomas Tamulevich
Claire Birtz
Albert E. Gendron (Clerk)
Samuel J. Fearing (Chairman)
William A. Berry
Harmel E. Houde , Chairman
Alberic Petit
Albert J. Maramo
Clare P. Boyer
, Clerk
BOARD OF HEALTH
BOARD OF REGISTRARS
Civil Service
Civil Service
Indefinite
1977-78
1978-79
Civil Service
1977-78
1977-78
1977-78
1977-78
1977-79
1977-79
1977-79
1977-79
1977-80
1977-80
1977-80
1977-80
1977-80
1978-
1978-79
1978-
1976-79
1977-80
1978-81
1976-79
1977-80
1975-78
Ex-Officio
(3)
PLANNING BOARD
David J. Smick 1976-78
?*ter R. Ramirez 1976-79
Vincent A. Yurgilaa 1977-78
David A. Kearsley 1978-79
Robert F. Para (Elected March 3,1972) 1972-77
(Delegate to Central Maes. Regional Planning Diet.)
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Arthur J. Kavanagh(Resigned l/31/78)De£erred until new member 1975-78
Michael Caplette PP 1976-79
N.Richard Leduc (Resigned Jan. 5, 1978) 1977-80
Carl W. Schubert (Alternate Member) 1976-78
Fred N. Winters, Jr. 1978-80
CHARTER REVIEW COMMISSION
Beatrice St .Martin 1978-79
Eneida Lopez DeVictoria 1978-79
Jane Bergman 1978-79
Yvette LeClair 1978-79
Stuart Lanza 1978-79
Donald Rawson 1978-79
Charles Peloquin 1978-79
CONSTABLES
Anthony Trifone 1978-81
George D. Guillette 1976-79
David Trifone 1977-80
TOWN WATER SUPPLY COMMISSION
Charles E. Bastien 1977-78
Edmund Ryan 1977-78
AIRPORT COMMISSION
Robert V. Hollenberger 1976-79
Leo E. Vaillancourt 1977-78
Harry D. Desrosiers (Chairman) 1977-80
Roy C. Wilson 1977-80
Kenneth J. Plouffe - CONSERVATION COMMISSION 1973-78
Robert P. Montague 1975-78
Terry Mills 1975-78
Claire J. Birtz 1976-79
Beatrice Shields 1977-80
Rene E. Normandin 1977-79
George Parent 1977-79
Mary Liro 1977-80
COUNCIL ON AGING
Beatrice St.Martin 1977-78
David TIberii 1977-78
Ann MacKinnon 1977-78
Lillian G. Proulx 1977-79
Constance L'Ecuyer 1977-79
Jane Bergman 1977-80
Alice Mandeville 1977-80
George Richard 1978-79
Lawrence W. Duprey 1978-81
(4)
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Claire Blrte
Albert N. LePaln
Helen E. Walkoviak
Arthur J. Kavanagh
Vincent T. Walsh
Paul Mills
William Trlfone
Alexander Prokos
Raymond Lent!
Edgar V. Lewis
Paul Mills
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
RECREATION COMMITTEE
Jeannlne A. Lambert
Pamela N. Griffin
Beatrice St.Martin (Resigned April 25,1978)
Robert A. Blanchard (Resigned Feb. 2,1978)
James Howe
Alan A. Beaudry
David Stevens
Peter Griffin
RETIREMENT BOARD
Richard H. Genereux (Secretary)
Vincent T. Walsh (Chairman)
J. Archie Champagne (Vice-Chairman)
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
FINANCING AUTHORITY
Anthony Detarando
Robert Meunier
Ernest Farland
Edward A. Galonek
1975-78
1978-80
1976-79
1977-80
1978-81
1978-81
1978-79
1978-80
1976- 79
1977-80
1978-81
1976-79
1976-78
1976-78
1976-79
1977-78
1978-80
1978-79
1978-81
1977-80
1975-79
1978-81
1976-78
1976-79
1976-80
1976-81
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Thomas L. White, Jr. (Local Inspector C.E.T. A. employee) 1977-78
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER
This annual report for fiscal year 1978 from July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978
reflects some of the issues that have been raised during that year and some
of the problems with which your town government has been wrestling during
that time.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of our work during the year represents
the attempt to continue sound financial management and control practices.
Budget reporting forms which are issued every month give a precise indication
of the financial status of each and every department and project which the
town has undertaken.
Investments have earned greater income than prior years and our "free cash"
at the end of the fiscal period reached a new high for the Town of Southbridge
at $487,256.00.
Collective purchasing programs have continued with other communities in
several important areas, most notably in purchases of salt.
During the course of the year several activities occurred in connection with
the town's sewer system. After many delays, the program to improve sewer
lines in the Globe area was completed. This program, funded by a grant from
HUD, included inspection by means of a television camera of 15,000 lineal feet
of sewer line in the Globe Village area. Following the inspection of these
lines, a sealing program was undertaken whereby joints and cracks were sealed
up so the ground water does not add to the volume of flow and treatment at
the sewer plant.
In addition, the town prepared its application to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency for major funding of a sewer rehabilitation program and plant
expansion. This plant expansion incidentally, may also include the Town of
Charlton as it appears that the Charlton sewerage system can best be treated
at the Southbridge Sewerage Treatment Plant.
Other public works activities have proceeded in an orderly fashion, most
notably, the introduction of a 7-phase road resurfacing program designed to
resurface all of the oil and sand surfaces in the community over a 7-year period.
During the course of this fiscal year, negotiations were conducted with
Southbridge Cable TV Company for renewal of its franchise agreement for operation
of the system within the Town of Southbridge. Although not concluded within the
fiscal year period, negotiations had proceeded to a point in which an agreement
was close. This agreement included expansion of service to unwired areas and
provided additional service through pay TV channel capacity.
(6)
The moat notable changes in appearance in the Town of Southbridge revolve
around events in the downtown area. Much of the activity in the office of
Town Manager during this year has been devoted to the design and construction
of the downtown revltalization project. This project was financed by a grant
from the Economic Development Agency for $581,000.00 for new sidewalks, trees
and period lighting.
Further activity occurred with the receipt of a $30,000.00 study grant from the
Massachusetts Department of Community Affairs to prepare preliminary architectural
designs and financial analysis of the Whitford building for potential renovation.
As the year ended, the office of Town Manager hoped to develop more off-street
parking and foster renovation activities on the buildings in the downtown area.
One new service provided in the downtown area has been the elderly drop-in center.
As the year closed, the Town Manager was hopeful that increased local aid from
the state would have a stabilizing effect on property taxes in Southbridge.
This hope was subsequently realized when the tax rate was calculated.
As we face the new fiscal year, we look to several major problem areas to
resolve: location of a new landfill site; contract negotiations with town
employees; working toward rehabilitation of multi-family homes; pursuing the
sewer rehabilitation program; and analyses of school housing needs for the
future, are the major issues of the year.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the many employees who have
worked so diligently and professionally in providing town services to the
community. Without that dedication, our ability to respond to the needs of
the town could not exist.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Boyer, Town Manager
(7)
REPORT OP THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
Mr. Peter F. Boyer
Town Manager
Southbridge, MA 01550
Until July 1, 1978 Until July 1, 1979 Until July 1, 1980
Claire Birtz
Francis Foley
Henry Haste
Karen Brown
Terry Colognesi
David Christensen
Richard Mathews
Thomas Tamulevich
Robert Bean
Michael Colognesi
James Rapo
Constantino Tata
Ray Burnham (r«sianed
Ronald Ledoux
Swan Mills
4/28/78)
During the past year, the above-named individuals served
on the Finance Committee.
The Committee reviewed all departmental budgets with
the exception of the Bay path Regional School budget and presented
its recommendations to the Town Council in a written report.
In addition, the Committee:
reviewed the Bay path Regional High School Assessment
to Southbridge;
developed a schedule for the Fiscal Year 1979 budgetary
process
;
studied the possible uses of the IBM 32 Computer and
made recommendations with regard to implementation; and,
reviewed the possible purchase of the Southbridge Water
Supply Company and the impact on the Town's finances.
Written reports of these projects were submitted to the
Town Council and are available from the Town Manager.
Respectfully submitted,
KKB/gm
Karen K. Brown
Chairman
(8)
ACCOUNT WITH THE TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
January 1977 - June 1978
January - December 1977
INCLUDES: Births, Deaths, and Marriage Certificates, Certificates of Identi-
fication, Marriage Intentions, Duplicate Dog Tags, Vital Statistic Corrections,
Photostat Copies , Raffle Permits
,
Dog License Fees
,
Sporting License Fees
,
Recordings / Financial Statements, Continuances, Terminations, Genealogy Re-
search, Doctors' Registration and Sale of Street Books.
PAID TOWN TREASURER $7,724.35
January - June 1978
INCLUDES: Births, Deaths, and Marriage Certificates, Certificates of Identi-
fication, Marriage Intentions, Duplicate Dog Tags, Vital Statistic Corrections,
Photostat Copies , Raffle Permits
,
Dog License Fees
,
Sporting License Fees
,
Recordings, Financial Statements, Continuances, Terminations, Genealogy Re-
search, Doctors' Registration and Sale of Street Books.
PAID TOWN TREASURER $4584.55
May I extend my sincere appreciation to the Town Officials
and personnel of the various departments for their splendid
cooperation and consideration during the year just past.
To my faithful and conscientious office staff who worked
so diligently to complete the work involved in 1977* 1 will ever
be grateful. Their patience and understanding of my desire
to serve this town and its people to the best of my ability
will always be deeply appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Clare P.Boyer
Town Clerk
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MARRIAGES
January 1977 - June 1978
JANUARY - DECEMBER 1977
Total number of intentions filed
Total number of licenses issued
Total number of intentions filed and
licenses not issued
Total number of licenses issued
but not returned
Marriages performed in town
Marriages performed out of town
Marriages performed out of state
JANUARY - JUNE 1978
Total number of intentions filed
of licenses issued
of intentions filed and
Issued
of licenses issued
but not returned
Marriages performed in town
Marriage performed out of town
Marriage performed out of state
Total number
Total number
licenses not
Total number
181
180
1
133
57
3
82
81
48
28
TOTAL MARRIAGES JANUARY -DECEMBER 1977
TOTAL MARRIAGES JANUARY - JUNE 1978
193
76
VITAL STATISTIC CORRECTIONS
JANUARY - DECEMBER 1977
53 affidavits and depositions were completed to correct birth, death and marriage
records and 10 adoptions.
JANUARY - DECEMBER 1978
21 affidavits and depositions were completed to correct birth, death and marriage
records and 5 adoptions.
Copies of all the foregoing records were forwarded to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, Department of Public Health, Registry of Vital Records and Statistics.
JANUARY - DECEMBER 1977
REPORT OF FREE VITAL STATISTIC CERTIFICATES
Issued for Human Services: Births 28, Deaths 26 and 4 marriages. TOTAL 58
Verification of records: Births 68, Deaths 12 and 5 marriages. TOTAL 85
JANUARY - JUNE 1978
Issued for Human Services: Births 10, Deaths 1 and 1 marriages. TOTAL 18
Verification of records: Births 31, Deaths 3 and 4 marriages. TOTAL 38
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Male
Female
Spayed Female
total LICENSES ISSUED
TOTAL PAID TOWN TREASURER
Uale
Female
Spayed Female
*One dog license issued (Uale)
lates to "Seeing Eye" Dogs.
Kennel
Kennel
TOTAL LICENSES ISSUED
TOTAL PAID TOWN TREASURER
Uale
Female
Spayed Female
TOTAL LICENSES ISSUED
TOTAL PAID TOWN TREASURER
Uale
Female
Spayed Female
Kennel
Kennel
TOTAL LICENSES ISSUED
TOTAL PAID TOWN TREASURER
1976 DOG LICENSES ISSUED
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1977
12 at $ 3.00
2 at 6.00
2 at 3.00
16
1977 DOG LICENSES ISSUED
MARCH - DECEMBER 1977
736 at $ 3.00
159 at 6.00
435 at 3.00
36.00
12.00
6.00
54.00
48.40
$2208.00
954.00
1305.00
urf.r Chapter 23 of the Acts of 1939
.hich re-
11 at
1 at
1359
10.00
25.00
1977 DOG LICENSES ISSUED
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1978
8 at $ 3.00
3 at 6.00
2 at 3.00
13
1978 DOG LICENSES ISSUED
MARCH - JUNE 1978
613 at $ 3.00
135 at 6.00
391 at 3.00
11 at 10.00
1 at 25.00
1151
$ 110.00
25.00
4656.00
$4180.70
24.00
18.00
6.00
48.00
43. 45
$1839.00
810.00
1173 .00
110.00
25.00
3957.00
$3554.15
SPORTING L
January 1977 - J 1978
January - December 1977
Resident Clt. Fishing
Resident Clt. Hunt lag
Resident Clt. Sport inf
Resident Clt. Miner Finking
Resident Alien Finhing
Non-Res ident Clt .Alien Fishing
Non-Resident Clt .Allen 7-day Finhing
Non-Res ident Clt .Alien Hunting (Ssmll
Non-Res ldent Cit .Alien Csssseroinl Shooting
Resident Cit. Minor
Resident Clt. Trapping
)
Resident Alien Hunting
Non-Res ident Cit. Allen Hunting (Big Qeno)
Resident Cit. Sporting Over 70
Resident Cit. Finhing Paraplegic, Blind, Mentally Retarded
Resident Cit. Hunting Paraplegic
Archery Stanpo
Mass. Waterfowl Stanpe
TOTAL LICENSES ISSUED
AMOUNT PAID DIVISION OF FISHERIES it OAME
885
245
348
AB
16
7
3
1
21
2
156
50
38
January - June 1978
Resident Cit. Fishing
Resident Cit. Hunting
Resident Cit. Sporting
Resident Cit. Minor Fishing
Resident Allen Fishing
Non-Res ident Cit .Alien Fishing
Non-Res ldent Cit .Alien 7-day Fishing
Non-Res ident Cit .Alien Hunting (Snail Gene)
Non-Res ldent Cit .Alien Connercial Shooting
Resident Cit. Minor
Resident Cit. Trapping
Duplicates
Resident Alien Hunting
Non-Res ident Clt .Alien Hunting (Big Gene)
Resident Cit. Sporting Over 70
Resident Cit. Fishing Paraplegic, Blind, Mentally Retarded
Resident Cit. Hunting Paraplegic
Archery Stanpe
Mass Waterfowl Stanpe
TOTAL LICENSES ISSUED
AMDVNT PAID DIVISION OF FISHERIES & GAME
1824
$U ,721.25
661
14
243
39
4
22
4
1
1
4
1
115
1112
$9292.00
(14)
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES ISSUED
JANUARY - DECEMBER 1977
TOTAL NET AMOUNT
Garage Permits 78 8 $ 2.00 $156.00
Gasoline Permits 60 8 2.00 120.00
Junk Dealers 2 i 1.00 2.00
Junk Collectors 1 8 15.00 15.00
Auctioneers 6 8 2.00 12.00
Auctioneers 1 8 10.00 10.00
Pool 2 8 3.00 6.00
Pool 4 8 1.00 4.00
Bowling Alleys 40 8 2.50 100.00
Hawkers & Peddlers 6 8 2.50 15.00
Paid Town Treasurer 200 lies
.
$440.00
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES ISSUED
JANUARY - JUNE 1978
Garage Permits 75 8 $ 2.00 $150.00
Gasoline Permits 72 8 2.00 144.00
Junk Dealers 3 8 1.00 3.00
Junk Collectors 2 8 15.00 30.00
Hawkers & Peddlers 2 8 2.50 5.00
Auctioneers 2 8 15.00 30.00
Pool 1 8 3.00 3.00
Pool 1 8 1.00 1.00
Bowling Alleys 16 8 2.50 40.00
Paid Town Treasurer 174 lies. $406.00
(15
30U1HBRID0K POLICE DEPARTMENT
30UTHBRIDQE , MASSACHUSETTS
•
JULT 11, 197*
TO: PETER BOXER, TOWN MANAGER
U ELM STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE , MASS*
SUBJECT: NARRATIVE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SOUTHBRIDGE POLICE
DEPARTMENT.
SIR:
ENCLOSED FIND ACTIVITY REPORTS OF THE SOUTHBRIDGE POLICE
DEPARTMENT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1977-197S AS PER YOUR REQUEST.
(16)
SOUTHBRIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
1977-1973 ANNUAL REPORT OF SERVICES RENDERED AND REVENUE
SERVICES RENDERED
RADIO CALLS DISPATCHED TO CRUISERS 5104
EMERGENCY 911-2-3 116
LODGING PROVIDED TO TRANSIENTS 12_
WARRANTS AND SUMMONS SERVED 121
BREATHALYZER TEST ADMINSTERED
BREATHALYZER TEST REFUSED 0_
PERMITS TO WORK ON LORD DAY OR LEGAL 36_
PARADE PERMITS ISSUED ^
BICYCLES REGISTERED 761
MENTAL COMMITMENTS ^
TOTAL SERVICES RENDERED 6265
REVENUE
COPY MACHINE 1136.00
LICENSE TO CARRY FIREARM 1753,00
FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION CARDS 293.00
FIREARM DEALERS LICENSE AND
AMMUNITION DEALER LICENSE 39.00
REIMBURSED FOR PRISONERS MEAL
TOWN OF CHARLTON 66,00
TOTAL REVENUE 3347*00
CASH RECEIPTS FROM PARKING TICKETS
PAID TO DUDLEY DISTRICT COURT 4770*00
(17)
1
SOUTHBRIDGE POLICE DEPIRTMENT
1977-197S ANNUAL REPORT OF MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
A* FATAL MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT
B. PERSONAL INJURY ACCIDENTS
C. PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT OVER #200
D. PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT UNDER #200
TOTAL ACCIDENT A,B,C, k D
1. PERSONS KILLED
A. PASSENGER
B. PEDESTRIAN
T011L PERSON KILLED
2. PERSONS INJURED
A. OPERATORS 71
B. PASSENGERS Z>6
C. PEDRESTRIAN 14
D. BICYCLIST 4_
TOTAL PERSONS INJURED
A,B,C,D, 12i
103
Mi
603
(18)
1977 - 1973 ANNUAL REPORT OF OFFENSES KNOWN OR REPORTED TO POLICE
CLASSIFICATION OF OFFENSES.
CRIMINAL HOMICIDE
MURDER AND NONNEGLIGENT
MANSLAUGHTER
FORCIBLE RAPE
ROBBERY
A.FIREARM 1
B. KNIFE OR CUTTING INST. 3
C. OTHER DANGEROUS WEAPON 5
ASSAULT
OTHER DANGEROUS WEAPON 1
FIREARM
HAND, FIST, FEET. 6
BURGLARY
FORCIBLE ENTRY #4
UNLAWFUL ENTRY NO FORSE 11
ATTEMPTED FORCIBLE ENTRY 5
LARCENY THEFT
OVER 1 100.00 67
UNDERj 100.00 51
LARCENY FRCM MOTOR VEHICLES 31
MOTOR VEHICLES THEFT
AUTOS £9
TRUCKS & BUSES 3
OTHER VEHICLES 2
TOTAL OF ALL MAJOR OFFENSES 309
(19)
SOUTWBRIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
MURDER & NOMNKGLIGENT
MANSLAUGHTER ADULTS MALEQ
BURGLARY
ARSON
FORGERY * CQUNTRRFKT>PTNn
^i^NPROPERTImm & kmmm
,
selling
VANDALISM
NARCOTIC T.^y yioi,ATTniw
1
\
DISORDERLY nnimiifwp
BlJ'lUWiWd THE mcE ETC
RUNAWAY i j
OPER SO AS TQ ENDAMP.^
OTHER MOVTNP. VIQLA TTHMQ
LIQUOR LAWS
LARCENY
10
404
26
d
INTO COURT
FEMALE
2
JHVEMIU
MALE FEMALE
o
o
7 oo
nu
12
3
7
9
23
3
31
34
4
5
72
(20)
SOUTHBRIDGE POLICE DEPARTITENT
1977-197S REPORT OF PERSONS HELD IN PROTECTIVE CUSTODY
Drag MASSACHUSETTS 5EWEmmW5
MALES FEMALES TOTAL
"37T —n— 552T~
PERSONS HELD IN OUR LOCK*UP FOR VARIOUS CHARGES
SOUTHBRIDGE MALES FEMALES TOTAL
"W~ ~~5 ~W~
STURBRIDGB Id K 22
CHARLTON 23 2 30
TOTALS 136 U 147
(21)
CONCLUDING STATEMENT
AT THIS TIM*, I WOULD LXO TO EXPRESS MI APPRECIATION
TO THE TOWN MANAGER MR. PETER BOHR AND THE TOWN COUNCIL
FOR EFFORT AND COOPERATIOl IN THE OPERATION OF TOW*
GOVBRMENT , BUT ALSO TO ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND ESPECIALLY
THE PEOPLE UNDER MY EMPLOYMENT FOR SERVICES GIVEN DURING
1977 THRU 197*.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
CHIEF BERNARD A. FIORELLI
(22)
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550 July 12, 1 7
8
Fire Department
To: Mr Peter Boyer
Town Manager
From: Alva J, Gregoire
Chief, Fire Department
Subject: Annual Report of the Southbridge Fire Department for the period
beginning July 1,1977 to June 30,1978.
The following information is submitted reflecting the activities of this
department during the period cited above,
FIRE REPORT :
Number of Fire Hydrants: 483
Total Box Alarms: kh (Of which 31 wore false alarms.)
Still Alarms: 3^7
Brush & Grass Fires: 63
Lock-outs: 17
Service of Check Sprinklers & Fire Alarms: 227
Pump cellars :
Complaints: 3 (Referred to the Fire Inspector)
Rescue Calls: 37
Bomb Threats: 5
Total Calls: 726
Bomb threat cases are a joint Police & Fire Department operation.
Blasting Permits Issued: 20
FOREST FIRE SERVICE REPORT :
This service responded to 63 brush and grass fires,
105 permits for open air burning were issued during the period of January
1f 1978 to May 15»"1978, Prior to issuing the permits, Inspector Bachand
and Mr. Arthur Ballard, Agent of the Board of Health, inspected each
burning site to ascertain if the site would present a fire or health
hazard.
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
Fire Department
Information listed below has been extracted from our fire records and
reflect appropiate facts pertaining to financial loss through fire.
Value of Buildings: $1,597,600.00
Estimated loss on Buildings: $80,650.00
Insurance paid on Buildings
: $75 , 803. 70 ( 2 Claims still pending)
Estimated loss on Contents: $23,223.80
Insurance paid on Contents: $1,000,00 (2 claims still pending)
Status of claims based on information received from Insurance Companies,
Some of this total was also for contents lost.
PERSONNEL REPORT :
Number of Personnel who retired during this period:
Number of Personnel who have been appointed during this period: 1
Number of Certified Emergency Medical Technicians: 15
INVENTORY OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT :
Fire Station: $120,000.00
Fire Apparatus: ^55,000.00
Department Supplies:^ 61,000.00
Garaewell Fire Alarm Systems: $110,000.00
AMBULANCE SERVICE REPORT :
Funds allocated for the operation of the ambulance service: $6,235*00
This service submitted $45,393*00 in collectible trips.
Calls responded to by the ambulance service are reflected below:
Southbridge: 1,244 Out of Town trips: 157
Boston: 17 Vorcest-r: 108 Charlton: 11
Vest Broolcfield: 3 Uebster: 6 Putnam: 1
Springfield: 1 Brewster: 1 Ware: 2
Sturbridge: 1 Dudley: 2 Burrisville ,R. I , : 1
Harrisville, R.I,: 1 Norfolk; 2
SOUTH 1 ft I DG S FIRI DIPARTMENT
MoAth. _ J
BipiC
^" a*-*WMMtnf July to Dec. iq77
Cnurcne
8
MOM. iUs. WED.
1
THUU. Ml. •AT.
13
TOTAL
Inspections mod* Jul
.
Aug. Sept. Oct
|
Nov Dec
.
'own owned bld£ra„
Bottled Gos
17
4 2
16
3
33
9
Stores 1 17 1 31 15 65
Business buildings 6 1 4 6 17 34
Single dwellings 20 5 4 1
1
3 43
Multiple dwellings 4 3 6 26 7 46
Garages - S. Stations 1 2 2 5 1 1
1
Public halls 6 1 1 8
Restaurants 1 3 2 3 9
Clubs 3 1 1 5
Cafes • 1 2 3
Diners
Hotels 1 1 2
Schools 14 2 16
Hospitals 1 1 2
Rest homes 2 2 2 6
Decorations 4 4
Storage tanks 1 1
Complaints 2 2 3 3 10
Re-inspections 1 2 3
Power Burners 109 28 15 81 66 299
Permits Issued
Storage tanks 1 1
Range oil burners
Duplicates
Power oil burners 20 6 6 16 1 49
Duplicates 4 2 2 2 1 1
Bottled gas
Duplicates 1 ± 1
Decorations 4 4
Total deposit
Received by
Total deposit
Submitted by_
INSPECTOR
Date. .19.
Alva J. Gregoire
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT Paere T
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Churches
Inspections mode
SOUTH B R I DGE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Inspectors Report
Week of Jan. to .Tung l
Q
78
8 5
Town Owned Build.
Bottled Gas
Stores
Business buildings
Single dwellings
Multiple dwellings
Garages - S. Stations
Public halls
Restaurants
Clubs
Cafes
Diners
Hotels
Schools
Hospitals
Rest homes
Decorations
Storage tanks
Complaints
Re- inspections
Range Burners
Power Burners
Permits Issued
Storage Tanks
Range oil burners
Duplicates
Power oil burners
Duplicates
Bottled gas
Duplicates
Decorations
Jan.
7
8
Feb.
Wl
2
1
12
1
1
Mar.
9
10
k
1
2
Apr J
11
7
1
6
May
3
14
23
1
2
1
8
1
June
1
9
15
1
7
53 kl 29
1
61 29
8
1
13
2
12
13
TOTAL
2h
51
2
1
1
k
lh
2
k
3
36
1
219
43
12
518
Total deposit
Received by
Submitted by.
Total deposit
INSPECTOR
Date. .19.
Alva J. Gregoire
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT Page k
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
Fire Department
On behalf of the members of this department, we wish to express
our sincere thanks and deep appreciation to the Town Manager and the
members of his staff* and the Chairman and Members of the Town Council,
the Police Department and all other Town Officials and Members of their
staffs, the Citizens of Southbridge for their courtesy, co-operation
and considerations they all have extended to this department during
the fiscal year 1977 and 1978.
Respectfully submitted,
Alva J, Gregoire Qr\
chief ^L^% ^) ^^-J «^<-u:
Southbridge Fir^'Depar truest
For the Fire Department
Lawrence C. Lavigueur
Department Clerk
(27)
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TOWN OF S6UTHBRIDGE
PLANNING BOARD
TOWN HALL
SOUTHMUOQfc MASS. 01550
REPORT OP THE SOUTHBRIDGE PLANNING BOARD:
Mr. Peter Boyer
Town Manager
Southbridge, Massachusetts
The following is a report by the Planning Board for the year
ending June 30, 1978.
The Planning Board held meetings on an average of twice a month.
No new subdivisions were presented to the Board.
Several meetings were held with Department of Public V/orks head
Hamer Clarke, about revising Subdivision rules and regulations.
Many questions were raised about private ways, old roads not
passable. No solutions were made. More meetings will be held with
Mr. Clarke. The building inspector will be asked to consult the
Planning Board if he is in doubt about issuing a building permit,
on any of these streets.
The Board met with representatives of Regional Planning Commission,
about updating Zoning By-Laws to conform to Chapter 808 of the
State Laws. This will replace Chapter 40-A Zoning Regulations.
Changes on the Zoning Map were also discussed. Work will be done
on updating said Map.
Many plans were signed "Approval under subdivision control law
not required". This is necessary, so that plans may be recorded
at the Registry of Deeds. The land must meet with area, front ge
on a public street,
Complaints were received about Zoning violations, and letters to
violators wore sent. The Building Inspector was asked to investigate
these complaints.
Two petitions were received for Zone changes, one on Guelphwood Road,
and one on Morris and Armory Lane* A petition for By-Law amendment on
signs was '• lso received. Public hearings were held on all petitions.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Para. Vincent Yurgilas
Peter Ramirez David Kearsley
David Smick SOUTHBRIDGK PLANNING BO^RD
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OFFICE OF
TAX COLLECTOR
TOWN HALL
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS. 01550
FINANCIAL REPORT
FISCAL YEAR - 1978
REAL ESTATE-FISCAL 1978 LEVY
Committed $
Refunds
Payments to Treasurer
Transfer to Tax Possession
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
REAL ESTATE-FISCAL 1977 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Refunds
Payments to Treasurer
Tax Title
Outstanding June 30, 1978
REAL ESTATE-FISCAL 1976 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Tax Title
Outstanding June 30, 1978
REAL ESTATE-FISCAL 19 7 5 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Tax Title
REAL ESTATE-1974 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Tax Title
4,736,514.74
4,879.44
4,741,394.18
$ 4,452.058.79
61,80
115,466.28
173,807.31
4,741,394.18
223,224.30
2,230.91
225,455.21
124,509.35
7,554.04
93,391.82
225,455.21
86,685.93
60,098.16
5,852.34
20,735.43
86,685.93
12,223.38
6,662.04
5,561,34
12,223.38
2,119.15
2,119.15
(29)
OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES' - PAGE TWO
APPORTIONED SEWERS - FISCAL 1978
Committed to Taxes
Refunds
36,475.49
6 6 9.'48
37,144.97
Payments to Treasurer-Committed Sewers
Interest
Deferred Interest
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
24,005.21
10,251.57
937.28
756.00
1,194.91
37,144.97
APPORTIONED SEWERS - FISCAL 1977
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payment to Treasurer - Committed Sewers
Interest
Outstanding June 30, 1978
1,827.02
1,651.83
97.76
77.43
1,827.02
UNAPPORTIONED SEWERS - 1978
Unapportioned Sewer Assessment
Payments to Treasurer
APPORTIONED SEWERS PAID IN ADVANCE
Apportioned Sewers Paid in Advance
Interest
1,129.00
20,227.50
519.33
20,746.83
1,129.00
Payments to Treasurer - Sewers
Interest
20,227.50
519.33
20,746.83
PERSONAL PROPERTY - FISCAL 1978 LEVY
Committed
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
273,983.09
268,002.58
72.10
5,908.41
273,983.09
PERSONAL PROPERTY - FISCAL 1977 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Outstanding June 30, 1978
5,510.10
2,675.33
2,834.77
5,510.10
PERSONAL PROPERTY - FISCAL 1976 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Cancelled Abatement
3,443.16
30.45
3,473.61
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
1,257.38
688.19
1,528.04
3,473.61
(30)
OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES - PAGE THREE
PERSONAL PROPERTY - FISCAL 1975 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
PERSONAL PR0PERTY-1974-1973-1971-1970 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
FARM ANIMALS -1977 LEVY
Committed
Payments to Treasurer
FARM ANIMALS - 1976 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
EXCISE TAX - FISCAL 1978 LEVY
Committed
Refunds
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
EXCISE TAX - 1977 LEVY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
Refunds
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
1,774.43
334.53
738.09
701.81
1,774.43
3,193.25
770.30
1,088.25
1,334.70
3,193.25
343.75
343.75
3.75
3.75
395,069.44
2,356.18
397,425.62
329,600.18
29,448.75
38,376.6 9
397,425.62
95,496.74
200,050.65
6,178.16
301,725.55
231,118.69
31,203.50
39,403.36
301,725.55
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OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES - PAGE FOUR
EXCISE TAX - FISCAL 1976 LEVY
Outstanding June 30, 1977
Committed
Refunds
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June, 30, 1978
EXCISE TAX - 1975 LEVY
Outstanding June 30, 1977
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
EXCISE TAX-1974 LEVY
Outstanding June 30, 1977
Reinstated Abatements
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
EXCISE TAX-1973 LEVY
Reinstate
Payments to Treasurer
36,717.11
5,192.12
674.64
42,583.87
14,435.73
5,017.67
75.90
5,093.57
24,812.09
2,054.41
15,717.37
42,583.87
1,929.36
2,078.20
10,428.17
14,435.73
57.75
4,670.89
364.93
5,093.57
118.80
118.80
AMBULANCE
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
Refunds
Reinstated Abatements
29,519.92
45,391.00
176.40
93.00
75,180.32
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
33,819.76
1,888.84
39,471.72
75,180.32
CEMETERY
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
Refunds
1,285.00
5,570.00
50.00
6,905.00
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
(32)
5,230.00
50.00
1,625.00
6 ,905.00
OFFfCE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES - PAGE FIVE
HEALTH
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
290.30
1,431.36
1,721.66
Payments to Treasurer
Outstanding June 30, 1978
1,427.94
293.72
1,721.66
HIGHWAY
Outstanding Julyl, 1977
Committed
477.59
242.53
720.12
Payments to Treasurer
Abatements
Outstanding June 30, 1978
242.53
91.19
386.40
720.12
RECREATION
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Abatements
600.00
600.00
BUILDING FEES
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
1,675.00
675.00
2,350.00
Payments to Treasurer
Outstanding June 30, 1978
200.00
2,150.00
2,350.00
LANDFILL
Outstanding July 1, 1978
Committed
3,900.96
15,709.21
19,610.17
Payments to Treasurer
Outstanding June 30, 1978
17,237.63
2,372.54
19,610.17
TOWN MANAGER
Outstanding July 1, 1977
Committed
Payments to Treasurer
Outstanding June 30, 1978
1,775.00
4 , 000 . 00
5,775.00
2,475.00
3,300.50
5,775.50
(33)
OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF TAXES - PAGE SIX
MUNICIPAL LIEN CERTIFICATES AND BETTERMENT RELEASES
Payment to Treasurer 346.00
TOTAL FEES AND INTEREST FOR ALL CATEGORIES
Payment to Treasurer 34,384.51
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO TREASURER FOR THE YEAR 5,660,654.83
Respectfully submitted
Regina Y. Mrazik
Town Collector
(34)

To the Member* oi the Town Council and the Town Manager:
Gentlemen:
I Submit, herewith, the financial Report oi the. Tom. oi
Southbrldge ion. the. il&cal year commencing July 1, 7977 and
ending June 30, 197*.
This report i* prepared In accordance with the. system
approved by the. Ve.paAtme.nt oi Corporation and Taxation, Division
oi Accounts and wWi Section 61 oi Chapter. 41 oi tht GeneAat Lam.
Following may be iound detailed report* oi Receipt* and
Expenditure*. Also included Is a Balance Sheet, Ca*h and Estimated
Receipt* Recapitulation*, Analy*i* oi Council Reserve Account, and
Town Debt, Veierred Revenue, and Tru*t and Investment Activity
Schedule*
.
I wish to expre** my appreciation to our Town Manager,
Mr. Peter Boyer, Member* oi the Town Council, Vepartmf.nt* and
Committee* ior the help and co-operation extended to me and to the
*taii member* oi the oiilce throughout the year.
I wish to publicly thank Mr*. Lorraine Healy ior her eiiiclency,
devotion, knowledge and dedication without which the day to day
operation oi thi* department could not iunction nor could thi*
report have been written.
Additionally, I would like to expre** my gratitude to
Ms. Linda Healy ior her untiring eiiort* in the compilation oi the
iinal edition oi thi* document.
Respectiully submitted,
Richard H. Generzux
Town Accountant
GENERAL ACCOUNTS
RECEIPTS
July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1978
TAXES:
Levy of 1978:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1977:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1976:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1975:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1974:
Personal Property
Levy of 1973:
Personal Property
Motor Vehicle Excise:
Levy of 1978
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1976
Levy of 1975
Levy of 1974
Levy of 1973
Taxes in Litigation G.L. Ch. 298
Acts of 1961
Tax Title Redemptions
Farm Animal Excise:
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1976
Lieu Taxes:
State Properties - G.L. Ch. 58
Abatements to Blind Persons - G.L. Ch. 59
Abatements to Veterans - G.L. Ch. 59
$ 268,002.58
4,452,058.79 $4,720,061.37
2,675.33
124,509.35
1,257.38
60,098.16
334.53
6,662.04
329,600.18
231,118.69
24,812.09
1,929.36
57.75
118.80
343.75
3.75
11,097.51
962.50
2,475.32
127,184.68
61,355.54
6,996.57
532.81
237.49
587,636.87
129.35
9,805.64
347.50
14,535.33
(37)
FROM STATE:
General Fund Distributions:
Bilingual Education - G.L. Ch. 71A
Special Education Programs - G.L. Ch. 71B
School Aid - G.L. Ch. 70
Local Aid Fund Distributions:
Lottery, Beano, Charity Games - G.L. Ch. 29
Urban Redevelopment Corp. Excise Distributions
G.L. Ch. 121A
45,894.56
484,812.00
904,128.52 $1,434,835.0
265,857.6
307.3
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Licenses - Alcoholic
:
Club All Alcoholic
Package All Alcoholic
Innholder All Alcoholic
Restaurant All Alcoholic
Seasonal All Alcoholic
Drug All Alcoholic
Package Beer and Wine
Restaurant Beer and Wine
One Day Beer and Wine
Seasonal Beer and Wine
2,400.00
2,400.00
550.00
11,550.00
600.00
250.00
2,250.00
250.00
8.00
80.00
Licenses - Others:
Common Victualer ^
Amusement Devices
Auto Dealers
Taxi Drivers
Firearms
Ammunition & Firearm Dealers
Garage
Auctioneers
Hawkers
Bowling Alleys
Permits
:
Liquor Identification Cards
Overhang Signs
Firearms Identification Cards
Oil Burner
Pool Table
Gasoline
Junk Collectors
Raffle
Store Milk
Storage Tank
Demoletion
Underground Tanks
Yearly Entertainment
Miscellaneous
Building
159.00
760.00
63.00
41.00
1,740.00
29.00
180.00
40.00
7.50
140.00
162.00
9.00
248.00
23.00
14.00
152.00
30.00
230.00
26.00
1.50
5.00
8.00
20.00
21.00
556.83 25,003.8:
(38)
FINES:
Court $ 5,737.17
GRANTS:
From Federal Government:
Revenue Sharing - P.L. 92-512
Community Development - P.L. 93-383
Public Works Employment Act
Title I EDA - School
EDA - Downtown
Title II Antirecession Fiscal Assistance
School -
Title I - P.L. 89-10
Title II - P.L. 93-380
Title IV - P.L. 93-380
School Lunch Program
Library -
Title I - LSCA
Airport -
Runway Construction
Public Works -
Emergency Snow Removal Aid
Civil Defense -
Telephone Reimbursement
$ 277,202.00
65,800.00
119,000.00
174,000.00
37,952.00
216,935.00
3,643.00
9,649.14
124,401.90
2,700.00
21,182.36
16,225.00
71.43 1,068,761.83
From State Government:
School -
Transportation - G.L. Ch. 71
Vocational Education - G.L. CH. 74
Outside Voc. School Trans. - G.L. Ch
School Lunch Program
Building Assistance
74
37,406.00
43,633.00
523.00
25,844.73
197,051.73
Civil Defense -
Health -
289.78
1,427.94
Highways -
Highway Fund Distribution - G.L. Ch,
Highway & Transit Development
81 75,415.22
112,348.14
Library -
Aid to Libraries 6,341.25
Airport -
Runway Construction
Council on Aging -
Senior Citizens Drop-In Center
4,628.08
2,000.00 506,908.87
From County Government:
Board and Care of Dogs
Dog Fund
Dutch Elm Disease
5,774.00
1,500.65
184.91 7,459.56
(39)
Other General Revenue:
Sale of Tax Possession Property $ 926,26
Tailings 44.10
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS:
1977 Sever Assessments 1,651.33
1978 Sewer Assessments 24,005.21
Unapportioned Sewer Assessments 1,129.00
Apportioned Sewer Assessments Paid In Advance 20,227.50
DEPARTMENTAL REVENUE:
Town Manager -
Sale of Duplicate Copies 10.30
Town Treasurer -
Redemption Certificates 18.00
Tax Title Additional Charges 648.52
Town Collector -
Fees 4,288.10
Municipal Liens 346.00
Town Clerk -
Fees and Services 8,183.70
Assessors -
Sale of Valuation Books 8.00
Election and Registrations -
Sale of Street List Books 559.50
Police -
Extra Duty Assignments 11,571.00
Accident Reports 1,186.00
Lock-Up Rental ' 900.00
Prisoner Meals 66.00
Witness Fees 8.00
Fire -
Ambulance Charges 33,819.76
Rental Charges 2,200.00
Building Inspector -
Certification Fees 300.00
Weights and Measures -
Fees 618.80
Dog Officer -
Sale of Dogs 370.00
Pick-up Fees 111.00
Board and Care (Licensed Dogs) 104.00
Dept. of Public Works - Landfill -
Landfill Costs - Sturbridge 17,237.63
Sale of Scrap Iron 216.18
(40)
Dept. of Public Works - Highway -
Cleaning of N. Woodstock load
Dept. of Public Works - Cemetery -
Sale of Lots and Graves
Grave Openings
Veterans Services -
State:
Reimbursement for Relief
Recoveries
Schools -
Rentsl of Facilities
Lunch Sales
Athletic Receipts
Extra Duty Assignments
Telephone Commissions
Southern Worcester County Regional
Vocational School -
Reduction of Assessment
Library -
Sale of Library Books
Reimbursement for Lost or Damaged Books
Conservation Commission -
Wetlands Filing Fees
Airpqrt Commission -
Rental Charges
Airport Runway Construction
Aeronautical Services, Inc. Trust
Unclassified -
Cable T.V. Fees
Telephone Commissions
Specification Fees
Depot Rental Charges
Sale of Used Equipment
Insurance Settlements:
Generator Repairs
Pickup Truck Theft
Pickup Truck Radio Theft
Compactor Vandalism
Truck Damage
Ambulance Damage
Traffic Light Damage
INTEREST
:
242.53
1,175.00
3,050.00
33,730.05
5,533.77
785.00
127,277.24
10,770.60
2,986.42
71.75
91,485.51
195.81
179.80
50.00
2,362.00
3,713.47
2,000.00
2,200.00
144.33
200.00
1,033.20
2,395.50
3,200.00
2,063.75
380.00
4,804.84
287.54
274.46
720.35 $ 386,083.41
On Deposits
On Deferred Taxes
On Excise Taxes
On Special Assessments
45,421.07
28,598.34
1,243.97
12,061.73
(41)
On Tax Title Redemptions
On Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds
On Cemetery Improvement Funds
On Cemetery Care Funds
On Library Funds
On School Funds
On Scholarship Funds
On Charity Funds
On Escrow Funds
On Anti Recession Funds
On Revenue Sharing Funds
On Investment Funds
1,605.45
5,922.42
2,620.00
650.27
58.34
298.01
1,182.86
240.25
1,236.18
1,134.05
7,302.29
18,964.69 $ 128,539.92
AGENCY:
Deposits on Plans & Bids
Dog Licenses Collected for County
Sporting Licenses Collected for State-
Payroll Deductions -
Federal Withholding Taxes
State Withholding Taxes
Blue Cross - Blue Shield
Group Life Insurance
Additional Life Insurance
Contributory Retirement System
Teachers Retirement System
Union Dues
Employees Annuities
Savings Deposits
United Way Contributions
500.00
5,237.20
24,013.25
627,998.02
214,426.43
205,629.52
5,041.22
5,699.77
82,048.17
150,035.62
23,527.00
49,131.03
34,774.00
1,164.00 1,429,225.23
TRUST:
Cemetery Perpetual Care Bequests
INVESTMENTS:
1,005.00
General Funds
Revenue Sharing Funds
Anti-Recession Funds
RECOVERIES:
4,190,000.00
240,000.00
55,869.50 4,485,869.50
Town Manager - Globe Village Fire Station
Utilities
Fire - False Alarm Salaries
D.P.W. Highway - Supplies
Library - Supplies
School - Teaching Supplies
School - Custodial Supplies
5.00
94.00
6. 70
3.68
133.60
14 .64 2£2.62
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REIMBURSEMENTS :
Town Council - Series 300
Conferences snd Meetings - In State
Police - Series 500
Controlled Substances
D.P.W. Highway - Series 100
Permanent Salaries
Library - Series 500
Library Books and Periodicals
(Trustee Contributions to Operations)
School -
Utility Services
Dresser Street Field Utilities
Insurance
REFUNDS:
80.00
400.00
381.72
15,000.00
880.00
7.00
6,121.82 22,870.54
Specialized Services
Specialized Services
Town Manager - Series 300
Professional Consultant &
Town Treasurer - Series 300
Professional Consultant C
Town Collector - Series 200
Change Fund
Town Clerk - Series 200
Change Fund
Elections & Registrations - Series 300
Professional Consultant & Specialized Services
Fire - Series 100
Sick Leave
Series 200
Building & Construction Materials & Supplies
Parts & Accessories Non Vehicular
Health - Series 200
Drugs, Medicines & Other Health Supplies
D.P.W. Highway - Series 200
Miscellaneous Materials & Supplies
D.P.W. Sewer - Series 300
Postage & Express Charges
D.P.W. Buildings & Grounds - Series 200
Janitorial Materials
Library - Series 200
Office Supplies
Change Fund
Recreation - Swimming Pool - Series 300
Water
Historical Commission - Series 300
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Insurance
Veterans Benefits
School -
School Committee Expenses
Supplies & Office Equipment
Services
Teaching Salaries
Teaching Supplies
Other Expenses
50.00
57.00
100.00
50.00
705.48
64.65
36.00
3.60
12.00
14.00
26.40
22.87
51.40
19.85
85.57
2.50
1,399.00
1,830.10
170.80
52.00
18.51
643.00
24.27
6.11
(43)
Textbooks
Chapter 766
Pupil Transportation
Utility Services
Maintenance Services
Dresser Street Field Utilities
Athletic Fund
Title 1 Remedial Reading
School Lunches Revolving Fund
SERVICE TRANSFERS:
C.E.T.A. - Commonwealth of Mass.
Other
TOTAL RECEIPTS:
113.05
4.15
22.00
8,035.47
251.56
56.54
1,454.44
2.75
AO. 50 $ 15,425.57
3,475,194.00
32,677.85 3,507,871.85
$18,868,832.08
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GENERAL ACCOUNTS
EXPENDITURES
JULY 1, 1977 - JUNE 30, 1978
TOWN COUNCIL:
Series 100 - Personnel Services $ 713.56
Permanent Salaries $ 713.56
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 73.00
Office Supplies 45.00
Recreation Materials & Supplies 28.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services 891.00 $ 1,677.56
Advertising & Promo. Activities 19.50
Miscellaneous Fees 106.00
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 684.00
Conf . & Meet. - In State 80.00
Mileage & Travel 1.50
TOWN MANAGER:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 38,017.08
Permanent Salaries 38,017.08
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 1,375.84
Office Supplies 237.84
Misc. Materials & Supplies 500.00
Copy Machine Costs 638.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services 6,696.28
Postage & Express Charges 308.72
Advertising & Promo. Activities 400.14
Specialized Services 1,123.50
Printing 313.95
Dues, Subsciptions & Periodicals 410.60
Mileage & Travel 62.85
Rents 2,159.00
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 1,456.41
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 54.50
Personnel Expenses 406.61
Series 400 - Equipment 11,357.48
Office Equipment 11,357.48
Series 500 - Unclassified 20.00 57,466.68
Surety Bonds 20.00
TOWN ACCOUNTANT:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 23,462.40
Permanent Salaries 23,462.40
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 243.69
Office Supplies 243.69
(45)
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges $
Specialized Services
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf
. & Meet. - In State
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.)
Series 400 - Equipment
Office Equipment
2,089.34
18.23
988.92
330.88
300.80
153.54
152.47
144.50
37.48
37.48 25,832.91
TREASURER:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries 19,016.84
19,016.84
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 438.22
438.22
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Specialized Services
In-Service Training & Tuitions
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf. & Meet. - In State
Conf. & Meet. - Out of State
Rents
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.)
Payroll Service Costs
Series 500 - Unclassified
Surety Bonds
5,647.08
1,108.99
2,670.64
385.40
99.15
30.00
14.00
226.00
102.50
536.03
338.25
136.12
484.00
484.00 25,586.14
TOWN COLLECTOR:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
Petty Cash
19,364.00
99.48
100.00
19,364.00
199.48
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges 3,742.59
Advertising & Promo. Activities 104.00
Specialized Services 1,203.08
Printing 253.70
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 35.00
Conf. & Meet. - In State 235.21
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 228.79
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non.Ve.) 64.00
5,866.37
(46)
Series 400 - Equipment $ 478.40
Office Equipment $ 478.40
Series 500 - Unclassified 422.00 $ 26,330.25
Surety Bonds 422.00
ASSESSOR:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 32,431.88
Permanent Salaries 32,431.88
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 90.24
Office Supplies 90.24
Series 300 - Contractual Services 6,413.60
Postage & Express Charges 179.73
Specialized Services 3,939.75
Printing 202.76
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 220.65
Conf. & Meet. - In State 612.34
Mileage & Travel 27.77
Car Allowance 720.00
^
Rents 20.00
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 396.87
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non, Ve.) 93.73
Series 400 - Equipment 264.00 39,199.72
Office Equipment 264.00
TOWN CLERK: * '
Series 100 - Personnel Services 30,118.40
Permanent Salaries 30,118.40
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 217.90
Office Supplies 167.90
Petty Cash 50.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services 2,127.83
Postage & Express Charges 240.00
Advertising & Promo. Activities 478.23
Miscellaneous Fees 74.00
Printing 281.40
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 48.00
Conf. & Meet. - In State 277.86
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 599.84
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 128.50
Series 500 - Unclassified 40.00 32,504.13
Surety Bonds 40.00
TOWN ATTORNEY:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 5,625.00
Permanent Salaries 5,325.00
Witness Fees 300.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 220.00
Office Supplies 220.00
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Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges $ 125.00
Specialized Services 2,810.23
Printing 105.00
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 45.00
Mileage & Travel 191.20
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 593.10
$ 3,869.53 $ 9,714.53
ELECTIONS AND REGISTRATIONS:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
1,280.00
6*460.53
303.94
7,740.53
303.94
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges ' 146.00
Advertising & Promo. Activities 56.69
Specialized Services 4,836.36
Printing 875.35
Conf. & Meet. - In State 19.93
Mileage & Travel 38.75
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 90.00
6,063.08
Series 400 - Equipment
Office Equipment 202.00
202.00
Series 500 - Unclassified
Printed Reports 843.64
843.64 15,153.19
POLICE DEPARTMENT:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries
Overtime
Holiday Pay
Sick Leave
Witness Fees
Personnel Assignments
382,555.57
346,088.01
12,266.18
6,060.43
8,257.08
2,097.40
5,146.47
2,640.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 360.26
Gear & Uniforms 574.25
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 2,149.00
Fuel & Lubricants 14,633.82
Safety Supplies 531.96
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 179.38
Janitorial Supplies 945.47
Building & Constr. Materials & S. p. 374.98
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 529.93
Uniform Allowance 5,865.51
Copy Machine Costs 421.31
26,565.87
(48)
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges $ 190.15
Specialised Services 294.13
In-Service Training & Tuitions 29.00
Printing 456.70
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 889.15
Conf . & Meet. - In State 271.96
Conf . & Meet. - Out of State 800.00
Mileage & Travel 25.35
Rents 827.61
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 10,662.41
Heat, Light & Power 4,786.38
Water 231.27
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (non-Ve.) 1,608.72
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 691.63
Main, of Building & Improvements 162.23
Personnel Expenses 79.00
$ 22,005.69
Series 400 - Equipment
Vehicles
Office Equipment
Elec, Lighting & Comm. Equip.
Safety Equipment
Miscellaneous Equipment
Series 500 - Unclassified
Controlled Substances
13,837.19
9,980.00
980.75
1,669.95
350.59
855.90
500.00
500.00 $ 445,464.32
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries
Overtime
Holiday Pay
Sick Leave
Personnel Assignments
361,496.54
332,427.65
10,014.05
8,354.74
9,521.80
136.05
1,042.25
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 86.22
Gear & Uniforms 7B9.85
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 1,291.45
Fuel & Lubricants 1,293.22
Safety Supplies 33.03
Janitorial Supplies 441.24
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 345.29
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 54.48
Uniform Allowance 2,999.73
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 30.45
Tool Maintenance Allowance 400.00
7,764.96
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Specialized Services
10.61
93.50
659.73
15,176.58
(49)
Dues, Subscriptions & Period!. $ 174.00
Conf . & Meet. - In State 75.05
Conf . & Meet. - Out of State 475.00
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 1,111.88
Heat, Light & Power 5,824.33
Water 307.70
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 1,845.74
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 3,955.04
Main, of Building & Improvements 585.00
Personnel Expenses 59.00
Series 400 - Equipment
Office Equipment 165.00
Safety Equipment 633.41
798.41 $ 385,236.49
AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Overtime 348.47
348.47
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 47.50
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 369.12
Fuel & Lubricants 1,366.70
Safety Supplies 191.75
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 70.94
Janitorial Supplies 71.84
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 88.34
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 1.40
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges 384.71
In-Service Training & Tuitions 30.00
Miscellaneous Fees 5.00
Printing 69.00
Mileage & Travel 71.60
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 72.90
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 85.87
Main, of Building & Improvements 198.00
Series 400 - Equipment
Laboratory Equipment 51.95
Elec, Lighting & Coram. Equip. 725.00
Safety Equipment 529.00
BUILDING INSPECTOR:
2,207.59
917.08
1,305.95 4,779.09
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries 300.00
300.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf. & Meet. - In State
Mileage & Travel
7.15
15.00
69.50
470.00
7.15
554.50 861.65
(50)
WIRE INSPECTOR:
Series 100 - Personnel Services $ 1,500.00
Permanent Salaries $ 1,500.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 20.50
Office Supplies 18.50
Misc. Materials & Supplies 2.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services 572.50 $ 2,093.00
Postage & Express Charges 39.00
Printing 25.15
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 27.00
Conf . & Meet. - In State 52.50
Mileage & Travel 361.35
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 67.50
SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 2,000.00
Permanent Salaries 2,000.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 127.50
Misc. Materials & Supplies 127.50
Series 300 - Contractual Services 178.00 2,305.50
Postage & Express Charges 15.00
Advertising & Promo. Activities 13.00
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 10.00
Mileage & Travel ' 140.00
DOG OFFICER: >
Series 100 - Personnel Services 600.00
Permanent Salaries 600.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 5.00
Office Supplies 5.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services 6,932.40 7,537.40
Postage & Express Charges 42.90
Dog Law Enforcement 6,889.50
CIVIL DEFENSE:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 1,513.13
Gear & Uniforms 991.75
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 195.26
Fuel & Lubricants 142.02
Safety Supplies 49.50
Recreation Materials & Supplies 90.00
Misc. Materials & Supplies 26.16
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 18.44
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Series 300 - Contractual Services $ 630.31
In-Service Training & Tuitions $ 19.80
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 415.89
Heat, Light & Power 169.62
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 25.00
Series AOO - Equipment 1,778.88 $ 3,922.32
Vehicles 750.00
Office Equipment 49.88
Safety Equipment 979.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 29,644.00
Permanent Salaries 29,644.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 460.30
Office Supplies 81.40
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 378.90
Series 300 - Contractual Services 6,267.92
Postage & Express Charges 95.20
Specialized Services 5,572.50
Printing 23.12
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 8.00
Mileage & Travel 188.70
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 380.40
Series 400 - Equipment 35.80
Office Equipment " 35.80
Series 500 - Unclassified 7,000.00 43,408.02
Tri-Link, Inc. 7,000.00
D.P.W. - ADMINISTRATION
:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 51,607.51
Permanent Salaries 51,607.51
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 1,443.64
Office Supplies 585.23
Gear & Uniforms 89.36
Engineering Supplies 701.46
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 14.79
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 52.80
Series 300 - Contractual Services 2,990.35
Postage & Express Charges 142.57
Advertising & Promo. Activities 26.00
Specialized Services 668.00
Printing 87.10
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 561.34
Conf. & Meet. - In State 148.20
Conf . & Meet. - Out of State 668.81
Mileage & Travel 251.10
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 437.23
(52)
Series AOO - Equipment
Office Equipment
Safety Equipment
D.P.W. - HIGHWAY:
194.00
28.95
1 222.95 $ 56,264.45
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Overtime
Overtime - Snow & Ice
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Gear & Uniforms
Snow & Ice Control
Signs & Posts
Storm Sewers & Culverts
Road Materials
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories
Fuel & Lubricants
Safety Supplies
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies
Janitorial Supplies
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup.
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies
Misc. Materials & Supplies
Sidewalks & Materials
Uniform Allowance
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.)
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Specialized Services
Miscellaneous Fees
Mileage & Travel
Rents
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
Heat, Light & Power
Water
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.)
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles
Main, of Building & Improvements
120,928.57
1,117.13
34,259.54
124.72
81,262.02
5,355.18
6,945.33
51,704.48
33,200.47
15,685.82
13.75
15.95
569.21
4,130.91
337.06
62.95
2,257.22
1,614.59
998.93
17.17
26.00
941.00
1.00
9.05
320.45
1,672.52
11,986.02
561.50
2,733.63
8,028.14
550.06
156,305.24
204,278.59
31,546.54
Main, of Street, Grounds & Rec. Areas 4,700.00
Series 400 - Equipment
General Equip. & Machinery
Safety Equipment
D.P.W. - SEWER
:
1,978.35
570.93
2,549.28 394,679.65
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Overtime
45,094.80
2,347.52
47,442.32
(53)
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies $ 57.44
Gear & Uniforms 609.94
Storm Sewers & Culverts 7.23
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 147.22
Fuel & Lubricants 1,750.11
Safety Supplies 78.45
Janitorial Supplies 524.66
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 2,134.32
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 5,792.50
Misc. Materials & Supplies 307.09
Sanitary Sewers & Materials 650.45
Uniform Allowance 500.00
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 10,969.57
23,528.98
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges 116.16
Specialized Services 3,121.37
Printing 421.45
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 56.00
Rents 337.31
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 577.97
Heat, Light & Power 46,798.62
Water 2,078.33
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 2,919.97
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 194.95
Main, of Buildings & Improvements 98.62
Main, of Streets, Grounds & Rec. Areas 220.25
56,941.00
Series 400 - Equipment
Vehicles
Laboratory Equipment
General Equipment & Machinery
Plumbing, Air & Heating Equip.
Safety Equipment
Miscellaneous Equipment
10,814.72 $ 138,727.02
7,189.25
1,226.74
846.13
900.00
459.70
192.90
D.P.W. - LANDFILL:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Overtime
19,021.13
4,175.17
23,196.30
Series 200 - Materilas & Supplies
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories 282.96
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 51.85
Uniform Allowance 250.00
584.81
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Specialized Services 16,375.00
Rents 20,451.72
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 1,275.00
Repairs & Main, of Motor Vehicles 3,834.41
41,936.33 65,717.24
(54)
$ 1,562.90
D.P.W. - FORESTRY:
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Specialized Services
D.P.W. - BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries 21,153.60
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Gear & Uniforms 44.95
Janitorial Supplies 1,514.52
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 3,408.83
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 3.64
Misc. Materials & Supplies 5.00
Uniform Allowance 250.00
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 129.83
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Rents 6.56
Heat, Light & Power 15,530.87
Water 509.43
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 531.42
Main, of Buildings & Improvements 873.87
Series 400 - Equipment
Janitorial Equipment 175.00
General Equipment Machinery 119.50
Safety Equipment 28.95
D.P.W. - CEMETERY:
$ 1,562.90 $ 1,562.90
21,153.60
5,356.77
17,452.15
323.45 44,285.97
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries 10,379.20
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries 8,130.59
Overtime 669.43
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Gear & Uniforms 39.34
Fuel & Lubricants 790.05
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 17.50
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 206.45
Cemetery Materials & Supplies 1,719.88
Uniform Allowance 125.00
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 63.51
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges 19.54
Specialized Services 1,999.05
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 187.00
Heat, Light & Power 481.43
Water 149.05
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 21.25
19,179.22
2,961.73
2,857.32
(55)
Series 400 - Equipment
Construction Equipment
General Equipment & Machinery
Safety Equipment
VETERANS SERVICES:
27.95
2,681.05
28.95
2,737.95 $ 27,736.22
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
i
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf . & Meet. - In State
Mileage & Travel
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.)
Series 500 - Unclassified
Veterans Graves Maintenance
Contributions
Memorial Day
Veterans Day
World War I Barracks
20,945.60
44.84
100.00
9.20
62.00
203.70
142.50
345.64
61.50
124.24
200.00
1,050.00
750.00
200.00
20,945.60
44.84
924.54
2,324.24 24,239.22
LIBRARY:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 1
Permanent Salaries 77,055.42
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries 213.20
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 1,825.99
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 16.23
Janitorial Supplies 912.77
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 703.69
Petty Cash 120.00
Parts & Accessories (Non-Ve.) 165.45
Circulation Supplies 756.59
Book Processing Costs 1,903.21
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges 934.49
Specialized Services 104.00
Printing 375.67
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 150.00
Conf. & Meet. - In State 58.80
Mileage & Travel 1 288.70
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 1,367.14
Heat, Light & Power 9,480.54
Water 194.26
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 1,178.79
Main, of Buildings & Improvements 1,801.00
Personnel Expenses 15.00
77,268.62
6,403.93
15,948.39
(56)
Series 400 - Equipment $ 4,076.90
Office Equipment $ 895.00
Furniture & Furnishings 105.40
Miscellaneous Equipment 3,076.50
Series 500 - Unclassified 31,687.57 $ 135,385.41
Surety Bonds 94.00
Library Books & Periodicals 31,593.57
RECREATION - SUMMER BASKETBALL:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 2,440.00
Temporary -& Seasonal Salaries 2,440.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 100.00 2,540.00
Rec. Materials & Supplies 100.00
RECREATION - BABE RUTH LEAGUE:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 378.00
Permanent Salaries 378.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 514.50
Rec. Materials & Supplies 514.50
Series 300 - Contractual Services 72.00
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 72.00
Series 400 - Equipment 1,157.79 2,122.29
Recreation Equipment 1,157.79
RECREATION - LASSIE LEAGUE:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 672.80
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 11.50
Rec. Materials & Supplies 661.30
Series 400 - Equipment 1,184.30 1,857.10
Recreation Equipment 1,184.30
RECREATION - LITTLE LEAGUE:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 840.00
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries 840.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 428.90
Rec. Materials & Supplies 428.90
Series 300 - Contractual Services 96.00
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals 96.00
Series 400 - Equipment 1,591.90 2,956.80
Recreation Equipment 1,591.90
(57)
RECREATION - RETARDED CHILDREN:
Series 100 - Personnel Services $ 3,060.00
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries $ 3,060.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 230.00
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 12.20
Rec. Materials & Supplies 217.80
Series 300 - Contractual Service 763.07
Miscellaneous Fees 755.00
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 8.07
Series 400 - Equipment 37.93 $ 4,091.00
Recreation Equipment 37.93
RECREATION - YOUTH SOCCER:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 218.90
Rec. Materials & Supplies 218.90
Series 400 - Equipment 773.20 992.10
Recreation Equipment 773.20
RECREATION - SUMMER PLAYGROUNDS:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 1,488.00
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries 1,488.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 1,186.16 2,674.16
Rec. Materials & Supplies 1,186.16
RECREATION - SWIMMING POOL:
Series 100 - Personnel Services 5,173.00
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries 5,173.00
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 2,275.83
Drugs, Medicines & Health Supplies 58.60
Janitorial Supplies 41.50
Rec. Materials & Supplies 74.50
Building & Constr. Materials & Sup. 1,770.78
Chemicals & Laboratory Supplies 330.45
Series 300 - Contractual Services 3,300.62 10,749.45
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype 240.33
Heat, Light & Power 123.71
Water 2,893.83
Repairs & Main, of Equip. (Non-Ve.) 42.75
RECREATION - ADMINISTRATION AND MISC.:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies 25.98
Office Supplies 25.98
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Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges $ 20.80
Advertising & Promo. Activities 71.06
Miscellaneous Fees 1,038.00
Rents 16.00
Series 400 - Equipment
Recreation Equipment 9,343.19
1,145.86
9,343.19 $ 10,515.03
PLANNING BOARD:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Permanent Salaries 200.00
200.00
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf . & Meet. - In State
602.87
14.80
94.26
426.00
40.00
27.81
Series 400 - Equipment
Office Equipment 558.41
Series 500 - Unclassified
Central Mass. Reg. Planning Comm. 2,205.45
558.41
2,205.45 3,566.73
FINANCE COMMITTEE:
Series 100 - Personnel Services
Temporary & Seasonal Salaries
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
14.00
10.03
105.00
14.00
115.03 129.03
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf. & Meet. - In State
16.74
546.10
357.52
27.50
45.00
31.00
16.74
1,007.12 1,023.86
CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies 15.77
15.77
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
12.79
19.50
90.00
122.29 138.06
(59)
COUNCIL ON AGING:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies t
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Advertising & Promo. Activities
Specialized Services
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
Conf . & Meet. - In State
Mileage & .Travel
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
AIRPORT COMMISSION:
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Specialized Services
Miscellaneous Fees
Telephone, Telegraph & Teletype
Heat, Light & Power
HISTORICAL COMMISSION:
Series 200 - Materials & Supplies
Office Supplies
Signs & Posts
Series 300 - Contractual Services
Postage & Express Charges
Printing
Dues, Subscriptions & Periodicals
22.85
10.26
15.00
15,316.28
27.23
5.00
24.62
59.20
98.21
25.00
209.00
17.74
20.22
109.98
16.89
214.00
13.00
50.00
6.50
22.85
15,555.80 $ 15,578.65
381.94
230.89
69.50
381.94
300.39
LINE ITEMS
:
Capital Improvements
Highway Equipment
Fire Apparatus
Road Improvements
Damage to Persons & Peroperty
Hydrants
Street Lights
Insurance
Matured Debt and Interest
Debt
:
Revenue Sharing Fund
Senior High Sch. Building
Elementary Schools
Senior High Sch. Renov. & Add,
Senior High Sch. Add. - Equip.
39,767.98
16,534.30
9,645.34
60,000.00
95,000.00
15,000.00
75,163.00
65,947.62
9,815.58
116,071.06
60, f .6 6. 79
71,092.77
340,000.00
(60)
Lebanon Hill Sewer Treat. Loan $ 40,000.00
Lebanon Hill Sewer Loan 10,000.00
Lebanon Hill Sewer Notes 5,000.00
Dennison Hill Sewer 39,837.00
Interest: 207,905.00
Senior High Sch. Building 6,300.00
Senior High Sch. Renovation 67,589.00
Elementary Schools 69,500.00
Lebanon Sewer & Treat, Plant Bond 27,787.50
Lebanon Sewer Notes 3,300.00
Lebanon Sewer Notes 667.50
Dennison Hill Sewer 32,761.00
Health Life Group Insurance 165,333.71
Blue Cross Blue Shield 151,750.13
Blue Cross Blue Shield - Medex 9,528.05
Boston Mutual Life Insurance 4,055.53
Garbage and Rubbish Collections 96,500.00
Rayno, Inc. 96,000.00
Buster's Rubbish Collection 500.00
Veterans Benefits 39,449.85
Pensions - Contributory 364,730.00
Pensions - Non-Contributory 21,077.52 $1,558,789.90
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT:
School Committee Expenses
Administrative Salaries
Clerical Salaries
Supplies & Office Equipment
Services
Principals' Salaries
Principals' Clerical Salaries
Principals' Supplies
Principals' Travel & Dues
Teaching Salaries
Teaching Supplies
Other Expenses
Textbooks
Librarians Salaries
Guidance Counselors' Salaries
Chapter 766
Attendance & Travel
Health Services
Pupil Transportation
Custodial Salaries
Custodial Supplies
Heating Buildings
Utility Services
Maintenance Services
28,
46,
37,
10,
32,
143,
38,
2,
2,
2,424,
130,
9,
37,
49,
131,
28,
1,
30,
137,
160,
11,
61,
92,
69,
403.99
176.90
126.76
050.65
315.29
838.35
571.21
544.37
298.11
238.25
567.82
815.83
653.39
787.13
090.72
428.78
000.00
576.97
279.75
285.27
595.67
570.17
229.03
643.21
( 81 )
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Renl ar pmerit of EauiDment 12,892 .10
Tun ^ i onXU1 L lull 128 268 83
. i J
Utilities 2,469 .49
Equipment 4,181 .11
Materials 1,185 .11
Main. & Repairs 2,991 .91
CETA Project 2,927 .12
Federal Lunch Program 14,464 .80
Athletic Fund 35,014 .32
High School Equivalency 1,440 .00
Adult Basic Education - Supervisor 200 .00
Teacher 792 .00 $4,033,732.07
-JTHERN W0RCEST. R COUNTY REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Assessment 421,464.00
SPECIAL ACCOUNTS:
VJatei Supply Study
Schoox Services
S c ho i r e de ra 1 Lunch
Capital Improvements -
Piioi Year Appropriations
497.98
4,761.34
625.00
25,668.81 31,553.13
Ai 1 u lance
Hi iiv^ay Equipment
Cohasse Brook Improvement
1,119.85
8,576.0?
15,972.94
- INSTRU ION ACCOUNTS:
Drainage & Paving Work
On Various Roadw.iys
Palmer Bituminous Co. 1,319.89
1,319.89
(62)
Rd. Improvements Contract #28798
Stan Kaitbenski Inc.
Dennison Lane Sewer Extension
Palmer Bituminous Co.
Town Hall Remodeling
Electrical
Carpentry
Southbridge Airport Improvements
Frank J. Shields Co.
Edward & Kelcey Inc.
Senior High School Add. - Equip.
Equipment
Advertising
ECONOMIC DEVELOPEMENT ACT:
Downtown -
Consultant
Engineer
Advertising
Bond - Victor L. Peloquin Ins.
Materials
F.W. Madigan
2,166.00
2,264.42
14.91
11.98
19,898.50
9,750.48
19,263.24
84.80
7,600.00
28,878.00
258.45
103.00
1,053.65
129,915.00
2,166.00
2,264.42
26.89
29,648.98
19,348.04
167,808.10
Globe Village Sewer "Improvements -
Penetryn Systems, Inc.
Lin Video Limited
Southbridge Water Supply Co.
Thompson Offset Press
School -
Lock Heed Aluminum Window Co.
Advertising
Consultant
STATE AND COUNTY ASSESSMENTS:
State-Audit of Municipal Accounts
State-Audit of Retirement System
State-Recreation Areas
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax Bills
Central Mass. Air Pollution Control
Special Ed. Assessment - Chapter 766
County Tax
AGENCY:
Licenses for State -
Sporting Licenses
Reserved for County -
Dog Licenses
Sale of Dogs
71,745.87
69,722.64
1,264.95
178.28
580.00
111,560.00
52.00
2,325.00
113,937.00 $ 408,265.19
910.79
246.03
51,811.20
1,497.00
1,029.38
8,288.00
282,844.52
24,013.25
5,237.20
370.00
346,626.92
(63)
Deposits on Plans and Bids
Payroll Deductions
Federal Withholding Taxes $ 627,998.02
State Withholding Taxes 214,426.43
Blue Cross - Blue Shield 201,992.61
Group Life Insurance 4,989.50
Additional Life Insurance 5,781.13
Contributory Retirement System 82,048.17
Teachers Retirement System 150,035.62
Union Dues 23,527.00
Employee Annuities 49,131.03
Savings Deposits 34,774.00
United Way Contributions 1,164.00
TRUST:
Arthur P. Proulx Scholarship Fund
Bertha L. Wallace Scholarship Fund
Bertha L. Wallace Mary E. Wells
Junior High School
Bertha L. Wallace West St. School
Bertha L. Wallace Eastford Road School
Ella M. Cole Fund
INVESTMENTS:
Certificates of Deposit
Certificates of Deposit-Revenue Sharing
Savings Deposits
Savings Deposits - Revenue Sharing
Cemetery Perpetual Care Bequests
Trust Funds
UNCLASSIFIED:
Insurance Replacements -
High School Roof
Generator Repairs
Pick-Up Replacement
Compactor Repairs
Truck Repairs
Ambulance Repairs
Traffic Light Repairs
GRANTS:
$ 1,000.00
1,395,867.51 $1,426,487.96
200.00
250.00
47.25
13.65
14.33
143.10
3,940,000.00
175,000.00
31,924.64
1,000.00
1,005.00
6,638.64
3,690.53
3,200.00
2,443.75
2,412.05
287.54
274.46
720.35
668.33
4,155,568.28
13,028.68
School -
PL 89-10 Title I
Salaries
Materials & Supplies
PL # 93-380 Title II
Salaries
Materials & Supplies
PL # 93-380 Title IV
Materials & Supplies
160,327.17
44,502.99
3,298.50
63.90
204,830.16
3,362.40
17,488.96
(64)
Miscellaneous
Refund to State $ 284.96
Library -
LSCA - Title I
Materials & Supplies
REVOLVING FUNDS:
Police Extra Duty
School Extra Duty
School Athletics -
Salaries
Expenses
School Lunches -
Salaries
Purchases
REFUNDS:
Real Estate Taxes
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes
Sewer Assessments
Ambulance Charges
Cemetery Grave Opening
Specification Fees
SERVICE TRANSFERS:
C.E.T.A. - Consortium
Other
412.00
5,565.48
81,951.03
186,465.02
2,183.98 $ 228,150.46
11,571.00
2,986.42
5,977.48
268,416.05
7,138.88
9,208.98
669.48
176.40
50.00
40.00
3,475,194.00
32,677.85
288,950.95
17,283.74
3,507,871.85
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $18,515,729.03
65)
RECAPITULATION - EXPENDITURES
Departments & Special Accounts Amount
Town Council $ 1,677 .56
Town Manager 57,466 .68
Town Accountant or o o o25,832 .91
Town Treasurer 25,586 .14
Town Collector 26,330 .25
Assessors 39,199 . 72
Town Clerk o O C f\ 132,504 .13
-Town Attorney 9,714 .53
Elections & Registrations 15,153 .19
roiice Department /. /. Q /. £ A, huh
Fire Department OOF O O /"385,236 .49
Ambulance 4,779 •09
Building Inspector 861 .65
Wire Inspector z ,uy j .UU
Sealer of Weights & Measures o one2,305 .50
Dog Ori leer 7,53/ .4U
Civil Defense o n o o3,922 .32
Health / o / AO43,408 .02
Department of Public Works 728,973 .45
Veterans Services o / o o o24,239 o o.22
Library 135,385 .41
Recreation O O /fit38,497 r\ o.93
Planning Board 3,566 T O.73
Finance Committee 129 .03
Zoning Board of Appeals 1,0/J o c.86
Conservation Commission 138 .06
Council on Aging 15,578 .65
Airport Commission 381 .94
Historical Commission 300 .39
School Department / r\ o o o o o4,033,732 . 0/
S.W.C. Regional Vocational School 421,464 .00
Line Items 1,558,789 .90
Special Accounts O "1 ceo31,553 "I o. 13
Construction Projects 408,265 .19
State & County Assessments •j # c. ticJ46 , 6/6
Agency 1,426,487 .96
Trust 668 .33
Investments 4,155,568 .28
Unclassified 13,028 .68
Grants 228,150 .46
Revolving Funds 288,950 .95
Refunds 17,283 .74
Service Transfers 3,507,871 .85
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $18,515,729 .03
(66)
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1978
GENERAL ACCOUNTS
ASSETS
Cash - General:
In Banks and Office
Invested In:
Certificates of Deposit
Cash - Revenue Sharing:
In Banks and Office
Invested In:
Savings Account
Cash Community Block Grant:
In Banks and Office
Cash - EDA - School Windows:
In Banks and Office
Cash - EDA - Downtown Revitalization:
Accounts Receivable:
Levy of 1970: 1
Personal Property
Levy of 1971:
Personal Property
Levy of 1975:
Personal Property
Levy of 1976:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1977:
Personal Property
Real Estate
Levy of 1978:
Personal Property
Real Estate
$ 464,255.01
500,000.00 $ 964,255.01
10,638.84
1,000.00
632.70
702.00
701.81
1,528.04
20,735.43
2,834.77
93,391.82
5,908.41
173,807.31
11,638.84
3,744.53
5,063.00
6,191.90
300,242.29
(67)
Motor Vehicle Excise:
Levy of 1974
Levy of 1975
Levy of 1976
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1978
Special Assessments:
Sewer
Added to Taxes:
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1978
Committed Interest
Added to Taxes:
Levy of 1977
Levy of 1978
Special Taxes:
Taxes in Litigation
Tax Titles and Possessions:
Tax Titles
Tax Possessions
Departmental:
Town Manager
Ambulance
.
Building Inspector
Dog Officer
Health
Highway
Landfill
Cemetery
Veterans Benefits
Aid to Highway:
State - Contract #29222
#28798
#28945
County - #28798
Appropriations Authorized From:
Community Block Grant Income
Revenue - 1979
Unprovided For or Overdrawn Accounts:
Underestimates - 1978
State:
Recreation Areas
County:
County Tax
364.93
10,428.17
15,717.37
39,403.36
38,376.69
44.29
705.48
33.14
489.43
18,754.15
3,253.30
3,300.50
39,471.72
2,150.00
1,236.00
293.72
386.40
2,372.54
1,625.00
19,321.43
1,911.16
30,874.73
64,045.73
11,250.00
$ 104,290.52
1,272.34
496.55
22,007.45
70,157.31
108,081.62
3,744.53
8,711,049.00
1,886.94
22,240.60 24,127.54
(68)
Overlay Deficits:
Levy of 1975 $ 738.09
TOTAL ASSETS $10,337,100.52
LIABILITIES AND RESERVES
Payroll Deductions:
Group Insurance - Medical
Life
Additional
Guarantee Deposits:
In Lieu of Perfomance Bonds
Agency:
Excess Sale of Land of Low Value
Tailings:
Unclaimed Checks
Trust Fund Income:
Frances E. Kirby - Scholarship
Arthur P. Proulx - Scholarship
Bertha L. Wallace - School
Federal Grants:
School
Title I- Remedial Reading PL 89-10
Title II- Adult Basic Ed. PL 93-380
Title IV- Special Purpose PL 93-380
Adult Basic Education
Miscellaneous
Library:
Title L- LSCA
Revenue Sharing Fund - PL 92-512
Community Block Grant Fund - PL 93-383
Revolving Funds:
School Lunches
School Athletics
Recoveries
:
Insurance Losses
Veterans Services
Appropriation Control - 1979
17,870.62
632.58
3.62 $ 18,506.82
3,087.98
2,776.93
376.39
42,007.46
280.60
872.48
297.76
523.63
516.02
11,638 .84
3,744 .53
10,135 .09
10,770 .60
4,161 .94
152 .50
1,500.00
926.26
44.10
6,241.30
44,497.95
15,383.37
20,905.69
4,314.44
8,711,049.00
(69)
Appropriation Balances:
Revenue:
,
Capital Improvements (Current Year) % 17,052.38
Capital Improvements (Prior Tear) 126,659.40
Sewer Reimbursements 5,902.50
Water Supply Committee Special Expenses 3,586.26
Smoke Alarm System - Library 3,000.00
Encumbrances - School 7,707.29
Radio Scanners - Town Manager 1,000.00
Prospect Street Reconstruction 26 ?000.00
Road Improvements - Contract #29222 10,000.02
#28798 3,834.00
#28945 10,000.00
Town Hall Remodeling 1,045.28
Non-Revenue:
Southbridge Airport Improvements 2,732.84
EDA - Downtown Revitalization 6,191.90
EDA - School Windows 5,063.00
Senior High School Add. - Equipment 12,670.86
Globe Village Sewer Improvments Appropriation
Authorized from Community Block Grant Income
Overestimates 1978
State:
Special Education Chapter 766 4,344.00
County: * *
Air Pollution Control Districts 4.33
Receipts Reserved for Appropriation:
Sale of Cemetery Lots & Graves Fund 1,370.09
Cemetery Perpetual Care Interest Fund 6,180.85
Cemetery Improvement Interest Fund 13,814.66
State Aid for Libraries 6,341.28
County Dog Fund 1,500.90
Sale of Library Books Fund 265.81
Fire Station Window Repairs 2,200.00
Sale of Street List Books Fund 601.75
Parking Fund
v
8,934.55
Sanitary Landfill Participation Fund
Sturbridge 17,239.18
Public Works Employment Act of 1976-
Title II 219.41
Elderly Drop In Center Grant 2,000.00
Overlays Reserved for Abatements:
Levy of 1976 7,360.66
Levy of 1977 16,215.56
Levy of 1978 17,618.51
(70)
Revenue Reserved Until Collected
Motor Vehicle Excise
Sewer Assessment
Special Tax Revenue
Tax Title Possessions
Departmental
Aid to Highway
Surplus Revenue:
General
Sewer
104,290.52
1,272.34
496.55
22,007.45
70,157.31
108,081.62 306,305.79
787,498.51
67,525.49 855,024.00
TOTAL LIABILITY AND RESERVES $10,337,100.52
(71)
CASH
CASH RECAPITULATION
Cash - General Account (July 1, 1977)
Revenue Sharing
Community Block Grant
124,965.28
2,134.55
9,690.40 136,790.23
Receipts - General Account
Revenue Sharing
Community Block Grant
E.D.A. Grants
17,985,527.79
524,504.29
65,800.00
293,000.00 18,868,832.08
$19,005,622.31
Disbursements - General Account
Revenue Sharing
Community Block Grant
E.D.A Grants
17,646,238.06
516,000.00
71,745.87
281,745.10 18,515,729.03
Cash - General Account (June 30, 1978)
Revenue Sharing
Community Block Grant
E.D.A. Grant
464,255.01
10,638.84
3,744.53
11,254.90 $ 489,893.28
(72)
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ANALYSIS OF COUNCIL RESERVE ACCOUNT
Transfers To:
Treasurer - Series 300 - Out of State Travel $ 250.00
School - Services - School Census 1,500.00
Town Attorney - Series 300 - CCBG Petition 3,181.43
Fire - Series 300 - Repairs to Engine of
Aerial Truck 3,083.66
Zoning Board of Appeals - Series 300 - Hearings 400.00
Damage to Persons & Property - Superior Court
Execution (Hufault) 4,000.00
Treasurer - Series 100 - Salary Increase 1,000.00
Damage to Persons & Property - Court Execution
•* » (Duff) 1,300.00
Airport Commission - Series 300 - Town Operation
of Facility 116.72
D.P.W. - Highway - Series 100 - Road Improvement
Program Payroll 13,050.00
D.P.W. - Highway - Series 200 - Road Improvement
Program Materials 2,150.00
Dog Officer - Series 300 - Boarding of Dogs 630.00
TOTAL TRANSFERS $30,661.81
(74)
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
Trust and Investment Funds
June 30, 1978
In Custody of Treasurer
Charity Fund:
Jesse J. Angell
School Funds:
Alexis Boyer , Jr
.
Ella M. Cole
Scholarship Funds:
Francis E. Kirby
Arthur P. Proulx
Bertha L. Wallace
Lbrary Fund:
Mary Mynott
Cemetery Care Funds:
Mabel Murphy
Adah L. Stedman
Ruth E. Stedman
Mary E. Wells 4
Ida S. Vinton
Albert S. Dansereau
Perpetual Care
Cemetery Improvement Funds
General Care
S. Louise Orr
Escrow Funds:
Aeronautical Services Inc.
Martin Realty Co.
Airport Improvement Constr
Aviation Services, Inc.
Balance Income
7/1/77 and
Additions
Disbursements Balance
6/30/78
$ 4,394.37 $ 240.25
1,322.61
4,811.77
8,000.00
7,000.00
6,710.25
1,000.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
220.28
92,011.69
25,000.00
10,000.00
3,495.64
16,491.34
3,658.58
72.33
225.68 $
131.13
114.74
165.20
1,007.24
715.76
670.58
12.09
167.76
671.48
180.54
1,011.99
3,193.65
143.10
2,000.00
3,658.58
$ 4,634.62
1,394.94
4,894.35
8,131.13
7,114.74
6,710.25
1,165.20
3,007.24
1,715.76
1,670.58
232.37
167.76
671.48
92,011.69
25,000.00
10,000.00
1,676.18
17,503.33
3,193.65
TOTALS $ 188,116.53 $ 8,580.42 $ 5,801.68 $ 190,895.27
(77)
In Custody of Treasurer
Library Trustees:
Pilsudski Club Books
Pioppi Memorial Book
Robbins Memorial
J.E. Library Memorial
J.E. Library Gift
Balance
7/1/77
Income
and
Additions
Disbursements
or
Deletions
224.30
64.12
1,447.18
11,776.29
1,973.23
11.97
1.51
73.43
11,500.63
895.42
38.59
65.63
222.93
10,000.00
411.33
Balance
6/30/78
197.68
1,297.68
13,276.92
2,457.32
N.E. Merchants Nat'l Bank:
Grace M. Edwards Library
Hannah M. Edwards Library
Robert Edwards Library
198,028.00
113,802.00
115,266.00
1,674.00
5,564.00
5,631.00
196,354.00
108,238.00
109,635.00
First National Bank:
Hannah M. Edwards Cemetery 11,253.00 11,253.00
School Committee:
Vangel John Scholarship 3,039.55 3,039.55
TOTALS $ 453,834.12 $ 15,522.51 $ 23,607.48 $ 445,749.15
TOTAL ALL FUNDS $ 641,950.65 $ 24,102.93 $ 29,409.16 $ 636,664.42
(78)
OFFICE OF
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
The Board of Assessors submit the following report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978.
The Tax Rate for Fiscal Year 1978 was set as follows:
General Tax Rate $17.78
School Tax Rate 23.42
Total Tax Rate $41.20
Total Appropriations voted to be raised since Fiscal 1977 Tax Rate was fixed
Offsets to Cherry Sheet Estimates:
Public Libraries $ 6,341.25
School Lunch Program 22,896.00
Elderly Lunch Program 3.681.00
County Assessments
State Assessments
Overlay
GROSS AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS AND AVAILABLE FUNDS:
Total estimated receipts from State
Prior Years Overestimates-State and County
Local Estimated Receipts
Other Local Available Funds (Transfers)
Free Cash - To reduce tax rate
NET AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXATION OF PROPERTY
VALUATION
$2,327,556.25
3,989.46
632,132.49
724,528.31
250,000.00
Real Property
Personal Property
$114,956,750.00
6,650.075.00
TAX
$4,736,216.10
273.983.09
$121,606,825.00 $5,010,201.19
Items not entering into the determination of the Tax Rate:
Sewer Assessments apportionment and interest
TOTAL AMOUNT OF FISCAL 1978 TAXES ON PROPERTY AND OF ASSESSMENTS ADDED
TO TAXES AS COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR OF TAXES
TOTAL WARRANTS TO COLLECTOR ON REAL ESTATE, PERSONAL PROPERTY
AND SEWER ASSESSMENTS
Total number of Motor Vehicles assessd in Fiscal Year 1978 12,591
Total Valuation of Motor Vehicles - Fiscal Year 1978
$11,175,250.00
Tax on Motor Vehicles - Fiscal Year 1978 $ 600,312.21
Warrants to Collector - Fiscal Year 1978
TOTAL WARRANTS TO COLLECTOR FOR FISCAL YEAR 1978
Value of Exempted Real Estate for Fiscal Year 1978
Value of Exempted Persoral Property for Fiscal Year 1978
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$8,456,064.31
32,918.25
257,962.66
66,243.79
133.218.69
$8,948,407.70
3.938.206.51
5,010,201.19
36.475.49
$5.046.676.68
$5,046,676.68
6CO,312.21
$5,646,988.89
$24,492,700.00
$ 4,265,900.00
Respectfully submitted,
Donato D. Bernardone, Chairman
George D. Dumas. UlerK
Erne si A. Farland
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
REPORT OF THE PURCHASING AGENT
The purchasing policy as presented by the Charter is continuing to be
followed. Careful attention was paid to the purchases which require
public advertising.
Inflation continues to play an important part in 1978 which resulted in
the continuance of obtaining competitive bidding even below the figures
required by the Charter.
Collective purchasing programs which were established with the School
Department and other communities continue resulting in substantial
savings
.
Respectfully submitted,
Vincent J. Rubens tein,
Purchasing Agent
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
During the year July 1977 through June 30, 1978, your
Board of Health held 10 regular meetings.
The Flu* Program for the elderly was sponsored by this Board
and a total of 495 injections were given at clinics held at Notre
Dame Parish Hall.
Swimming facilities were checked regularly during the season
for bacteriologic safety of the water.
Dr. Charles A. Roy, Board Physician administered all inject-
ions to the pre-school monthly clinics and also the school
children at school clinics. Dr. Paul Steen administered inject-
ions to the children at the Parochial School clinics. These
immunizations were for protection against Measles, Mumps, German-
measles, Tetanus, Diphtheria, Whooping-cough and Polio.
The Dental Education Program in schools is still in progress.
This includes children in the first five grades.
Reports of all appointees appear separately.
Respectfully submitted,
Samuel J. Fearing, DMD
Albert E. Gendron, Clerk
William Berry, Member
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To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
I hereby submit my report as Board of Health Nurse for the
fiscal year July 1, 1977 and ending June 30, 1978.
Monthly immunization clinics for the prevention of certain
childhood diseases were conducted for infants and pre-schoolers.
The clinics are under the supervision of Dr. Charles Roy, Board
of Health Physician. Parents are notified regarding needed
immunizations. The following immunizations were given: Diph-
theria, Tetanus and Whooping-cough, 1#2; Measles, Mumps and
Rubella, 55; Diphtheria and Tetanus, 14; Polio, 235. Clinics were
conducted in all schools where a total of 651 students received
Diphtheria and Tetanus boosters. Special clinics for Measles and
German Measles immunizations were conducted in all schools for
grades Kindergarten1 through Twelve. One hundred and sixty-one
students received a Measles booster and Five hundred and forty-
six a Measles, Mumps and German Measles booster.
Checking school health records for immunization status is an
ongoing process. Attended meeting regarding recommended schedules
and on the State Law requiring school children to be completely
immunized against above diseases. Parents of any student found not
to be fully immunized are notified to complete same or have their
child removed from school until completed.
As part of Tuberculosis prevention and treatment, eleven
clinics were held at Harrington Memorial Hospital. These clinics
are supervised by Dr. Ronald Dorris, specialist in respiratory
diseases. Patients from eight surrounding towns are served and
170 visits were made to the clinics. All visits are by appoint-
ments scheduled through this office. State Law requires school
personnel to show proof of freedom from active tuberculosis by a
negative tuberculin test, or if positive, a negative X-ray for
active tuberculosis. This certification is due every three years
and were scheduled for this year. Three hundred and seventy-one
were tested with twenty one being given a chest X-ray at the
Tuberculosis Clinic. All known tuberculosis contacts are tested
in the office as necessary, with positive reactors being referred
to the clinic for evaluation and preventive therapy as needed.
Southbridge had one new tuberculosis case reported this year. The
Liberty House Nursing Home was supplied with syringes and tubercu-
lin testing vaccine to conduct a program for certification of their
personnel which is due every two years.
This department is a depot for the distribution of State
supplied vaccine to local physicians. Information regarding
necessary Immunization and International Certificates of
Vaccination are available through this office. All contagious
diseases reported by physicians and needing special investiga-
tion were conducted according to the directives of the State
Department of Health, as presented in Isolation and Quarantine
Regulations
.
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Board of Health Nurse Report -2-
Flu vaccine clinics for the elderly were conducted at
Notre Dame Parish Hall and at the Quinebaug Plaza. Four
hundred and twenty people were given the Bi-valent flu vaccine.
School Nursing services included doing the Vision and
Hearing screening tests of pupils in Grades Kindergarten through
Twelve in the Parochial schools. First-aid, health guidance,
home visits, numerous personal and telephone conferences were
made with parents and teachers. Assisted both Dr. Paul Steen
and Dr. Robert DeJordy in their respective examinations of
students in grades 2, U, 6 and 8. Their reports appear separate-
ly. Notice of necessary follow-up of all tests mailed to parents
Reports of all school health services, clinics and any special
program tabulated and forwarded to the state Department of Health
I would like to express my thanks to the teachers, parents
and students for their excellent co-operation during the year
for all our programs.
Respectfully submitted,
Rachel M. R. Jolicoeur, R.N.
Board of Health Nurse
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REPORT OF THE SANITARY INSPECTOR
To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
I hereby submit my report as Sanitary Inspector for the year
July 1977 through June 30, 1978.
I received, during the above period, 96 complaints. The
majority of these complaints were in the nature of rubbish in
back yards early in the year. Some complaints dealt with sub-
standards in housing. All were investigated and justified.
During the swimming season, water samples were collected
every two weeks from the Town swimming pool and the State swim-
ming pool and taken to a private laboratory to be tested to make
sure the quality of the water was safe for swimming. Due to the
State cut back in funds the samples were taken to a private
laboratory.
Permits and licenses issued during the above period:
Open burning was allowed again this year under Chapter 1031
of the Acts of 1973 for the burning of brush and for agricultural
purposes in the spring. An inspection was made by the Board of
Health and the Fire Inspector before a permit was issued. A total
of 105 permits were issued during this period.
Vapor Baths
Funeral Directors
Septic Tanks
2
5
11
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur 0. Ballard
Sanitary Inspector
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REPORT OF THE MILK AND FOOD INSPECTOR
To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
I hereby submit my report as Milk and Food Inspector for the
year ending June 30, 197#.
Number of samples collected 52
Tests for butter fats 52
Tests for solids 11
Samples below the legal standards
Milk Licenses and Oleo Registrations issued 2&
Inspections of Bakeries and Eating Establishments were made by
this department and also the State Department of Health Inspectors.
Required licenses and registrations were issued to retail
distributors
.
Respectfully submitted
,
Arthur 0. Ballard
Milk & Food Inspector
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REPORT OF THE AGENT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
The clerical work for the year July 1, 1977 through June 30,
197$ included the tabulation of all deaths, all reported contagious
diseases, the issuance of all licenses, the recording of the minutes
of all regular and special meetings and necessary correspondence.
Weekly death reports were forwarded to the Town Clerk, and all
reportable contagious diseases were reported to the Department of
Public Health in Boston and Rutland.
Meeting of the Central Massachusetts Associated Boards of Health
were held at various points in the County and were attended. Several
meetings were held pertaining to solid waste disposal.
A rabies clinic was held in co-operation with Dr. Terry Mills
and 125 injections were given to dogs. Clinic was held June 3rd.
Contagious diseases reported:
Animal Bites
Salmonellosis
Scarlet Fever
Chicken Pox
55
4
11
12
1Meningitis
In the above period there were 155 deaths:
Number of deaths of Males
Number of deaths of Females
94
61
Respectfully submitted
Arthur 0. Ballard
Board of Health Agent
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REPORT OF THE PLUMBING & GAS INSPECTOR
To the Town Manager
Dear Sir:
I herewith submit my report as Plumbing and Gas Inspector
for the year ending June 30, 197#.
During the year the following fixtures and appliances were
installed
.
Automatic Water Heaters 2$
Kitchen Sinks 31
Water Closets 116
Lavatories 12$
Bathtubs 31
Dishwashers 8
Garbage Disposers 8
Clothes Washers 17
Service Sinks 3
Floor Drains 6
Urinals 5
Drinking Fountains 5
Roof Drains 7
Showers 20
Laundry Trays 8
Gas Ranges 3^6
Gas Clothes Dryers 17
Gas Boilers or Furnaces 27
Gas Parlor Heaters 71
Gas Unit Heaters 32
Gas Water Heaters 71
Gas Friolators 3
Gas Commercial Ovens 3
Gas Commercial Grills 3
Total number of fixtures and appliances
Total number of plumbing & gas permits
Total number of inspections
Total number of water tests
Total number of unfinished jobs
1034
248
643
12
Respectfully submitted
Arthur 0. Ballard
Plumbing & Gas Inspector
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3k. 2U«t <W. £>«<M,
PODIATRIST
310-11 MAIN ST. ANNEX
PERRON CENTER BLDO.
SOUTH SRIDOE, MASS. OIBBO
TELEPHONE (617) 764-6941
To The Board of Health Physician
Town of Southbridge
Southbridge , Massachusetts
Dear Doctor:
Herewith, my report on the podiatric examination of the paro-
chial school children, o f the Town of Southbridge for the year
ending December 31 1 1977.
It was our feeling, this year, because of the lesser number of
children to be examined, that the examination could be in great-
er depth than the usual screening process in effect in previous
years. It also enabled us to do more counseling, especially
with the junior high pupils. This worked out very well, and the
children showed a genuine interest in this process. We feel
that it was a valuable supplement to their classes in health
care. In this way, I believe that we implemented the spirit
as well as the letter of the law which was to promote early
care of existing conditions and to prevent foot problems in
adult life.
A tabulation of conditions encountered in our examination
are as follows:
The above are specifically identified on the health records
of the children affected.
My sincere thanks to Mrs. Rachel Jolicoeur,R.N. , Board of Health
nurse, for her interest and invaluable assistance in implenent-
ing our Podiatric examination program.
I also want to express appreciation to the school authorities
and teachers for their interest and cooperation. Their under-
standing; of our aims and goals made our task more pleasant
and effective.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve our young people and to
be the instrument through which they will hopefully preserve and
maintain good function and foot health in their adult years.
Total number examined.
St. Mary's
Marianhill Junior High
122
.93
.29
Skin conditions
Nail conditions
Structural abnormalities
11
.8
44
Respectfully submitted
Robert W. DeJordy, D.P.M.
PAUL M. STEEN. M. D.
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
lOO SOUTH STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS OIBBO
TilkphonI: 764-6SQ2
November 22, 7977
Town ofi Southblldge
Report o£ the PaAochlal School Physlclal
^on. the
7 977 - 797S School VeaA.
Tine, physical examination ofa the second, fiouAth, sixth and eight grades o^ the.
SouthbhJLdge PaAochlal School* was completed In the month ofi HovembeA. We.
examined a total oi 94 students at the St. MaAy's School and Issued live notice*
to paAents on problem* that might KequlAe ^uAtheA evaluation. In the MaAianhJJLl
lunlon High School we examined 30 student* and send one notice.
With the exception o£ six heaAt munmuAS no othen. mdjoA. medical problems weAe
detected.
Sincerely,
Paul M. Steen, PaAochlal School Physician
PMS/ng
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL ON AGING. 1977-78
DROP-IN CENTER . The Center at 264 Main Street opened In May and has attracted
elderly people from all over town. About 100 attend weekly. During the summer
months, bridge lessons and pitch parties are planned, and next fall there will be
lectures on such subjects as health and nutrition, art and knitting classes and
disco dancinc. The Center has television, a pool table, and facilities for card
games. Volunteers are Banning the Center daily, Monday through Friday, ten to four.
ACTIVITIES . The Council planned and provided transportation for trips to the
Springfield Exposition, Lawrence Welk, a flower show, summer picnic, baseball
games, Quincy Market and a boat trip around Boston Harbor. Bowling and swimming
sessions were held weekly, and art and knitting classes proved popular.
COORDINATOR . The Council has been very disappointed in the inability of CETA
to provide a coordinator. Dennis JaVbert was hired on March 6th, worked just
a few weeks before he became ill and then resigned. At this time, with the
burden of the new Center, the Council needs a coordinator more than ever.
GENERAL . The Council meets the first Wednesday of every month except July
and August. Besides tending to business matters, the Council hears monthly
reports from a representative of the Home Care Corporation, periodic updates
from the Elderbus Corporation, and hears speakers on pertinent subjects such
as the Green Thumb program, Rural Housing subsidies for the elderly, etc.
Discount cards are now being given out at the new Drop-in Center.
Lawrence Duprey, Chairman
Alice Mandeville, Vice-Chairman
Jane Bergman, Secretary
Lilian Proulx, Treasurer
Constance L'Ecuyer
Ann MacKinnon
George Richard
Beatrice St Martin
David Tiberii
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SOUTHBRIDGE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
236 MAIN STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
30 January 1978
ANNUAL REPORT OP THE SOUTHBRIDGE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Work has continued on inventorlng historical sites for the
State Historical Register.
"A Walk through Globe Village and Along Hamilton Street in
Southbridge" , an Evening News supplement, was the guide for a walking
tour held in July. The text of the guide was written by Mr. Arthur
Kavanagh and Mr. Albert LePaln of the Historical Commission.
Preliminary work has been initiated for the process of obtain-
ing National Register listing for the "Dresser House".
A second tour booklet pertain^ to the center of town is now
being researched.
The Historical Society and the Historical Commission are co-
operating in obtalng markers for historic sites in Southbridge.
The commission endorsed the proposed lighting and sidewalk
changes for Main Street as it reflects our goal of preserving the
past in future town Improvements.
Mr. Vincent Walsh, chairman
Mrs. Helen E. Walkowiak, secretary
Mr. Paul Mills
Mr. Arthur Kavanagh
Mr. Albert LePain
Mr. Daniel Morrill
Miss Claire Birtz
Miss Sarah Byrne, photography consultant
Mr. Alex Prokos, architectual consultant
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30 June 1978
ANNUAL REPORT OP THE SOUTHBRIDGE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Work has continued on lnventorlng historical sites for the
State Historical Register.
" A Walk through Globe Village and along Hamilton Street In
Southbrldge M • an Evening News supplement, was the basis for a
walking tour held in July* The text of the guide was written
by Mr* Arthue Kavanagh and Mr* Albert LePain. members of the
Southbrldge Historical Commission.
The commission at present is working with the State Historical
Commission on a proposed National Register District* The area
would Include Main Street (Hamilton Street to Cultural Center)
and Elm Street to Dresser Street on one side and Park Street on
the other side.
A second walking tour to feature Main Street is tentatively
planned for 0otoberJ8, 1978. Members are working on text of a
tour guide.
Mr. William Trlfone and Mr. Alexander Prokos were appointed
to the commission to fill vacancies.
The commission endorses the lighting and sidewalk changes
for Main Street as it reflects out goal of preserving the past
in future town development and improvements.
Vincent Walsh, chairman
Helen E. Walkowiak, secretary
Paul Mills
Albert LePaln
Arthur Kavanagh
Alexander Prokos
William Trlfone
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Southbridge Conservation Commission
Notice of intent was received from New England Division of
Corps of Engineers. It stated that as of July 1, 1977 in addition
to local and state wetlands approval, Corps of Engineers permits
would be required for placing fill material in most streams and
wetlands
.
Secretary attended a special meeting in Boston with Secretary
of Environmental Affairs Evelyn Murphy and the steering committee
of the Massachusetts Environmental Coalition to discuss now the
state of the environment and the budgetary process interrelate in
Massachusetts
.
After visiting the site, Southbridge Conservation Commission
held a public hearing on the notice of intent by Veterans of
Foreign Wars Leonide J. Lemire Post 6055 to widen Cohasse Brook,
reconstruct and repair brook retaining walls in accordance with
the provision of General Laws Chapt. 131 S40. This brook is
located at 219 Everett Street Southbridge, Massachusetts.
American Optical Company submitted plans to do exploratory
dredging in American Optical pond during Thanksgiving vacation*
-
Upon receipt of a letter and plans for same permission was granted
by Conservation Commission.
Southbridge Zoning board sent Southbridge Conservation Commission
advance copy of Chapt. 601 of the acts of 1977. An act eliminating
the requirement for obtaining all local permits prior to filing Notice
of Intent with a Conservation Commission.
Mrs. Nancy Schiffiman of the Central Massachusetts Regional
Planning Commission wanted a list of potential area in Southbridge
where bike trails could be planned. She is interested in Tri-
Community bike path. Two area were listed-area back of West Street
School which extends to dam and McKinstrys brook which flows through
Southbridge for a distance of two and a quarter miles. Southbridge
already has an acess road to this area, a continuation of Plimpton
Street which ends in Sturbridge.
American Optical Company through use of visual aids and slides
gave a presentation showing reasons for their application for a
notice of intent. The methods to be employed and probable time table
for the excavation of accumulated silt and sand from its power house
pond. Public Hearing on same was held on Tuesday January 31, 1978.
There was no opposition from abuttors or citizens attending the
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Page 2
meeting and after reviewing the site and seeking more details
concerning the plans. The Conservation Commission gave its
approval
.
Mrs. John F. Shields, Chairman
Dr. Terry Mills, Vice-Chairman
Claire Birtz, Secretary
Attorney Robert P. Montague
George Parent
Rene Normandin
Mary Liro
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR
The past year has been an eventful one for the Jacob Edwards Memorial Library.
Thanks to the efforts of a dedicated and competent staff and an understanding
and supporting Board of Trustees, the library has continued its traditionally
strong pattern of service to the community during a period of administrative
change. Barbara R. King, who had been librarian for over four years, left
Southbridge in June of 1977 to pursue her career in Bath, Maine. Mrs. Evelyn
Petrelli ably managed the library's affairs through the difficult period when
the Trustees were searching for a successor to Mrs. King and proved herself
invaluable to the new Director, Arthur L. Bryan, orienting him to his new
surroundings and responsibilities.
There were two membership changes on the Board of Trustees. Mr. Robert B.
Muenzberg, longtime Chairman of the Board, stepped down after eleven years of
dedicated service. His strong leadership helped to steer the library through
a critical period of rapid growth and development. Mr. Albert DiGregorio also
resigned from the Board, having served for nine years. Both men did an out-
standing job for the community during their tenure and both will be missed.
The new Board members, named to replace Muenzberg and DiGregorio, are Mrs. Marcelle
Van Vooren and Mr. Paul A. Mills, both of Southbridge. They have already proven
worthy successors ' and will bring new insight to the library while maintaining
a tradition of excellence. The new Chairman of the Board is Mr. Raymond Lenti
of Southbridge, already a Board member and outspoken champion of library services
in the town. We can certainly expect to continue our pattern of growth and
quality service to the community with the leadership, aid and cooperation
typical of our Board members.
The library has experienced a mixture of expansion and contraction of service
in the past year. Circulation of books and materials has rebounded remarkably
well from the drop associated with the discontinuance of deposit services to
the schools and nursing homes at the end of 1976. Although total circulation
is slightly lower than in 1976, the actual use of the library has increased.
The realignment of library hours to provide longer service on Sunday afternoons
and the full time staffing of the children's room have contributed to the
increased activity. School children and teachers still make heavy use of the
library and will be encouraged to use our services even more as new channels
of communication and cooperation are open between the library and the school
system. A rotating collection of books and magazines has been placed on deposit
in the new Senior Citizens Center and limited deliveries of materials are being
made to nursing homes again.
The rising cost of new books led us to experiment further with paperback books
as an alternative method of providing enough new fiction titles to keep pace
with demand. So far, the program has been a rousing success, allowing us to
purchase at least three times as many new titles as we could normally afford.
Public acceptance of the idea was immediate and gratifying. Another popular
feature was the addition of some framed art prints for loan to the public.
The library's listening facilities are currently being redesigned and will soon
appear as individual listening stations placed around the reading room and
browsing areas.
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In cooperation with the people from Operation Access, the library moved to
provide limited access to the building for handicapped persons by creating
a wheel chair ramp from the employee's parking lot to the ground floor. Once
handicapped persons are inside the building, materials are brought to them by
the library staff. Another noticeable improvement to the building came in the
installation of a new set of glass doors on the Foster Street entrance, replacing
the old wooden set which had not worked correctly for years. Other major improve-
ments include a set of new catalog card files, which were sorely needed to replace
the old dilapidated and overcrowded units; a new modern style microfilm reader;
an offset printing press and a second 16mm sound film projector for loan to the
public.
The library has continued its tradition of active community involvement, sponsoring
a series of craft classes, lectures and demonstrations. Once again, Quins igamond
Community College chose the library as a prime site to offer college courses for
credit in Southbridge and many clubs and organizations used our meeting rooms and
facilities on a regular basis.
The Literacy Volunteers of Southbridge, operating within the library, has
experienced another year of progress under the direction of Ms. Susan Enholm,
with funding from the United Way. Ms. Enholm has resigned as Coordinator as
of the end of June and she has been replaced by Ms. Joanne Hamerly. The
Literacy Volunteers Program has been so successful here in Southbridge that it
has been selected as a model program for other programs around the country.
We look forward in the coming year to strengthening the quality of existing
services and a program of limited expansion into new areas of library services.
Increased children's programming and improved cooperation between the library
and the schools are high priorities . As a greater strain is placed on the
resources of the Regional Library System we will have to be increasingly self-
sufficient in our collections of reference and non-print materials. Perhaps
of greatest importance for the long run, the library will undertake a community
analysis study to determine the immediate and future information needs of
Southbridge and the Tri-Coramunity area. Based on our findings, we will plan
the future development of library services to assure continued delivery of high
quality informational and recreational materials, programs and services in a
friendly, prompt and efficient manner.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur L. Bryan, Library Director
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TRUSTEES
FOR THE EDWARDS BEQUEST
Jacob K. Edwards, Honorary Trustee
G. Daniel Dumas, Treasurer
John J. O'Shaughnessy, Secretary
Mrs. Nerio W. Pioppi
Mrs. Marcel le B. VanVooren
FOR THE TOWN OF SOUTHSRIDGE
Raymond Lenti, Chairman
Edgar V. Lewis
Paul A. Mills
LIBRARY STAFF
Library Director
Senior Assistant
Children's Librarian
Community Services
Reference Staff
Technical Services
Bookkeeper
Custodian
Arthur L. Bryan
Evelyn A. Petrelli
Lois McDowell
Phyllis Shaw
Meredith Dayhoff
Dawn Clarke
Jessie M. Lajeunesse
Rejane Constantine
James Griswold
PAGES
Cara Benvenuti
Diane DePratti
Jennifer Dusza
Joan Lucier
Margaret Meredith
Jennifer Shoemaker
GREEN THUMB, INC
.
Dorothy Sparrow
Oscar Goulet
COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT
Pauline Fournier
Paula Diaz
Ely Maisonet
Jose Rivera
LIBRARY HOURS
Monday through Thursday... 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Sunday (Sept. thru May)... 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
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CLOSED
ALL
LEGAL
HOLIDAYS
HOLDINGS 1975 1976 FY77-78
Books
Upcorda
Magazines
Newspapers
Microfilm
Art Prints
Games and Puzzles
41,372
1,011
135
14
340
56
5
43,613
1,288
145
15
342
56
8
49,534 r>
1 499 i- CI
220
15
1,738
81
33
CIRCULATION 1975 1976 FY77-78
99,027 92,353 89,929
fj C&1 tew
REGISTRATIONS : 1,714 new registrations for a total of 10,744
per «tregistered borrowers.
INTERLIBRARY LOAN USE FILM USE - FROM REGIONAL SYSTEM
1975
1976
FY77-78
644
625
351
1975
1976
FY77-78
547
239
258
2sy
COMMUNITY SERVICE PERFORMANCE MEASURES - FY77-78
Adult Courses and meetings - attendance
Assistance to Organizations
Use of Listening Facilities
Children's Group Attendance
Information and Reference Requests
3,789
671
578
3,169 %f7f
5,417
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<ARD H. GENEREUX
SECRETARY
vn Accountant's Office
TEL. 704-8428
RETIREMENT BOARD
TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
TOWN HALL
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
= 41 ELM STREET===========
OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
B A. M. TO 5 P. M.
The Southbridge Retirement Board wishes to take this
opportunity to extend its heartiest congratulations and best wishes
to the following employees of the Town of Southbridge who have
retired during 1977:
Department Service
Doctor, William E. Langevin School 39 Yrs. 10 Mas.
Captain, Clarence A. Blais Call Fire. 35 Yrs. 9 Mos.
Heavy Duty Operator, Ernest J. Arcoite Highway 1 19 Yrs. 7 Mos.
Nurse, Virginia J. Page School 15 Yrs.
Custodian, Roland A. Gauthier School 5 Yrs. 8 Mos.
Custodian, Henry B. Walton School 4 Yrs. 2 Mos.
The Board extends to Police Department Custodian, Leo C. Plouffe,
who has retired because of disability, its best wishes and good health
for the future.
The Board also wishes to extend its condolences to the families of
retired employees, Armand I. Gaumond, Frank Lanctot , Leon L. Leblanc
and Amedie J. Lockhart who died during 1977.
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REPORT OF VETERANS SERVICES DEPARTMENT
As Director of the Department of Veterans Services and Agent for the Veterans
Benefits Department, I hereby submit my report of activities and services
rendered for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978.
This office is located in Room 11 of the Town Hall and is open daily from
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Monday through Friday, and is available to all veterans
and their dependents seeking /information pertaining to their rights and benefits
under Federal and State Laws.
VETERANS SERVICES
It is our policy to aid and inform all eligible veterans and their dependents
how to obtain benefits within the limits of the laws governing each agency.
In addition, copies of marriage, birth, death and other certificates were made
for veterans benefits and claims against the Veterans Administration. Necessary
forms were filled out covering lost discharges, burial allowance, pensions and
compensation and income questionnaires.
Claims were filed with the Veterans Administration and other branches of the
government pertaining to education, training, subsistence allowance, insurance
payments, medical treatment, hospitalization, compensation and pension for
veterans and their dependents, re-employment rights, employment difficulties,
unemployment compensation, as well as other numerous telephone calls and letters.
The estimated veterans population and VA expenditures for the Town of Southbridge
during the past fiscal year are: VETERANS POPULATION 2,691
VETERANS EX DENDITURES % 1,248,624
It should be noted that the estimated expenditures in each instance pertain only
to Compensation, Pension, Readjustment Allowances, Vocational Rehabilitation,
Insurance and Indemnities. Precise figures on veterans population and expendi-
tures for cities and towns cannot be maintained because of, among other factors,
the constant flow of veterans and their families between communities. The data
shown therefore is as accurate an estimate as is possible from available sources.
VETERANS BENEFITS
Under Chapter 115 and its amendments, each application for Veterans Benefits
submitted to the Town, after thorough investigation by this office, is
forwarded to the Office of the Commissioner of Veterans Services, Boston, Mass.
for approval, as under this Chapter the state agrees to reimburse the Town for
one-half of all aid granted.
An investigator for the State Office periodically checks the local agents
office in addition to personally contacting the recipients of Veterans Benefits.
Under the Law of the Commonwealth, if a veteran or his dependents, ^eet all
requirements of eligibility and he falls in need of financial assistance, through
no fault of his own, he is granted Veterans Benefits. The amount varies and is
dependent upon the particular needs of the individual case. Any amount received
from federal benefit grants is deducted from the amount that is allowed by this
department, therefore helping to reduce that which must be expended by the Town.
( 100)
2.
During the past fiscal year, fifty-three applications were taken, many cases
were pending, as a result constant follow up service is maintained and reviews
and appeals are requested where awards are considered unfair or insufficient.
I wish to express my thanks to our Town Manager, Mr. Peter Boyer, all Town
Departments, officials at the Roxbury and Boston Veterans Administration
Hospitals, the Holyoke Soldiers Home and also the Massachusetts Commissioner
of Veterans Services, Charles N. Collatos and his staff for their fine
co-operation.
I would also like to express my thanks to local industries, Veterans Organizations
and all others who helped to carry out the services of this department.
J. Archie Cnampagn*
Veterans Agent £ Director of Veterans Services
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OFFICE OF THI
INSPECTOR OF WIRES
OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY EVENINGS 7-6 P. M. TOWN HALL BUILDING
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.
February 10, 1978
Mr. Peter Boyer
Town Manager
Southbrid^e , Mr- ssachusetts
.
Dear Mr. Boyer:
The following is a renort of the Inspector of Wires for
the year ondong Dec mber31, 1977.
New Homes 67
Industrial Cor.merical 5
Heat ?: Smoke Detectors 133
Swimming Pools 7
Ranges 53
Well Pumas 7
Water Heater; 2 6
Central Heat 71
Nev; services Upgrades 117
Inspections with Fire Dent. 18
Individual Inspection Requests 33
Wiring Violations 44
I vis] to thank the oeople of Sout' bridge and all
town officials for their cooperation during t' e
past ye r r.
Resooctfu ly submitted
PAT/npt Insaector of Wires.
( 102
)
OFFICE of SEALER of WEIGHTS and MEASURES
Town of Southbridge
VARIN, Sealer Tel. No. 764-6925
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS. 01550
July 19, 1978
Mr. Peter Boyer
Town Manager
Southbridge, MA.
Mr. Boyer:
I hereby submit the report of the Department of Weights & Measures for the 1978
fiscal year.
The amount of fees collected for the town through the department was $879.40.
SCALES AND BALANCES ADJUSTED SEALED CONDEMNED NOT SEALED
Over 10,000 lbs. 1 3
5,000 to 10,000 lbs. 2
100 to 5,000 lbs. 12 55 1 1
Under 100 lbs. 9 75 4 1
Under 10 lbs. 5 37
TOTALS
:
27 172 5 2
WE 1 GHTS
Avoirdupois 187
Metr ic 118
Apothecary & Troy 19
TOTALS: 324
MISCELLANEOUS
Gasol ine Meters 6 97 8 1
Vehicle Tank Meters 14
Bu 1 k Storage 3
Fabric Measuring 2
Yardsticks 10
TOTALS: 6 126 8 1
Continued on next page
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PAGE 2 OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES ANNUAL REPORT - 1978
WEIGHINGS A INSBCCTIONS
Tested Correct Under Over
Bread 166 20 6 140
Butter 140 50 4 86
Charcoal (In bags) 45 3 3 39
Confectionery 289 116 33 140
Flour 124 18 42 64
Fruits & Vegetables 303 136 46 121
Liquid Commodities 68 18 10 40
Meats 588 480 48 60
Potatoes 113 13 27 73
Provisions 81 63 7 11
Milk 69 41 28
TOTALS: 1986 958 226 802
OTHER INSPECTIONS
Pedler's Licenses 3
Fuel Oil Certificates 11
Bread Markings 166
Food Packages 638
Charcoal Markings 45
Transient Vendor's Licenses 1
Sea I es 172
Retests of Gasoline Devices 16
Unit Price Inspections 38
Ml see I laneous Tests 8
TOTAL: 1098
Respectfully Submitted,
Roland A. Varln
Sealer of Weights & Measures
(104)
SPORT OF THE BOARD OF REGISTRARS
The Board of Registrars herewith submits its Annual Report.
Jan. -Deo. 1977
The Board reorganised, eleoting Albert J* Harare, chairmen, other members,
Alberio Petit, Harmel E. Houde and Clare P. Boyer, olerk, ex offioio.
Regularly soheduled meetingswere held throughout the year to oarry out the
functions of the board.
The Town Election was held on Haroh h, 1977 end a Special Town Election on
June 2h, 1977* The Special Town Eleotion ballot contained only one question,
namely QUESTION No. 1 "An Aot Restoring The Town Meeting-Seleotmen Form of
Government In the Town of Sou +Jibridge."
Registration periods were held for the purpose of registering voters prior
to the two eleotions.
Application for Absentee Ballots were reviewed and approved for both
elections* Upon reoeipt of same, these were processed.
Prior to the Speolal Town Eleotion of June 2h, 1977
On January yi t 1$77 en Initiative Petition relevant to An Aot Restoring the
Town Meeting-Selectmen Form of Government In the Town of Southbridge was received.
Eight Hundred Thirty- Four registered voters* signatures -were oertified.
During the month of November three Initiative Petitions were oertified
namelyi Finanoial Disclosure, Telephone Consumer Action Group and Citizens For
Limited Taxation. A total of Fifty-Two voters* signatures were oertified.
The Board was satisfied with the computerized voters* lists and the 1977
Street List Books. A total of Two Hundred Eighty-Nine Dollars and Fifty Cents
was derived from the Sale of Street Books. Period ending November 1I4, 1977
the total number of registered voters was Eight Thousand Seven Hundred and
Seven.
We wish to express our thanks to the census takers, the Polioe Department
and our olerioal staff for their fine oooperation in the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Albert J. Maramo, Chrm.
Jan.- June 1978
The Board reorganized, eleoting Harmel E. Houde, chairman, other members,
Alberio Petit, Albert J. Maramo and Clare P. Boyer, olerk, ex offioio.
Regularly soheduled meetings were held between January and June 30th.
The Town Eleotion was held on March 3, 1978.
Registration periods -were held for the purpose of registering voters prior
to the town eleotion.
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pp.1
Application* for Abaantae Ballot! vara rariewad and approrad. Upon raoalpt
of sua*, thaaa vara prooeaaed.
In Blaotion Calendar 1978 State Prlaarlea and KLeetion ama praparad by
alark Boyar, and a aopy laauad to aaah aaabar. Belerant to tha Blaotion Calandar
during tha month of June tha board hold maatinga on Juna 6-13-20-27 and 28 for
tha purpoaa of eertlfying nomination papara auhmittad to tha board. Thirty-On*
nomination papara vara auhmittad and Ona Thousand Fire Hundrad and 8*T*nty-Nlna
rotara 1 naaaa vara osrtified
.
Tha 1978 bliasard did dalay tha aanaua workers, and tha board vis has to
oongratulate than at thia time , for a Job vail dona. We wiah to axpraaa our
thank* to tha Poliaa Department for tha aaaiatanoa randared to tha oanaua workera.
Tha board aa* aatiafiad with tha eomputorlsed Totara* liata and tha
1978 Street Liat Books. total of Thraa Hundred Tan Dollar a and Twenty- Five
C*nte ame darirad from tha Sale of Straat Books period beginning January 1, 1978
to period ending Jane JO, 1976*
Baapeotfully tubaltt*d,
Ham*l B. Houda , Chm.
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
ANNUAL REPORT FY 1 78 - TOWN TREASURER
Regular Account
Cash Balance 7/1/77 $ 124,965.28
Receipts from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 17,859,137.22
17.984,102.50
Disbursements from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 17,538,512.82
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 445,589.68
Federal Revenue Sharing
Cash Balance 7/1/77 $ 2,134.55
Receipts from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 524,504.29
526,638.84
Disbursements from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 516,000.00
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 10,638.84
Community Block Grant
Cash Balance 7/1/77 $ 9,690.40
Receipts from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 65,800.00
75,490.40
Disbursements from 7/1/77 to 6/30/78 71,745.87
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 3,744.53
Retirement Fund - Calendar Year 1977
Cash Balance 1/1/77 $ 80,390.00
Receipts from 1/1/77 to 12/31/77 638,232.95
718,622.95
Disbursements from 1/1/77 to 12/31/77 580,509. 13
Cash Balance 12/31/77 $ 138,113.82
Retirement Fund - Calendar Year 1978
Cash Balance 1/1/78 $ 138,113.82
Receipts from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 117,688.83
255,802.65
Disbursements from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 198,315.69
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 57,486.96
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
EDA - School - Calendar Year 1978
Cash Balance 1/1/78 $ - -
Receipts from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 119,000.00
119,000.00
Disbursements from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 113,937.00
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 5,063.00
EDA - Downtown - Calendar Year 1978
Cash Balance 1/1/78 $ - -
Receipts from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 174,000.00
174,000.00
Disbursements from 1/1/78 to 6/30/78 167,808. 10
Cash Balance 6/30/78 $ 6,191.90
Town Treasurer
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
ANNUAL REPORT FY '78 - TOWN TREASURER
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS - PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30 , 1978
TRUST FUNDS :
Mary Mynott - Southbridge Savings Bank $ 1,165.20
Boyer - Southbridge Savings Bank 1,394.94
Jesse J. Angell - Southbridge Savings Bank 4,634.62
Mabel Murphy - Southbridge Savings Bank 3,007.24
Mary E. Wells - Southbridge Savings Bank 232.37
Albert S. Dansereau - Southbridge Savings Bank 671.48
Ida S. Vinton - Southbridge Savings Bank 167.76
Wallace Scholarship - Southbridge Credit Union 6,710.25
Adah L. Steadman - Southbridge Credit Union 1,715.76
Ruth Steadman - Southbridge Credit Union 1,670.58
S. Louise Orr - Southbridge Credit Union 10,000.00
Ella Cole - Worcester County National Bank 3,000.00
Ella Cole - Worcester County National Bank 1,894.35
Kirby Scholarship - Worcester County National Bank 8,000.00
Kirby Scholarship - Worcester County National Bank 131.13
Proulx Scholarship - Worcester County National Bank 7,000.00
Proulx Scholarship - Worcester County National Bank 114.74
Airport Commission (Aeronautical Services)
Southbridge Co-Operative Bank 1,676.18
Aviation Services, Inc. - Worcester County National Bank 3,193.65
Vangel Scholarship - Southbridge Savings Bank 3,039.55
RETIREMENT FUNDS :
Southbridge Savings Bank 100.00
CEMETERY FUNDS :
Southbridge Co-Operative Bank 2,000.00
Southbridge Credit Union 9,000.00
Southbridge Credit Union 25,000.00
Worcester County National Bank 8,000.00
Southbridge Savings Bank 38,511.69
ESCROW FUND :
Southbridge Credit Union - Trustee Account for Martin Realty 17, 503 . 33
$ 159,534.82
Respectfully submitted,
A. Leo Davey, Town Treasurer
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(617) 765-5858
SOUTHBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY
60 CHARLTON STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 01550
VINCENT T. WALSH, Chairman
D. HARVEY CLARKE. Vict Chairman
DOMINICO P. LICASTRO, S*cr*tary
JOSEPH G. PALMER INO, Treasurer
SR. MADELINE HALING, Stat* Appoint**
LEON R. BAIL
Executive Director
Report of the Southbridge Housing Authority
To the Members of the Town Council and Town Manager
During the year 1977 the Authority held 12 regular
and one special meeting.
Rental assistance is being provided for 158 elderly,
12 handicapped and 90 families.
The community room at Quinebaug Plaza is being used
by the Elder Care Corporation for its five days a
week meal program for all the Senior Citizens of
Southbridge.
Social activities, sponsored by the tenants associat-
ion and community groups, are held regularly at Quine-
baug Plaza.
The Authority wishes to thank the various Departments
and employees for their cooperation and assistance
during the year.
Sirs
:
Vincent T. Walsh, Chairman
D. Harvey Clarke, Vice-Chairman
Dominico Licastro, Secretary
Sr. Madeleine Haling, Asst. Secretary
Joseph G. Palmerino, Treasurer
(no)
(617) 765-5858
SOUTHBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY
60 CHARLTON STREET
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
VINCENT T. WALSH, Chairman
D. HARVEY CLARKE, Vice Chairman
DOMINICO P. LICASTRO, Secretary
JOSEPH G. PALMERINO. Treasurer
SR. MADELEINE HALING, State Appointee
LEON R. BAIL
Executive Director
Report of the Southbridge Housing Authority
To the Members of the Town Council and Town Manager
Sirs
:
During the year 19 7 8 the Authority held twelve regular and
one special meeting.
Rental assistance is being provided for one hundred fifty-
eight elderly, twelve handicapped and ninety families.
The authority submitted an application to the Department
of Community Affairs for one hundred Chapter 667 housing
units for the elderly and handicapped.
The community room at Quinebaug Plaza is being used by
the Elder Care Corporation for its five days a week meal
program for all the Senior Citizens of Southbridge.
Social activities, sponsored by the tenants association
and community groups, are held regularly at Quinebaug
Plaza
.
The Authority wishes to thank the various Departments and
employees for their cooperation and assistance during the
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Vincent T. Walsh, Chairman
D. Harvey Clarke, Vice-chairman
Dominico Licastro, Secretary
Sr. Madeleine Haling, Asst. Secretary
Joseph G. Palmerino, Treasurer
(in)
REPORT OF THE AIRPORT COMMISSION
July 28, 1978
Mr. Peter Boyer
Town Manager
During the past year there were several changes that took place
at the airport.
The first, was a runway renovation that included re-surfacing
800 feet at the north end of runway 20 with additional drainage
systems included for adaquate water runoff.
Aeronautical Services Inc., the lease holder at the airport since
1975, submitted a letter to the conmission stating that they were
terminating their lease with the Town of Southbridge. This termination
was accepted by the commission and the search for a new leasee
was begun.
Of three viable candidates for this lease, the airport commission
selected Connecticut Airlines of Waterbury-Oxford Airport in
Connecticut for our new leasee. A temporary lease was signed in
January with the final lease nearly ready for approval.
Respectfully Submitted
Kenneth J. Plouffe
Assistant Chairman
(112)
SOUTHERN WORCESTER COUNTY
REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
The Southern Worcester County Regional Vocational
School District Committee voted at a meeting on January 9,
1978, that the 1977 Report of the Superintendent-Director
be accepted as a report of the School Committee for the year
1977.
Stanley J. Lenky, Chairman - Webster
Edward P. Deary, Vice-chairman - Webster
Edward 0. Hult - Auburn
John E. Snow - Auburn
Clarence A. Bachand - Charlton
Olaf R. Garcia - Charlton
Michael J. Vendetti - Dudley
Joseph Ziemski - Dudley
John B. Chaffee - Oxford
Yarno Nesta - Oxford
Donald Gendron - Southbridge
Eugene G. Gregoire - Southbridge
1/10/78
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REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN WORCESTER COUNTY
REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT
Bay Path Vocational High School continues to offer
top quality vocational education to over 1,000 secondary
students from the District. The quality of the graduates
has encouraged favorable responses from local industry
W
and our graduates are in demand for jobs that become
available in the area.
The success of the remedial reading program and the
demonstrated need for a remedial math program has prompted
the application for Title I funding. This program will
include two teachers, an aide, and all the supplies necessary
to upgrade the mathematical skills of the entering ninth
grade students. This $27,200 annual funding will continue
as long as the program is necessary.
A grant request of $28,459.60 has been filed under
PL 89,313. This project SNAP (Special Needs Access Planning)
will include funding for one year, of a Director of Special
Education who will assess the needs of region students and
the best methods for delivering appropriate programs.
Chapter 622 and Title IX compliance is not a problem
at Bay Path with equal access to all programs for all students.
Open admissions and affirmative action to enroll minorities
and women is progressing in a manner satisfactory to concern-
ed governmental agencies.
(114)
REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN WORCESTER COUNTY
REGIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT
PAGE 2
The students on their shop week continue, as part
of their training, to provide services to the municipal-
ities. The storage facilities recently constructed at
Oxford is an example. All work for municipalities is
done on an educational value for the students, not
necessarily first-come- first-served
.
The Annual Open House will be held at Bay Path Voca-
tional High School April 5, 1978. All residents of the
area are invited to visit the shops in operation and view
the displays in the cafeteria.
The Regional Vocational School District will offer
the best in vocational education as long as the residents
of the District continue their support.
Respectfully submitted,
Joseph F. Gorman
Superintendent-Director
Southern Worcester County Regional
Vocational School District
JFG/gl
12/29/77
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SOUTHBRIDGE RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT
JULY 1, 1978 - JUNE 30, 1978
SUMMER BASKETBALL - Men and Women's Division consisting of a total of 12
teams with 8 players per team. Games were played weeknights at Dresser
Street field.
BABE RUTH LEAGUE - The league is composed of 6 teams with 15 boys per
team. Games were played nightly at West Street field and at Dresser Street
field.
LITTLE LEAGUE - Consists of 8 teams with 13 boys per team
MINOR LEAGUE - Consists of 8 teams with 15 boys per team
FARM LEAGUE - Consists of 6 teams with 15 boys per team
Games were played nightly at West Street field, Morris Street field and
at both fields at Henry Street. The regular season for Little League was
followed by the Allstar Games.
LASSIE LEAGUE - Senior Division consisted of 4 teams with 15 girls per team.
JUNIOR LASSIE LEAGUE - 4 teams with 15 girls per team.
LASSIETTES - 4 teams with 12 girls per team.
All games were played nightly at Dresser Street softball field. Following
the regular season play, the Senior Lassie League Allstar Team played Home
and Away Allstar Games. The season finished with the Fifth Lassie League
Allstar Tournament hosted by the Southbridge Lassie League Allstars and
held at Dresser Street field. The Tournament was won by the Southbridge
Allstars. Members of the Championship Team were: Denise Bernard, Judy
Olson, Lynne Maynard, Kathy Laferriere, Cindy Beaudreau, Lori Beaudreau,
Donna Serleto, Christine Kane, Diane Kennedy, Laura Garceau, Sonia Molina
and MVP JoJo Lambert.
SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAM - The program was held for sir weeks in the YMCA
Recreation Room. Fifteen boys and girls were registered for the program.
Arts and Crafts, swimming lessons, tennis instructions and day trips were
part of the program.
YOUTH SOCCER - The program was held at West Street field.
SUMMER PLAYGROUNDS t A six week daily program was held at Dresser Street
field. Approximately 20 children attended the daily arts and crafts pro-
gram. One Hundred boys and girls were receiving tennis instructions gi^on
(117)
at Dresser Street tennis courts and at the Morris Street tennis court.
Basketball instructions and games were played at Dresser Street with 125
boys and girls taking part.
SWIMMING POOL - The swimming pool opened daily on July 5, 1977 with an
average of 250 children and parents using the pool daily. Red Cross
Swimming Instructions were given mornings for six weeks. A new wall was
constructed at the pool.
BAND CONCERTS - Three concerts were held at TAG, at the Quinebaug Plaza
and at the Elm Street Memorial Park.
(118)
REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENTAL OVERVIEW
Development of new road rehabilitation processes, extensive utilization
of television oriented sanitary sever evaluation and successfully coping
with Blizzard 1978 are several examples of this departments most notable
achievements during the past year. These projects require a level
of sophistication, experience and technology which is now becoming common-
place with the personnel in this Department. It will, however, take more
than dedication to keep and attract well trained employees, capable of
successfully competing with private enterprise on a parity basis. It takes
solid economic incentives more than all else.
ADMINISTRATION AND ENGINEERING DIVISION
The high level of project output over the past year has been accomplished
in no small degree by the two CETA engineering Technician positions. Cut
backs in CETA positioning will require a commensurate cutback in work and
a probable rise in special consulting fees.
Some Design tasks are as follows:
Project Design Status Construction Status
Prospect St. Reconstruction
Globe Village Sewer Rehabilitation
Closed Drainage System Study
Cohasse Brook at VFW
Landfill Site Selection
Landfill Design
Meadowbrook Channel Improvements
Dennison Drive Drainage
Bridge Deck Repairs
Crack Sealing Program
Bituminous Concrete Paving Program
100%
100%
15%
100%
75%
50%
85%
100%
100%
100%
20%
100%
85%
100%
HIGHWAY DIVISION
Completion of phase I of the seven (7) year road rehabilitation
program has been an unqualified success. The significant improvement in
the roads ridability and appearance have been noticed by residents and non
residents alike. We expect that other towns may use this system because of its
relatively low cost and high return.
River Street, High Street, and portions of Crane and Hamilton Streets
were selected for a new crack sealing program. This method differs from
older methods by using a rubber based asphalt which stays pliable at both
high and low temperatures. It is poured into a crack which has been
widened by routing to good asphalt and cleaned with a high temperature-
high pressure cleaning torch. Extension of the life of existing pavements
(119)
by five (5) or more years should result.
While the past winter was one of the worst on record, traffic still
moved throughout the town during all but the height of the storms. Without
the capital Equipment program which has replaced outdated and obsolete
Equipment, our equipment availability requirements during the winter would have
never been met. Continuation of this program with allowances for rising Equip-
ment costs is essential to timely equipment replacement and purchases.
SEWER DIVISION
Through the use of the 1975 Community Development Block Grant from HUD,
an in depth analysis and rehabilitation of the Globe Village Sewer System
was conducted during the late spring. Approximately three (3) miles of
sewers were cleaned and televised. Based on the television results,
approximately one mile was selected for joint testing to seal out leaking
ground water. An average of 80Z of the joints failed the test, requiring
sealing. Future Federal funding for this type of work should make a
significant impact on the systems current hydraulic overloading due to
infiltration and inflow.
The waste water treatment plants ability to store and dewater digested
sludge was insufficient to meet the winter needs. Special dewatering
equipment was brought in by a contractor to relieve the problem. Facility
Planning under section 201 of the Water Pollution Control act of 1972
will indicate the proper solution to this problem. Facility Planning will
also consider future extensions, a mandated higher degree of treatment,
different treatment methods, extra capacity, and a possible tie-in for Charlton.
Continued annual high usage of Oak Ridge will necessitate the
development of the meadows area of the cemetery (near Cohasse Brook)
.
Potential development of the Legion area is also under consideration,
depending on the results of a test boring program.
Unwarrented vandalism is a continuing problem during the entire year.
Meaningless monument descratlon and damage requires continual repair.
During the coming fiscal year, this division will propose a new rate
structure to the Town. /
CEMETERY
Director
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FORTY-FIRST REPORT
OF THE
RETIREMENT BOARD
OF THE
TOWN OF SOUTHEREDGE RETIREMENT SYSTEM
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1977
VINCENT T. WALSH, Chairman
RICHARD H. GENEREUX, Secretary
BERNARD J. LEDUC
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To the. HembeAi of the. Tom Council and Tom Manage*.:
Gentlemen:
The. ContAibutony RetiAment Syttem o£ the. Tom. of
SouthbAidge. li novo In its 42nd ye.aA. The, oiiiczu o£ the.
BoaAd uxUh to submit the. following financial Ae.pont which woa
pn.e.paAed In accoAdanct uiiih ChapteA 32, Se.ction 20(5) U) of the
GeneAal Lam and JniuAancz of the. State, oh MaA6achu6eXti> .
Included in this document atie. Income and VisbuA&ement
Repo-ttA along with a Balance She.et and Membership Schedule, loi
the. yexui ending VecembeA 31, 7977.
The. BoaAd uiishes to thank die vaxious VepaAtments and
employe.es ion. theiA co-opeAotion and assistance. {unJing the. yeaA,
Respectfully submitted,
[flHCEHT T. WALSH, Chainman
RICHARP H. GEWER5UX, SzcAetaAy
BERWARP J. LEVUC, ThiAd \kembex
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ANNUAL STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR 1977
INCOME
Amount Total
From Members:
Payroll Deductions $ 81,172.65
Redeposits 2,748.44
Members Deductions made by Outside
Salaries 14,002.58 $ 97,923.67
From Employer:
Contributions to Pension Fund 362,780.00
Contributions for Expenses 1,950.00 364,730.00
Contributions to Pension Fund:
From Housing Authority 3,485.00
From Regional School District 58,735.00
From Adjusted Pension 462.03 62,682.03
From Interest:
Bonds and Stocks 81,132.96
Bank Deposits 3,787.38
Accrued on Bonds 697.18 85,617.52
Gross Profit on Sale of Assets:
Bonds "* 677.00
Gross Increase by Adjustments of
Ledger Assets:
Bonds by Amortization 4,649.07
Stocks 1,843.50 6,492.57
Total Income $ 618,122-79
DISBURSEMENTS
Annuity Payments 28,926.45
Pension Payments 219,165.43
Survivorship Payments 12,857.25
Ordinary Disability Pension Payments 3,791.22
Accidental Disability Pension Payments 58,738.25
Accidental Death Benefits 27,629.63
Pension Reimbursements Paid to Other Systems 14,922.39 366,030.62
Refunds 12,775.29
Administrative Expenses:
Salaries 1,750.00
Medical Fees 25.00
Office Supplies 177.74
Legal Expenses 25.00
Travel 178.60
Association Dues 45.00
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Telephone
Gross Decrease by Adjustment of Ledger
Assets:
Bonds Amortization
Stocks
160.89 $ 2,362.23
2,289.70
5,259.25 7,548.95
Total Disbursements $ 388,717.09
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SOUTHBRIDGE RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Balance Sheet
December 31, 1977
ASSETS
Amount Total
Cash $ 138,213.82
Investments:
Bonds $1,181,329.71
Stocks 50,202.75 1,231,532.46
Accrued Interest on Bonds 21,203.34
Total Assets $ 1,390,949.62
FUNDS AND LIABILITIES
Annuity Savings Fund 667,869.65
Annuity Reserve Fund 360,470.82
Military Service Fund 376.61
Pension Fund 361,142.44
Expense Fund 1,090.10
Total Funds & Liabilities
... _ . $ 1,390,949.62
SCHEDULE OF MEMBERSHIP - 1977
Enrolled Members:
Group I
Male 67
Female 60 127
Group 4:
Male 62 62
Total Active Members • 189
RETIRED MEMBERS AND BENEFICIARIES
Group 1:
Male 25
Female 16 41
Group 4:
Male 39 39
Total Retired Members and Beneficiaries 80
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TOWN Of SOUTHBRIDGE
FEMALE JURY LIST FOR 1977 - 1978
DATE: July 25, 1977
mi EESIDBWCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION £ND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF HUSBAND
AIKEN, Debra B.
ALBANI, Bernadette
ANDERSON, Dorothy
AYERS, Stella
AYOTTE, Pauline
BAKER, Rita L.
BARBIERI, Madelyn B.
BAUM, Marguerite S.
BENJAMIN, Anna
BENOIT, Anna
BERNADONE, Janice E.
BERNIER, Mary Ann
BERRY, Catherine M.
BERTHIAUME, Yvonne L.
BIBEAU, Constance J.
BLANCHET, Marcelle R.
BOUSQUET, Helen M.
B RODEUR, Edna Mae
BROWN, Doris W.
BUCHARELL, Jane 11 M.
BURKHART, Marie
CHAMBERLAND, Harriett L.
101 Worcester Street
2 Hill Street
108 Lebanon 1111
756 Worcester Street
4 Hill Crescent
329 Morris Street
48 Columbus Avenue
19 Red Oak Lane
12 Liberty Street
117 Worcester Street
41 Water Street
139 Morris Street
427 Dennison Drive
463 Lebanon Hill
27 Coombs Street
105 Dresser Street
512 Worcester Street
27 Maple Terrace
37 Tipton Rock Road
28 Woodland Street
23 Dresser Street
149 Mill Street
Unemployed
Counter Work*, Ames Department Store
Someaaker f
Husband - Senior Technician A.O. Corp
Accounts Receivable Clerk A.O. Corp.
Office Clerk - McKinstry Oil Co., In
Optical Worker-- A. 0. Corp.
Secretary - Massachusetts Electric
Homemaker
Husband - Power Plant Operator
Cafeteria Worker
Homemaker
Husband - self employed photographer
Homemaker
Husband - lens grinder Galileo Co.
Accounts Receivable Clerk-A. 0. Corp.
Office Manager - Alcoholism Center
Homemaker - Husband, Retired
-P«sfc*L. Clerk
Homemaker - Husband Plumbing Contrac
Cafeteria Worker
Homemaker - Husband Postal Clerk
Dental Hyglenlst
Lens Inspector - A. 0. Corp.
Senior Personnel Clerk - A. 0. Corp.
Assembler - Russell Harrington Co.
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Page Two
Female Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Sou thbridge
RESIDENCENAME
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF HUSBAND
CHAMBERLAND, Jeanne A.
CIESLA, Teresa
CLAUSEN, Diane A.
CORRIVEAU, Susan H.
COSTA, Catherine
DAIGNAULT, Gloria R.
DAMIAN, Doris
DESPRES, Cecile L.
DION, Elizabeth T.
DRAZBA, Theresa Y.
DUBREUIL, Bertha
DUGAS, Edith M.
DUQUETTE, Loretta
ELIAS, Ethel
FONTANA, Dorothy A.
Gagnon, Alice
GAUDETTE, Karen E.
GIOVANELLO, Adelgita
HAPGOOD, Ruth S.
KARP, Jeanne
LAFLECHE, Claire M.
LAPOINTE, Louise C.
LATAILLE, Jeanne D. C.
LEBLANC, Shirley A.
LUKOWSKI, Theresa A.
19 Newell Avenue
227 Marcy Street
99 Fairlawn Avenue
1034 Main Street
49 Crestview Drive
69 School Street
346 Charlton Street
7 Liberty Street
79 Roosevelt Drive
34 Coombs Street
22 Goddard Street
17 Cedar Street
8 Woodland Street
95 Elm Street
357 Lebanon Street
1 River Avenue
31 High Street
121 Dresser Street
14 Country Club Place
8 Glover Street
122 Mill Street
30 Forest Avenue
457 Hamilton Street
743 Main Street
155 Dennison Hill Road
Homemaker
Husband - Lineman Mass. Electric Co.
Executive Secretary - A. 0. Corp.
Manager for nutrition program
Elderly Home Care Corp.
Quality Control Inspector - Galileo
Office Clerk, John Hancock Insurance
Maid - Sturbridge Coach Motor Lodge
Packer - Russell Harrington Cutlery
Homemake r
Husband - Retired
Switchboard Operator - A. 0. Corp.
Fuser - American Optical Corporation
Retired
Assembler/Solderer - Galileo
Floor Lady - Incom, Inc.
Cook - Sisters of St. Joseph
Real Estate Broker-Town & Country
Homemaker
Husband - grinder Arland Tool
Law Office Clerk (Albert Cook, Esq.)
Cafeteria Worker
Homemaker
Husband - Director of Mfg. -Webster
Lens Co.
Sales Clerk - Horn of Plenty
Painter/Stamper American Optical
Office Clerk - Bentley's Dept. Store
Volunteer driver - Elderbus
Dental Nurse - Dr. L. J. LeBlanc
Back Order Clerk - A. 0. Corp.
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Page Three
Female Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Southbrldge
NAME RESIDENCE,
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF HUSBAND
MCGAHH, Mariiyn 1 R.
MCNALLY, Edwin*
MANDEVILLE, Eatelle
MARTIN, Louise L.
MASKA, Constance
MILLER, Martha L.
MORENO, Lorraine T.
MORIN, Eileen 6.
MORIN, Lorraine A.
MORRIS, 01ga R.
MUNDELL, Prise 11 la E.
NAULT, Alice E.
NIEJADLIK, Susan
OHOP, Cecile
PELLETIER, Margarita S.
PETRELLI, Doris Y.
PIOPPI, Genevieve K.
POLANIK, Jennie N.
PROULX, Constance T.
PROULX, Jeanlne
PROULX, Loretta
PRUNIER, Theresa P.
REGIS, Susanne G.
181 Dennlson Hill Road
146 Highland Street
57 Guelphwood Road
28 Marjorie Lane
2 Glrouard Avenue
120 Elm Street
11 Laurel Hill Road
12 Mary Ellen Lam
141 Fiske Street
27 Taft Street
107 Marcy Street.
364 Hamilton Street
59. Lebanon Street
117 Plimpton Street
144 Westwood Parkway
87 Cliff Street
84 Sayles Street
121 Lebanon Street
34 Marc Avenue
67 Wall Street
109 Marcy Street
203 Mechanic Street
788 Worcester Street
Houemaker
Husband - Used Car Dealer
Medical Secretary - Dr. Veneziano
Accounts Receivable Clerk-A.0. Corp.
Office Worker - A & W Sheet Metal
Shoe Stitcher - Capital Footwear
Closed Cell Operator - A. 0. Corp.
Keypunch Operator - A. 0. Corp.
Homeaaker
Husband - self employed builder
Secretary/Receptionist-A.&W. Sheet
Metal
Secretary/Bookkeeper
R. Robbins Co.
Unemployed
Unemployed
Husband - Material Handler-
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Keypunch Operator -A. 0. Corp.
Solderer - Drew-Anne Associates
Inspector - United Lens Co.
Lens Coordinator - A. 0. Corp.
Homemaker
Husband - Sales Dept. Russell Harrinj
ton Cutlery Co.
Homemaker
Husband - Accountant - A. 0. Corp.
Secretary - Harrington Hospital
Clerk - American Optical Corporation
Laborer - Like Nu Cleaners
Waitress - Lorraine's Restaurant
Computer Operator - A. 0. Corp.
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Female Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Sou thbridge
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF HUSBAND
REMIJAN, Evelyn
ROY, Paula L.
SADOWSKI, Doris Rhea
SAVARY, Carol A.
STANLEY, Leslie M.
THEODOSS , Constance
THERRIEN, Sophie
TRAHAN, Brenda E.
TURNER, Jeanne P.
VETTER, Darlene F.
WEBBER, Rose V.
ROBIDOUX, Leontine L.
APOSTAL, Norma
CARDRANT, Elizabeth
BENOIT, Florence
DINTINI , Camella
QUIGLEY, Lillian B.
151 Morris Street
10 Collier Street
80 Cisco Street
77 Wall Street
28 Lebanon Hill
69 Proulx Avenue
16 High View Street
35 Golf Street
31 West Street
50 Randolph Street
246 Mechanic Street
829 Lebanon Hill
288 Hamilton Street
372 Hamilton Street
771 Lebanon Hill
228 Lebanon Hill
84 Lebanon Street
Statistical Secretary - A. 0. Corp.
Homemaker
Husband - Tool & Die Maker - A. 0.
Inspector - American Optical Corp.
Waitress - Sturbridge Orchard Inn
Exec. Secretary - A. 0. Corp.
Real Estate Broker - Bousquet
Gallery of Homes
Lens Sorter - A. 0. Corp.
Homemaker
Husband - Truck Driver - Trahan Bros,
Media Center Aide - High School
Unemployed
Solderer - American Optical Corp.
Inspector - American Optical Corp.
Unemployed - Husband retired
Cafe Owner -Manager
Husband - Cafe Owner-Bartender
Homemaker
Husband - Postmaster
Title I Evaluator (part-time)
Husband - Retired
Part-Time Secretary
Bouvier Insurance
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
MALE JURY LIST FOR 1977 - 1978
Approve
DATE: Jnly 25, 1977
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AtE^ADDRESS
OF. EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF WIFE
ALARIE, Cyril A.
ARCHAMJEAULT, Paal A.
ARSENAULT, Emile L.
AYOTTE, Robert M.
BERTHIAUME, Raymond W.
BLAIR, Allan
BLAIR, Neil E.
BLAKE, Robert Harwood
BONIN, Donald R.
BONNETTE, Lawrence X.
BOUCHARD, Michael C.
BOUDREAU, Michael H.
BOUTKAS, John
f
BOWEN, Alanson
CAMPBELL, Bobby Charles
CHESIER, Pierre
CHOUINARD, Roger E.
CLOUTIER, Leo E.
COLLETTE, Donald E.
CORMIER, Leo
CORRIVEAU, George, Jr.
COURTEMANCHE, Richard D.
41 Charlton Street
167 Elm Street
104 High Street
74 Ridge Road
463 Lebanon Hill
679% Main Street
45 Plimpton Street
44 Dennison Hill Road
249 Ashland Avenue
87 Cross Street
41 Old Sturbridge Road
546 Main Street
32 Roger Street
359 Elm Street
114 Charlton Street
6 Walker Court
288 Pleasant Street
86 Worcester Street
90 Sayles Street
f
79 Worcester Street
;294 Dennison Drive
126 Oak Street
Boiler Operator - Worcester Memorial
Hospital
Self-employed builder
Self-employed builder
Foreman
Retired - Wife Homemaker
Gas Station Attendant
Machine Operator
Accountant - American Optical Corp.
Counter Clerk - Christie & Thompson
Clamper - Hyde Manufacturing Co.
Auto Mechanic - C. H. Knight Che v.
Pressroom Help - Southbridge News
Maintenance Man - McDonald's Rest.
Retired
Molder - United Lens Co.
Retired
Wife - Blade washer Russell Harrington
Examiner Board of State Examiners
of Plumbers
Glass Molder - Universal Blank Co.
Plant Manager - A & W Sheet Metal Co.
Mill Operator - A. 0. Corp.
Machinist - Galileo Electro-Optics
Engineering Supervisor - A. 0. Corp.
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Male Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Sou thbridge
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF WIFE
CRAIG, David E.
CROTEAU, Lawrence G.
DELAGE, Robert
DEMAINE, Bruce
DEPRATTI, Normand P.
DIONNE, Paul W.
DUFAULT, Albert P.
DUMAS, Gerard
DUNLEAVY, John E.
DUNNELL, Edgar A. Jr.
FOISY, Leo A.
FORD, Russell N.
FREY, Peter H.
GAGNON, Rene M.
GALLIPEAU, Eugene E.
GAULIN, Valmore W.
GIRARD, Roland L.
GOTTLIEB, Stephen
HANCOCK, John R.
HANDY, George F.
HMAY, V. Casimir
HOUDE, Alfred 0.
HOYT, George
5 Oliver Street
120 Marcy Street
167 High Street
320 Elm Street
757 South Street
27 Poplar Street
44 Oliver Street
30 Woodland Street
44 Laurel Hill Road
132 Chapin Street
115 Marcy Street
20 Brick Row
Off Dennison Lane
357 Morris Street
226 Pleasant Street
74 Coombs Street
115 Marcy Street
165 Chapin Street
10 High Ridge Road
19 Village Drive
38 Sayles Street
178 Elm Street
13 Dresser Street
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Sheetmetal Mechanic -
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Connecticut
Waiter - Public House
Construction Plumber -
Pratt fit Whitney Aircraft, Connecticut
Stock Room - Hyde Manufacturing Co.
Engineer - Ophthalmic Instruments
A. 0. Corporation
Route Merchandiser - Coca Cola Co*
Accountant - Winter Hill Frozen Foods,
Inc. - Westboro
Cashier-Attendant Shell Service Sta.
Retired
Inspector - Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Retired
Machine Mechanic - A & M Tool & Die
Eng. Specialist - Galileo Electro-
Optics Corp.
Palmer Operator - Amerbelle Corp.
Rockville, Conn.
Plastic Moldmaker - G & F Tool
Mfg., Inc. Sturbridge
Retired
Retired
Manager - Southbridge Music Store
Product Manager - A. 0. Corp.
Palmer Operator - Amerbelle Corp.
Tool & Die Maker - A. 0. Corp.
Electrician - A. 0. Corp.
Office Manager - Elbru Tool Co., Inc.
Auburn,
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Male Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Southbrldge
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF WIFE
JULIAN, Dennis M.
KISIEL, Sigmund F.
KUPIEC, Alphonse B.
LACOSTE, Charles E.
LANGLOIS, Roland J.
LAVALLEE, Paul A.
LEBLANC, Aired J.
LESNIEWSKI, Alexander L.
L'HEUREUX, Richard R.
LITCHFIELD, S toughton M.
LIVERNOIS, Clifford A.
LOMME, Lawrence P.
MARCHESSAULT, Edward E.
MARCIN, Richard E.
MARINELL I , Richard D.
MILLER, Richard P.
MOREY, Richard A.
MORSE, Raymond P.
MURPHY, Henry L.
NIELSEN, Richard H.
OHAB, Edward
PAYEUR, David V.
POPROVO, Richard
PROKOS, Alexander S.
75 Pleasant Street
229 Everett Street
898 South Street
63 Roosevelt Drive
170 Worcester Street
65 Jennison Street
392 Hamilton Street
27 Curtiss Street
231 Mechanic Street
58 Park Avenue
110 Sayles Street
51 Marc Avenue
67 Idlewood Street
68 Laurel Hill Road
132 Everett Street
368 Main Street
9 Randolph Street
284 Mechanic Street
5 Upland Avenue
65 Old Woodstock Road
479 Lebanon Hill
872 Charlton Street
9 Rose Street
103 Everett Street
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Machine Repair Group Supervisor -
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Conn.
Janitor - American Optical Corp.
Mason
Boring Mill Operator - Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, Connecticut
Roll Maker - Hyde Mfg. Co.
Scheduler - Russell Harrington Cutlery
Machinist - Worcester Control,
West Boylston, Mass.
Tool Maker - Stanco Tool
Senior Programmer Analyst-A.O. Corp.
Retired
Shipper - Hyde Mfg. Co.
Printing Supervisor - Paquette
Stationery Co.
Group Leader - A. 0. Corp.
Sales Representative - Walker Mfg.
General Traffic Manager - A. 0. Corp.
Injection Molder - A. 0. Corp.
Self-employed
Utility Man - United Lens Co.
Senior Accountant - Comptroller Div.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Repair Man - A. 0. Corp.
Expediter-Shipper - Russell Harringtons
La. Technician - A. 0. Corp.
Material Handler - A. 0. Corp.
Self employed architect
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Male Jury List - 1977 - 1978
Town of Southbridge
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF WIFE
REMIAN, Paul D.
RICHARD, Jean L. A.
ST.ONGE, Marvin W. *
SANTELLI, Vincent J.
SERVANT, Jean Donald
SHELDON, Albert F. , Sr.
SMITH, James K.
STEVENS, Christie V.
56 Proulx Avenue
27 Crestwood Drive
12 Cohasse Street
54 Fairlawn Avenue
208 Breakneck Road
15 Richard Avenue
166 Westwood Parkway
33 Oakes Avenue
STYPULKOWSKI, Theodore J. 59 Oliver Street
TAVERNIER, Lawrence A. 65 Plimpton Street
THIBEAULT, Richard R. 142 Pleasant St.
THOMAS, Robert T.
TORTIS, Galdino
TOURVILLE , Albert J.
TRUDEAU, Ronald E.
TURCOTTE, Raymond L.
TURNER, Donald
TURNER, Raumond A.
VALCOURT, Robert A.
VECCHIA, Vincent C.
VILANDRE, Michael E.
WEBERG, Daniel B.
282 High Street
72 Old Woodstock Road
46 Pleasant Street.
22 Taft Street
255 Ashland Ave.
12 Ridge Road
31 West Street
468 Hamilton Street
71 West Street
181 Elm Street
134 Oak Street
Blocker - A. 0. Corporation
Inspector - United Technologies,
East Hartford, Conn.
Gage Cutter, A. 0. Corp.
Polisher - A. 0. Corp.
Diamond Lapper - A. 0. Corp.
Maintenance Mechanic - A. 0. Corp.
Glass Cutter - United Lens Co.
Quality Control Superintendent -
A. 0. Corp.
Machinist - A. 0. Corp.
Set-Up Man - A. 0. Corp.
Asst. Service Manager - Kelly Buick
Company - Worcester, Mass.
Operations Supervisor - A. 0. Corp.
General Utility - A. 0. Corp.
Machine Operator - Pratt & Whitney
Bar Manager - Duke of York Pub
Unemployed
Wife - Quality Control Tech., A. 0.
Deburrer & Machine Operator -
Tobert Industries
Shift Supervisor - Mass. Turnpike
Unemployed
Wire Worker - Montrose Products
Auburn
Polisher - A. 0. Corp.
Supervisor - Aetna Life & Casualty
Co. - Hartford
WHITE, Edward S. 94 Fiske Street Optical Technician - A. 0. Corp,
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Town of Southbridge
NAME RESIDENCE
BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION AND ADDRESS
OF EMPLOYER OR BUSINESS OF WIFE
WRONA, Stanley
ZACEK, Kenneth P.
ZACH, Stanley P.
ZYGMONT, James J.
ROBIDOUX, Roland G.
345 Dennison Drive
206 Chapin Street
789 Ashland Avenue
325 Ashland Avenue
111 Hartwell Street
Export Packer - A. 0. Corp.
Controller - Accountant
Applied Fiberoptics, Inc.
Electric Truck Operator - A. 0. Co
Key Account Salesman - Worcester
County Chain Food Stores
Retired
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
AND OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
SOUTHSRIDGE , MASSACHUSETTS
DECEMBER 31, 1977
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Mr. Peter soyer
Town Manager
Town Ball
Southbridge, MA 01550
Dear Mr. Boyart
Enclosed is the 86th in the earlee of the Southbridge Public Schools
Annual Report.
If there are any questions relative to the enclosed report, please
contact me.
The following report on the Southbridge Public Schools represents
the 86th in the series of such reports. It is with great pleasure that
the Superintendent of Schools and School Committee Chairman present
this portrait of your school system for the 1977 school year. It is our .
sincere intention that the total report be a meaningful and comprehensive
statement of school progress during the 1977 school year.
Sincerely yours.
Camella M. Dintini
Interim Superintendent of Schools
INTRODUCTION
Camella M. Dintini
Interim Superintendent of Schools
Laurent McDonald
Chairman of School Committee
SCHOOL COMMITTEE AND ADMINISTRATION
Mr. Laurent McDonald, Chairman
Mrs. Marilyn L. Glennon, Vice
40 Dennison Lane 1976r79
Chairman 121 Central Street 1976-79
Mrs. Sally Leso
Ms. Priscilla Gimas
Mr. Roland La Lai lie
Mr. Michael Giacobbi
Mrs. Irene Molina
78 Jennison Street 1975-78
37 Clark Street 1975-78
297 High Street 1975-78
59 Main Street 1977-80
163 High Street 1977-80
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Mr. Edward Galonek, Chairman - 1978-81
Mrs. Irene C. Molina, Vice Chairman - 1978-81
Mr. Albert Morrill - 1978-81
Mr. Laurent E. McDonald - 1976-79
Mrs. Marilyn L. Glennon - 1976-79
Mrs. Sally Lazo - 1978-81
Mr. Roland Lataille - 1977-80
The regular meetings of the School Committee are held on the first and third
Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. in the I.M. Center at the Senior High School
There is only one regular meeting in July and August.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Joseph F. Nicholson %
Resident : Durfee Street, Southbridge , MA
Office: Town Hall, 41 Elm Street 764-3285
Stanly J. Kwasny
Director of Funds
Resident: 108 Mason Road, Dudley, MA 01570 943-4787
Office: Town Hall, 41 Elm Street 764-3285
SECRETARIES
Mrs. Catherine A. Theodoss 70 Glenwood Avenue 764-2215
Executive Secretary to Superintendent Southbridge , MA
of schools
Mrs. Gale Ashton 303 Lebanon Hill 765-5776
Secretary to Director of Funds Southbridge , MA
Mrs. Mary Gregoire Papermill Road 764-7748
Bookkeeper Southbridge , MA
Mrs. Edna Bachand 169 Charlton St. 764-3335
Payroll Southbridge , MA
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Dr. Charles Roy 100 South Street 764-8600
SCHOOL NURSES
Mrs. Ruth Wayne 776 South Street 765-5297
Mrs. Ann Marie Marino 243 Dresser Street 764-4161
Mrs. Pauline Helliwell 8 Sunnyhill Drive 764-7494
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
Lt. Leo Beaudreau 185 Chapin Street
Police Department 764-4339
Southbridge , MA
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1977-78 SCHOOL CALENDAR
Fall Term, 45 Days
Winter Term, 46 Days
Spring Term, 49 Days
Summer Term, 46 Days
September 7 - November 10
November 14 - January 27
January 30 - April 14
April 24 - June 2*
NO SCHOOL SIGNALS
During the school year 1977-78, whenever weather conditions are such that
school authorities decide to cancel sessions for the Elementary, Junior
High and Senior High School students for the day, there will be three sets
of blasts of the fire siren at 6i45 a.m.
If conditions are such that the opening of school can be delayed for
a few hours, people should listen to Radio Station W,E.S,0. for announce-
ments.
RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR NO SCHOOL
WESO-SOUTHBRIDGE
WTAG- WORCESTER
WARE-WARE
WAAB/WAAF-WORCESTER
WSRA -WORCESTER
RADIO DIAL
970-AM
100,1-FM
580-AM
1250-AM
1440-AM
STEREO-96
ENROLLMENT OCTOBER 1, 1977
TIME OF
ANNOUNCEMENTS
6:30 A.M. - 7;00 A, M,
6:30 A,M,
6;30 A,M,
6:30 A,M,
6:30 A.M.
7:00 A.M.
7:00 A,M,
7:00 A.M.
7:00 A.M.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: Charlton Street, Eastford Road, Pine Street,
Pleasant Street, West Street
GRADE
K
1
2
3
4
5
SPED
ELEMENTARY TOTAL
WELLS JUNIOR HIGH
6
7
8
TOTAL JUNIOR HIGH
TOTAL
219
289
254
253
248
266
20
1549
280
261
242
783
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PRE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
7 35
8 33
TOTAL PRE-VOCATIONAL 68
SOUTHBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
9 250
10 197
11 206
12 159
TOTAL HIGH SCHOOL 812
TOTAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS 3212
Total Southbridga Public School! 3212
Total St. Mary's Gracinar School 179
Total Marianhill Junior fi itnior High loo
Total Bay Path Vocational High Behoel
, , , 235
GRAND TOTAL 3,726
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THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I hereby submit my 6th annual report as Superintendent of the Southbridge
Public Schools for the year 1977. This is the 86th in a series of such reports.
Perhaps, the four main components of any school system are personnel, program,
facilities, and budget. I shall attempt to cover each cf these areas as precisely
and as accurately as possible.
PERSONNEL
There are presently five elementary schools operating in the system. These
schools include Charlton Street, Eastford Road, West Street, Pleasant Street and
Pine Street. The Pine Street School was rented from the Notre-Dame Parish, and
accommodates all fifth graders at the elementary level. In the five schools
mentioned above there is a total 92 staff members and student enrollment as of
October 1, 1977 of 1549 students. At the elementary level there are specialists
in the area of guidance, learning disabilities, reading, physical education,
music, art and speech.
The Mary E. Wells Jr. High School has a total of 55 professional staff
members. This number includes specialists in the area of learning disabilities,
art, music, guidance, reading and Title I Reading, and physical education. The
enrollment at the Mary E. Wells Jr, High School, as of October 1, 1977, was
783 students.
The Pre-Vocational School, a rental facility, houses 7th and 8th graders
and has a professional staff of seven staff members. The total number of
students housed at the Pre-Vocational School, as of October 1, 1977 was 68,
The Southbridge Senior High School has a total of 55 staff members and an
enrollment of 812 students, as of October 1, 1977.
There are two professional staff members located at the Central Office in
the Town Hall. These include the positions of the Superintendent of Schools,
and the Director of Funds.
In summary there is a total of 211 professional staff members employed
in the Southbridge Public Schools as of October 1, 1977. The total enrollment,
K-12, as of October 1, 1977, was 3,212 students, an decr»a««* > of 13 students
over the previous year.
FACILITIES
The elementary school facilities at Eastford Road, Charlton Street, West
Street and Pleasant Street are being used to 100% capacity during the 1977
school year. As of 1972, the facilities at Charlton Street, Eastford Road
and West Street have been completely updated, and this represents the fifth
year of use of these renovated buildings. The physical design of these units
facilitates more flexible grouping and movement of children, and allows for
definite opportunities for better utilization of both staff and materials.
Eastford Road, West Street and Charlton Street buildings houses students in
Grades K-4. The Pleasant Street School houses grades, 1-4, and the Pine Street
School houses 5th graders only. It is the goal of the Superintendent of Schools
and the School Committee to make every effort, budgetwise, to provide for the
maintenance and upkeep of the elementary schools in our system.
The Pre-Vccational School, located in the Southbridge Lumber Company, is now
starting its fourth full year in that location. The rooms and shops were set up
so as to specifically accommodate this program.
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ANNUAL REPORT PROGRAMS
The major goals or purposes of a school staff are to help students learn
for personal self-fulfillment and to help students understand and contribute to
the purposes of society.
The major parts of the success are the selection of a competent and dedicated
staff for the basic and elective educational opportunities provided by the policies
of the School Committee and the support of the taxpayers of Southbridge.
The 1977-1978 school year in Southbridge saw great progress in many curriculum
areas and a continuing maintenance and improvement program in all elementary schools.
One of the curriculum improvements was the inception of a new Social Studies
program. The children in kindergarten and grade one became involved in the
Holt Databank System, an innovative, "hands on" approach to learning about their
surroundings and their world. The students in grades two through five were
introduced to the Addison-Wesley social science program. Inquiry and exploration
are the program's main thrusts.
1977-1978, also saw an active curriculum emphasis on handwriting at all
levels of the Southbridge Elementary Schools. The new spelling series published
by Noble & Noble, Spell and Write , combined spelling and handwriting into one
unified, comprehensive system. Individual student handwriting booklets will
also be made available at grade levels 1-5 for further development of handwriting
skills.
In Science, the new program was published by Harcourt, Brace, and Company.
The program, with a text and classroom laboratory as the core components, was
implemented in grades one through five.
This past year was also the culmination of three years of investigation and
research on the part of the Reading Curriculum team. A new Reading Series is
scheduled for implementation in September, 1978.
In September of 1978, Wells Junior High School will begin a team teaching
approach with approximately half the sixth grade. The team is composed of five
teachers, one from each major subject area (English, literature, math, science,
and social studies)
.
The team approach will enable this group of teachers to concentrate on a
particular segment of the school population and plan cooperatively in order to
help these students adjust both academically and socially.
The students, in turn, will be meeting with the same group of teachers
for major subjects, rather than several teachers, which should effect a
smoother transition from the fifth grade.
Team teaching should be very beneficial to this group of students.
Athletics and sports continue to play an important role in the life of most
youngsters in the school system.
In the area of sports, students at the secondary level are provided with a
variety of interscholastic teams in which they may participate. These include:
cross-country, field hockey, football, soccer, basketball, hockey, tennis, baseball,
track, softball, golf and cheering. In the fall of 1978 we will be adding volleyball
for girls and womens gymnastics on a club level basis.
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Annual Report (cont ' d
)
Southbridge participates in the border conference and has captured the 1977
League Conference Co-Champions in football. Our tennis and baseball programs
received a big lift this past season with the purchases of a tennis pro-serve
machine and a curve-master baseball automatic server machine.
The Art Program in Southbridge sets as its main goal to provide each child
with a continuous learning experience. In order to reach this goal, we have
met as a department on a bi-monthly basis with plans to complete a written
curriculum guide by the close of this school year.
The elementary schools are stressing the basic art concepts of line,
color, texture, shape and form. Because of our meetings, both elementary
faculty members are reinforcing these ideas from K-5.
Basic concepts are dealt with at the secondary level as well. There is
an experimental advanced art group at the junior high level which is being
trained to submit a portfolio at the high school, and if accepted, will skip
the Art I pre-requisite.
The year will be rounded out with the usual system-wide art show.
The Southbridge Title I Program, federally funded by the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, has increased by four times its original size and
number of pupils who are receiving supplementary services. From the original
1965 Program, the stress has been on remediation of basic skills of reading.
For the past two years Remedial Math has been an added component. Approxi-
mately 500 students are reaping the benefits from the 1977-78 Title I Program.
Evaluation reports show that this supplementary instruction has added to the
students' educational gains.
Two new Title I components have been added at the High School and the
Pre-Vocational School, with an emphasis on Career and Vocational awareness.
The music program in the Southbridge Public Schools is constantly on the
increase. In addition to the usual number of Christmas and spring concerts,
two new productions were added.
Over three hundred fifty students from grades four and five performed
"It's Muslo" to a large appreciative audience in the high school auditorium.
Also, the high school music department had its first-ever "Pops Concert"
with refreshments and brightly decorated tables.
The band continues to play in numerous parades, while the jazz ensemble
and Scarlet Troubadors perform for many social and civic organizations
throughout the Southbridge area.
The most exciting event, however, was the growth of the Quinebaug
Valley Arts Council and its potential for interaction with the school music
program. Already in progress or in the planning stage are arts symposia for
teachers, programs to be presented in the schools, a summer conservatory at
the cultural center for music students, and help with publicity for music
and arts programs of all types.
All in all, great strides were made to ensure the educational success of
Southbridge' s Elementary students. The town's citizens
,
parents, and School
Committee should hold their heads up high with pride.
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SUMMARY OP CURRENT AND PROPOSED BUDGETS
1000 Adaini.tr.tion
s ifFSF j978"1979
2000 In.truction * $ 156 '512
3000 Other School Service, lll'lil
3,216,888
4000 Operation and Mainttnanc. 421'tlt 111'™5000 Fixed Charge. S'Jif 400,932
7000 Acquisition of Fix*! Asset. f!'®" 2'2!9000 Tuition Out
,2'5il '°83
mm wvn., 106^485 167,000fJBTOTAL $3,954,090 $4,271 811
PERCENTAGE 8.04%
Athletic Fund
Dresser Street Field
Federal/State Project.
Federal Lunch
OTHER
TOTAL OTHER
GRAND TOTAL
PERCENTAGE 7.88%
30,881
25,876
2,482
16,935
$ 76,174
$4,030,264
29,530
24,113
2,482
19,839
$ 75,964
$4,347,775
CONCLUSION
Education in America's most important institution. It helps indoctrinate
children and young adults into the American way of life. Education helps to
preserve this unique way of life; it is constantly being bombarded by new
ideas; but. the basic idea always remains the same - that people acquire
knowledge and learn how to apply this knowledge. It is of utmost importance
that our dedicated School Committee, professional staff, secretarial staff,
parents, cafeteria personnel, custodial staff and community as a whole
continually expdiwrB. avenues of communication as one aspect of our constant
striving for the improvement of our euducational system. We are very fortunate
in Southbridge to have everyone involved in working together in order to
significantly increase the quality of education in our schools.
Respectfully submitted
Mrs. Camella M. Dintini
Interim Supt. of Schools
TABLE I - below is a summary of the professional staff as of October 1, 1977:
Eastford Road
Charlton St.
West St.
Pleasant St.
Pine St.
Pre-Vocational
Mary E. Wells
^ — Senior High
L -
LEA
Teachers
18
23
22
4
12
5
48
48
TITLE I
Teachers
5
3*a
1
2
3
1
Admin.
1
1
1
2
3
Guidance Library Total
1
2
20
30
23
7*i
13h
7
56
56
Total 180 14*5 8h 213
Central Office
Parochial
GRAND TOTAL 180 154 lOS 216 (144)
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TABLE II - below is a summary of the Southbridge Public School Classified Staff
as of October 1, 1977:
Secretaries 10
Adm. Aides 8
Bilingual Aires 1
Health Aides 1
L.D. Aides 3
Special Ed. Aides 1
Title I Aides 13
Cafeteria Supervisors 2
Cafeteria Workers 36
Custodians 18S
Painter 1
Head of Cust./Main. 1
Attendance Officer 1
Doctor 1
Nurses 3
Field Care Taker 1*3
Food Truck Driver 1
GRAND TOTAL 103
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DEPARTMENT OF PUPIL SERVICES
SOUTHBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
1977 GRADUATES
JUNE 5, 1977
Total Number of Students 156
Post Secondary Education 89 of 15$ . 57$
CWOSITE PR3FTL 7 1977 GRADUATES
Colleges *e Universities Ik yr . V 5 yr.) 59
Two Year Colleges 22
Nursing Schools/ 2
Special Post-Secondary Schools 6
Armed Services 9
Employed 32
Undecided /W ait ing 26
156 Graduates
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A survey of the Class of 1977, conducted by our Pupil Services Department,
revealed that 57% of our graduates went on to post-secondary education.
Following is a summary of the post-secondary activities of the class.
DEGREE COLLEGES
AT DEGREE COLLEGES ACCEPTANCES
Ambassador College 1 1
American International College 1 1
Anna Maria College 1 1
Assumption College 1 1
Barrington College 1 1
Bentley College 1 1
Boston State College 3
Boston University 2 3
Bridgewater State College 3 6
Clark University 1
Colorado State University 1 1
Concordia University 1 1
Emerson College 1
Fairfield University 1
Ferrum College
•
1
Fitchburg State College 4 7
Florida Institute of Technology 1
Framingham State College 1 4
Ithaca College 1
Lesley College 1
Lowell University 14 5
Macalester University 1
Massachusetts College of Art 1
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy 1 1
New Hampshire College 1
Nichols College 5 7
North Adams State 3
Northeastern University 2
Ohio State University 1 1
Quinnipiac College 1
Roger Williams College 2 2
Rose-Hulman Institute 1
Salem State College 8
Salve Regina College 1 1
Simmons College 1 1
Southeastern Massachusetts University 4 8
Southern Connecticut State College 1 1
St. Michael's College 1
Stockbridge School of Agriculture 1 1
Syracuse University 2
University of Connecticut 1 3
University of Hartford 2
University of Massachusetts 7 13
University of Michigan 1 1
University of Mississippi 1 1
University of New Hampshire 2
University of Pennsylvania 1
University of Rhode Island 1
University of Tulsa 1
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AT DEGREE COLLEGES
Westbrook College
Western New England College 1
Westfield State College 1
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 1
Worcester State College 9
JUNIOR COLLEGE/ 2YEAR COLLEGES
AT COLLEGE
Becker Junior College 5
Bryant College
Cape Cod Conmunity College 2
Central New England College 2
Dean Junior College
Johnson 6 Wales College 2
Katharine Gibbs 1
Mount Ida Junior College
Post College 2
Quinsigamond Conmunity College 3
Rhode Island School of Photography 1
Springfield Technical Conrnunity College 2
NURSING SCHOOLS
AT SCHOOL
Burbank Hospital School of Nursing 1
David Hale Fanning Trade
Worcester City Hospital School of Nursing 1
SPECIAL POST SECONDARY SCHOOLS
AT SCHOOL
Avon Old Farms School 3
Barbizon School of Fashion 1
Bay Path Vocational Technical School 1
Southeastern Academy 1
SERVICE
ENLISTED
U.S. Army 4
U.S. Marine Corps • 1
U.S. Navy 4
EMPLOYED 32
UNDECIDED/WAITING 26
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LOCAL SCHOLARSHIPS RECEIVED
Brousseau, Sherri Dr. James M. Robertson
Class of 1977
$ 500.00
250.00
Champeau, Patricia Southbridge Education Assoc. 300.6O
Ferron, Gina Charlton Street P.T.A.
Helen Kiritsy Memorial
500.00
400.00
Greene, David Pop Warner Scholarship 300.00
Julian, Dennis
t
American Optical Scholarship
St. Anne's Sodality
4,000.00
300.00
King, Sarah Class of 1977 250.00
Kcroser, Lynn Bernard Shanbaum 450.00
Kowalewski, Teresa Iandoli Market Scholarship 200.00
Lacasse, Alan Southbridge Women's Club 600.00
Lavallee, Ellen Southbridge Women's Club
Bertha Wallace Math Award
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Southbridge Education Assoc.
600.00
.
250.00
200.00
30O.O*
Lazo, S. Douglas . Ted Farland Memorial 100.00
Lemoine, Jeanne Union St. Jean Baptiste 300.00
Marinelli, Joseph Melia LeBoeuf Memorial .200.00
Marino, Cheryl Big Bunny Market 200.00
Marino, Donald Ted Farland Memorial 100.00
Meredith, Mary Ann Arthur Proiilx Art Scholarship 200.00
Molina, Jose Ted Farland Memorial 100.00
Montigny, Marc Ted Farland Memorial 100.00
Proko, Elaine Harrington Hospital Women's Aux.
Ethel (Dow) Wells Foundation.
2,000.00
50.00
Prokos, Elizabeth Dr. Louis Kyrios 200.00
Provost, Mary Lou Big Bunny Market
Fraternal Order of Police
200.00
100.00
Rewinski, William Exchange Club
Polish Women's Club
Wore . -Norfolk County Sen. Dist.
SHS Music Scholarship
1,000.00
300.00
200.00
100.00
Richard, Maureen Big Bunny Market 200.00
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Santilli, Anthony Ted Farland Memorial 100.00
Vasolaridis, Peter Wore. -Norfolk County Sen. Dist. 200.00
Ladies of St . Georges Greek-Orthodox
Church 100.00
GRAND TOTAL = $15, 450.00
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CLASS OP 1977
Kim Marie Alarie
Malcolm Dann Allen
James Andrew Altiery
Debra Kay Arel
Jeff Allan Augusto
Betsy Claire Authler
Sharon Ann Berthiaume
Donna Marie Bease
Su8an Irene Bibeau
Sharon Elizabeth Blackwell
Paul Raymond 31anchet
Jay Lenord Boucher
Nancy Kathleen Boyle
Sherri Layne Brousseau
Lisa Mills Brown
Scott Alan Brown
Cheryl Lynn Burkhart
Cynthia Marie Burkhart
Gail Frances Burrelli
Brian Joseph Cardrant
Sharon Lucille Cassell
Elizabeth Ann Cavanaugh
Patricia Lynn Chamoeau
Robin Julie Chaoman
Thomas Edward Chenvert
Stephen Roger Chouinard
Theresa Maria Ciovacco
James Scott Ciorari
Christine Marie Ciuehta
Patricia Ann Collins
Carol Ann Comtois
Roger Conrad Corriveau
Mark Andrew Daniel
Sandra Lee Dashnaw
Bruce John Desrosier
Michael Paul Desrosiers-
Stephen Robert DiFederico
Carmelina Maria Di'Jiovanni
Paul Kevin Dunohe
Paulette E^-ima Dupre
Kevin John Dupuis
Lorna Jean Duquette
Mary Jeanne Duquette
Todd Anthony Ethier
Linda Sharon Falzone
John Lincoln Foaring
Gina Rose Ferron
Mark Steven Ferron
Katherine Alice Fontaine
Linda Alice Fournier
Gabriele Margarete Frey
Joyce Lucille ^a?non
Karen Sue Oajewaki
David Albert Talioeau
Anne Marie Gallineau
"-Mary Lou Ann lendron
Mark Robert Girounrd
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nMelissa Tracy Goodwin
David Ian Greene
David Joseph Gregoire
Susan Donna Grzembski
Roberto Hernandez
Peter Anthony Iacoouccci
Jody Brenda Iozzo
Dennis Raymond Julian
Gregory Gerold Kantorski
Deborah Lynn Kennedy
Karen Anne Kin+mmm
Sarah Russell King
John Frederick Kirk
Neil Lloyd Kollios
Lynn Georgianna Koroser
Teresa Ellen Kowalewski
William ^arv Kuch
Jane Marie Kwiatkowski
Laurie Susan LaBelle
Alan Joseph Lacasse
Yvonne Louise LaChance
Daniel Franklin Lamica
Felice Deborah ijanctot
Gay Marie Langlois
Jeffery Thomas J-'apierre
Mark Felix Lariviere
Paul Rheal LaRoche lie , Jr
.
Ellen Ann Lavjllefc
Lugene Anne Lavallee
Paul Joseph LaVallee
Pamela ^nn Lavigne
S. -Douglas Lazo
Tame la Jo Lazo
Kathleen Ann LeBlanc
Russell LeBlanc
Thomas Arthur Lees
Thayne Ellen Lemcoelin
Jeanne Marie ^emoine
Gregory Roland Lescarbeau
Richard Paul Levesque
Stephen William List
Anna ^aria Mach
Cheryl Ann I-'arcotte
Antonio Steven Marinelli
Joseph Paul Marinelli
Cheryl Ann Marino
Donald Joseph Marino
David Lawrence Martel
Faith Marie Martel
John Alfred McNamara
Mary Ann Meredith
Lisa Lee Miller
Jose Antonio Molina
Carl Steven Mongcon
Marc Allen Montigny
Gwendolyn Lorraine Owens
Kurt Edward Parent
CLASS OF 1977
-n-ttTodd Lee Peloquin
Jose Pena
Glenn Michael Peterson
Christine Mary Petro
*H*Karen Anne ^ickarski
JHi-Susan Ann Sorter
Wendie Lee Prince
ftftElalne Marie Proko
tfttElizabeth Barry Prokos
Bruce Roger Proulx
David George °roulx
Paul Richard Proulx
Mary Lou Provost
ttttWilliam Alexander Rewinski
Maureen Ann Richard
Robert Joseph Richard
Steven Charles Rousseau
Diane Elizabeth Roy
Mary Elaine Roy
Michael Edward Sandman
#Anthony Joseph ^antilli, Jr.
"Average of B or above for four years
"^Members of National Honor Society
frMarinne Santilli
Lisa Simonelli
Brendalc-e Marie Smick
fl-a-Barbara Jane Smith
•*Lee Robert Standrowicz
Tracy Alison Stewart
Daniel Maurice St. -Laurent
Christine Svedberg
John Joseph Szydlik
•frDino Dominic Tarquino
#Karen Thelma Tersa
Mark Robert Tetreault
^Lorraine Marie Thibodeau
*-*Michelle Diane Tremblay
Donna Lee Vacher
Anthony Samuel Vangel
Peter *Vasolaridis
David Gerard Wetherbee
Steven Patrick Wetherell
M-Michael Samuel Young
Kosta Zikos
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APPOINTED - 1977
Southbriclge High School
Gina Jacobellis
Jeffiey Theodoss
Ernest Thrope
Judith Woods
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
Mary E. Wells Jr. High School
Joseph Bialy
Michael Lee
Judith Prisco
John M. Small ccmb
Joseph Brogan
September 7, 1977
Septenber 7, 1977
September 26, 1977
November 28, 1977
November 28, 1977
Chariton St. fchool
Jill Normandin
Dawn Quigley
Violet Zoto
Pauline Helliwell (Elementary School Nurse)
September 7, 1977
September 7
,
1977
September 7
f
1977
September 19, 1977
Eastford Rd . School
West St. School
Cynthia Cronin September 7, 1977
Pre-Vocational School
Maureen Farrey (Title I) October 11, 1977
Pleasant St. School
Elizabeth Bruneau
Marilyn Gatti
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
( 1
r
>4 )
CUSTODIANS
NAME
Gerald Dupre
Phillip Woodman
Edward Bergeron
Ernest Emery
APPOINTED
August 3, 1977
October \, 1977
August 3, 1977
September 2, 1977
BUILDING
Southbridge High School
Mary E. Wells Jr. High School
Systeir:
Mary E. Wells Jr. High School
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SEPERATIONS - 1977
Southbridge High School
John Wilk
Roger Giroux
Virginia Page - Retired
June 30, 1977
June 30, 1977
June 30, 1977
Mary E. Wells Jr. High School
Sarah Shtrax June 30, 1977
Charlton St. School
Martha Garceau
Lcrene Fierro - Retired
December 1, 1977
June 30, 1977
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Linda Jowett (maternity)
Gina Madore (iraternity)
Robert Ei own (sabb atical)
Lorraine Gately (maternity)
Martha Garceau (maternity)
Darlene Kulesza (maternity)
Sandra Travinski (sick leave)
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
September, 1977
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
September 7, 1977
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BUILDING DIRECTORY BY ASSIGNMENT
SCHOOL PERSONNEL
SOUTHBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
25 COLE AVENUE, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA TEL. 764-2364
Name Year
Apptd
.
Degree
Held
Area
Desroches, Edward J.
Kroll, James W.
Boudreau , David
LeBlanc, Neal
O'Connell, Ann C.
Adams, Nora B.
Clarke, Mary C.
Berthiaume , Deborah
Pioppi, Genevieve
Turner , Jeanne
Roy
,
Mary
Anderson , Jack
Byrne, Sarah F.
Byron, David H.
Clarke , Theresa
Desroches , Dennis
Dube, Bernard P.
Dumas, Claire M.
Feurer, Gary A
Flanagan, Francis B.
Flannery, John
Forkey , James
Galvin, Richard T.
Gosk, Walter F.
Grebb, Jean A.
Hale, Pamela D.
Jacobellis, Gina A.
Keohane, Denis J.
Kruczek, Thomas P.
Larson, Jeffrey C.
LeClair, Elizabeth L,
Leduc, N. Richard
Lenti, Sylvia E.
Locontc, Patrick J.
Looney, Jennie
Marino, Donald J.
McManis, Dennis S.
Morrill, Geraldine B.
Olandt, Eric
Parillo, John J.
Poirier
,
Janet P.
Porter, Clyde
1949
1970
1968
1965
1968
1947
1963
1974
1977
1977
1977
1973
1972
1970
1974
1969
1974
1969
1970
1953
1967
1962
1969
1964
1965
1973
1977
1972
1970
1967
1968
1962
1073
1967
1975
1958
1968
1968
1973
1975
1976
1976
CAGS
MS
MA
M.Ed.S MA
M.Ed.
MAT & BA
MA
M.Ed.
BA
BS
MAT & MA
MA
BM
BS
M.Ed. & MNS
CAGS
MA
M.Ed.
MS Ed. j; MLS
BS
BS
MA
MA
M.Ed.
M.Ed.
BS Ed.
MA
MA
BS
BA
BA
BS
MS
M.Ed. & MLS
BA
BS
Principal
Asst. Principal
Guidance Director of P.S
Guidance Counselor
Guidance Counselor
Sec. to Principal
Dept. Secretary
Sec. to Guidance Dir.
#766 Adm. Aide
Media Aide
Title I Read. Aide
English & Soc . Studies
Eng . Dept . Head
Science Dept. Head
English
Soc. Studies
French
French
Music Coordinator
Eusiness
Science
SS Dept. Head
#766 Dept. Head
Soc. Studies
Librarian
Home Ec
.
Phys Ed.
Math Dept. Head
Music
Mathematics
Business
Mathematics
Englis"h
Spanish Dept. Head
Special Ed.
Dir. of PE/Athletics
Speech & Eng. Dept.
Business
Ind. Arts Coor.
Media, AV, Library
English
Science/Math
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Name
Year
Apptd,
Degree
Held Area
Reid, Donna E. 1974 BFA Art
Severance, Thomas F. 1970 MAT ed Mathematics
Soldani, John A. 1973 BS Industrial Arts
Staffieri, Denise A. 1975 BA Spanish
Sullivan, Celesta F. 1965 MBA Business Dept. Head
Swiacki, Nancy A. 1968 MA English
Tersa, Theresa 1969 MA Eng. /Reading
Theodoss, Jeffrey S. 1977 MS Phys, Ed.
Thomas, Albert W. Jr. 1969 MA Science
Thrope, Ernest B. 1977 AB French - SS
Tremblay, Eleanor M. 1969 M.Ed. Science
Tylick, Janet 1970 BS Home Ec,
Varin, Roland A. 1961 M.Ed. Soc, Studies
Welch, William L. 1966 MBA Business
Wheatley, Iris A. 1973 MA Bilingual Coor.
Wilmot, Paula 1973 MA Mathematics
Wilmot, Ronald 1974 MA Science
Yacavace , David 1969 MA English
Woods, Judith E. 1977 MAT Title I Reading
MARY E, WELLS JR. HIGH
82 Marcy Street, Southbridge, MA. Tel. 764-3514
Cesariri, Donald J. 1976
Bialy, Joseph 1977
Ferron, Donald G. 1968
Miskavich, Lillian 1968
Proulx, Madeleine M. 1971
Corbitt, Nita 1972
Lafortune, Joyce 1977
Corriveau, Anita 1976
Ashton, Kenneth G. 1972
Bartlett, Marguerite M. 1960
Batbouta, Lois M. 1973
Belanger, Roger P. 1971
Bickerstaff, Charles W. 1971
Bouvier, Paul 1974
Braoudakis, Vasie M. 1970
Brogan, Joseph 1977
Carroll, Mary R. 1968
Craver, Cheryl V. 1971
Crompton, Thomas C. 1965
Dacoles, James N. 1976
DeAngelis, Margaret J. 1967
Dowe, Harold J. 1974
Dubois, Sheryl 1974
Dubsky, Dianne 1977
Dupuis, Robert L. 1972
Ferron, James A. 1965
Guillet, Michael F. 1970
M.Ed. PRINCIPAL
MA & MAT Asst. Principal
M. Ed, Guidance Counselor
MA Guidance Counselor
Sec. to Principal
Adm. Aide
Adm. .Aide
Health Aide
BS Ed. Lang. Arts
BA Soc. Studies
BA Girl's Phys. Ed.
MA Lang. Arts Coor.
MA Ind . Arts Mech. Draw.
BA Language Arts
BA Language Arts
BM Music
BS Ed. Home Economics
AB Language Arts
MA Mathematics
BA & LSP Bilingual
MA Librarian
MA Remedial Reading
BFA Art Coordinator
BA Title I Tutor Rem. Math
BSE Science
M.Ed. Soc. Studies
BA Language Arts
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Year Degree
Name Apptd. Held Area
Haxey, Davia s. 13 / J DCOS J. ilea 4 ni ub rlcLil . UlaW
Haroian , Jack 13DO m , to
,
opec « r#<a
.
Hoogasian, John S. 17 / 1 Science
Hopkins, John N. 1 QCAiyb4 M, Ed
.
bOC, btUa, L-OOr
,
Horan , Joanne C
.
iy / i Da nome tconomics
Julian, Kaipn v. 17 /
1
Dlon 1*' T an/tii3/ra >—i
v
r Ox i Laiiguayc UOOl ,
Kane , James E
.
, Jr
.
±yby MA Language Arts
Lanza , Lorna iy /j n, ta. Learn , uis , t« nem, i*iatn
Lee, Michael ±y / / DCBS Science
Lesniewski, Jane D. lybb M . Ea Language Atts
Mahoney , Thomas F
.
17J1 M , CiU , i»anguaye ajtis
Matuiaitis, Joseph J. lybD M . Ea
,
Science
McGann , Jean H
.
iy / MA Social Studies
Naura, Norman iy©4 BS Social Studies
Paul
,
Cynthia iy / j OA French
ruirier
,
Virginia m. 17D< DOBo JjaligUayc HI Ub
Prisco, Judith M. j. y / / ucru iiuie l Kem, Keacing
Puccelli, Charles P. iy /u HA Language Arts
Robida , Louise B. MA Mathematics
Russell, Jacqueline J. iyby MA fiatnematics
oantiiii, Ajitnony j . l7Dl DO rnysicai c<a.
Sczurko, Marie A. 1975 BSE Special Ed.
Shaw, John C. 1968 M, Ed, Social Studies
Smallcomb, John 1977 BA English
Spelman, Clifford 1977 MS Math Coordinator
Swanberg, Celine A, 1968 BA French
Swirbliss, Carol S, 1962 MA Math
Tiber ii, Richard E, 1971 BS Science
Urbanowski, Edward F. 1971 BS Mathematics
Windheim, Robert G. 1959 M.Ed. Science Coor,
Wood, Pamela J, 1974 BS Music
CHARLTON STREET SCHOOL
Charlton Street, Southbridge, MA. Tel 764-7035
O'Brien, David C.
Brousseau, Alfreda
Tsoules, Mary
Jandron, Helen
Pion, Nancy
Sanchez, Anita
Dunleavy , Laurie
1976
1963
1968
1975
1977
CAGS
M.Ed,
PRINCIPAL
Title I Director &
Guidance Counselor
Title I Secretary/Bookkeeper
Title I Aide
Adm. Aide
Bilingual Aide
L,D. Aide
Billis, Sandra
Peloquin, Linda
Santelli, Deborah
Spreeman, Beverly
1977 BS
1977 BS
1977 BS
1977 B.S
Title I Tutor Aide
Title I Tutor Aide
Title I Tutor Aide
Title I Tutor Aide
Anger, Susan M. 1971
Berry, Jean 1970
Caricchio, Virginia I. 1969
Claffey, Mary 1976
Dmytryk, Excelle 1966
Earls, Constance M. 1943
Forkey, Sandra (St. Mary's) 1971
MA Remedia Reading
BS 2nd Grade
MA • 1st Grade
MA Primary Bilingual
BSE * Remedial Reading
BSE 4th Grade
MA Rem. Reading
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Name
Normandin, Jill
Girard, Suzanne
Hamel , Anne
Hudson, Sandra
Lesinski, Diana G.
Marino, Kathleen A.
Monroy, Victor M.
Murphy, Candide B.
Ottman, Linda
Quigley, Dawn
Rose, Anne Marie
Soter, Linda
Staffieri, Anne Marie
Trout, Karne B.
White, Donald F.
Zajac, Louise M.
Zoto, Violet A.
Year
Apptd
,
1977
1972
1964
1975
1971
1976
1974
1962
1976
1977
1972
1977
1974
1971
1967
1972
1977
Degree
Held
BS
BS
BS
BA
BJS
BA
BA
BA
BM
BS
BS
BS
BA
BS
MA
BA
BS
Area
Physical Education
1st. Grade
Kindergarten
4th Grade
Remedial Reading
Kind. Bilingual
Int. Bilingual
3rd Grade
Music
2nd Grade
Kindergarten
Title I Math Tutor Aide
1st Grade
Learning Disabilities
4th Grade
3rd Grade
2nd Grade
EASTFORD ROAD SCHOOL
Eastford Rd.
,
Southbridge, MA Tel, 764-3811
Montigny, C. Joseph
Lewandowski, Stanley H.
Bellerose, Alice
Rapo, Annette
Caplette, Susan
Champeau, Lenore
Colognesi, Patricia M.
Coderre, Nancy L.
Congdon, Mary D.
Dupuis, Josette A.
Giovanello, Ronald M.
Gosk, Bonnie L.A.
Hebert, Thomas F.
Iozzo, Carol A.
Lane, Barbara F.
McGeary, Donna M.
McManis, Linda J.
1959
1968
1970
1974
1974
1976
1975
1974
1968
1948
1968
1974
1972
1974
1969
1971
1968
M.Ed.
CAGS
BM
BS
BA
BS
BS
BA
MA
BS
BSE
BS
BS
MA
BS
Principal
Guidance Counselor
Sec. to Principal
L.D. Aide
Music
4th Grade
Special Ed.
3rd Grade
1st Grade
1st Grade
Physical Education
1st Grade
4th Grade
3rd Grade
Learning Disabilities
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
Phipps, Mary E.
Piccioli, Rebecca G,
Puracchio, Mary A.
Santilli, Helen
Sabia, Georgeann
1971
1971
1951
1960
1975
MA
BS
BS
BS
BS
2nd Grade
4th Grade
Remedial Reading
2nd Grade
Kindergarten
North St,
Waskiewicz, Edwin J.
Renaud, Germaine
Farrey, Maureen
PRE-VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
, Southbridge, MA Tel. 764-3124
1952 OCC Ed.
1977
1977 MA
Coordinator
Adm. Aide
Reading (Title I)
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Name
Year
Apptd
.
Degree
Held Area
Heroux, Ronald
LaFleche , Paul
vMacConnell
,
Marilyn
Pulawski, Albert C.
Ziemski, Theodore
1975
1968
1977
1968
1967
OCC Ed.
MA
OCC Ed.
OCC Ed,
Shop Instructor
Academic
Title I, Rem. Read.
Shop Instructor
Shop Instructor
Aide
PINE STREET SCHOOL
Pine Street, Southbridge, MA Tel. 764-5933
Veshia, Michael 1964 CAGS \ Time Administrator
^ Time Teacher
Sarrasin, Paulette 1977
Battista, Anna T. 1969
Brown, Robert 1974
Budzinski, Dianne 1977
Collins, Kathleen 1976
Dragon, Ronald A. 1975
Franks, Kathleen 1975
Giardiello, Francis 1976
Harnois, Diane 1973
Langevin, Lorraine M. 1969
Lapierre, Carol D. 1969
Plaine, Lynn 1976
Schultz, Marcia J. 1967
Swirbliss, John E. 1975
Adm. Aide
MA 5th Grade
M.Ed. 5th Grade
MA 5th Grade
BS S Time 5th Grade
BA 5th Grade
BS Special Ed.
BS Art
BA 5th Grade
M.Ed. 5th Grade
MA 5th Grade
MS Rem. Read. Title I
M.Ed. 5th Grade
BS 5th Grade
PLEASANT STREET SCHOOL
Pleasant Street, Southbridge, MA Tel. 764-6244
Puracchio, Vincent J. 1950 MA Principal
Renaud, Raymond • 1959 MA Head Teacher, 4th Gr.
Houghton , Jeanne
Belanger, Barbara
Bruneau, Elizabeth A.
1970
1973
1977
BS
MA
Adm. Aide
Title I Aide
h Time L.D.
Davey, Ursula A.
OiGregorio, Patricia
-Earls, Monica
Gatti, Marilyn
LaFleche, Emily
Simpson, Anne N.
1975
1977
1977
1977
1967
1971
M.Ed.
BSE
BA
BS
BS
BA
Title I Rem. Read.
Title I Rem. Math
Title I Read. /Math
3rd Grade
1st Grade
2nd Grade
WEST STREET SCHOOL
West Street, Southbridge, MA Tel 764-8591
Puracchio, Vincent J. 1950 MA Principal
Varin, Jacqueline
DiGregorio, vi,vian
Austin, Robert; F.
Ayotte, Jeanne*.
1970
1977
1971
1972
CAGS
BS
Sec. to Principal
L.D. Aide
4th Grade
1st Grade
( 161
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Year Degree
Name Apptd, Held
Baker, Pauline S. 1967 M.Ed.
Brousseau, Alfreda 1963 M.Ed.
Bellerive, Louise J. 1975 BA
Cournoyer, Diane M. 1970 BS
Cournoyer, Janet M. 1974 BS
Cronin, Cynthia L. 1976 BS
Dune, Debra 1976 BS
Foisy, Claudette C. 1974 BS
Giovanello, Bruce A. 1968 MA
Kiritsy, Anna 1976 BS
Koprowski, Martha H. 1954 BA
Merriam, Joan 1974 BA
Monahan, Margaret M. 1960 BA
Montigny, Marie H. 1968 M.Ed.
Nystrom, Rita M. 1974 BA
Perrin, Diane M. ' 1975 BS
Proulx, Madelene Y. 1954 M.Ed.
Salviuolo, Eva P. 1943 BS
Santelli, Linda M. 1974 BS
Tortis, Diane L. 1972 BA
Welch, Janice Y. 1972 BS
Area
L.D. Coordinator
Guidance Counselor
& Title I Director
Special Education
Learning Disabilities
2nd Grade
Kindergarten
1st Grade
Kindergarten
Physical Education
3rd Grade
2nd Grade
Art
Special Education
Reading
Speech Therapist
Special Education
1st Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
3rd Grade
2nd Grade
(162)
CUSTODIANS
NAME APPOINTED
Perkins, Emerson E. 1972
Beckwith, Everett 1976
Bellerive, Theodore 1977
Bergeron, Edward 1977
Daigle, Edmund 1973
Demers
,
Roger 1961
Dupuis, Gerard 1977
Emery, Ernest 1977
Girouard, Arthur 1963
LeBarge, Romeo (Painter) 1976
Lynch, John H. ' 1962
Richards, Marc 1977
Senecal, Roland 1972
Servant, Leon 1970
Staffieri, Eustachio 1976
Tenczar, Lucas 1962
Therrien, Joseph A. 1968
Tsoules , Ernest 1971
Woodman, Philip 1977
BUILDING
Charlton St. Annex
Charlton St, School
Pre. Voc. & Pleasant St.
Charlton St. Annex
Mary E. Wells Jr. High
Southbridge High School
Southbridge High School
Mary E. Wells Jr. High
Dresser St. Field
Charlton St. Annex
West St. School
Pine Street School
Eastford Road School
Mary E. Wells Jr. High
Southbridge High School
Mary E. Wells Jr. High
Southbridge High School
Charlton Street School
West St. School
(163)
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ZONING
BOARD OF APPEALS FROM
JULY 1, 1977 TO JUNE 30, 1978
From July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978, the Board of
Appeals held the following hearings:
LCase 77-4 : August 24, 1977 - Petition of Frank S. Franconeri
and Denise J. Franconeri for a variance from sideline and
minimum lot size requirements to construct a house on Westwood
Parkway. Upon request of the petitioners, the Board voted to
allow Mr. & Mrs. Franconeri to withdraw their petition.
2. Case 77-5 : September 7, 1977 - Petition of F. X. Laliberte
& Sons, Inc. for a special permit to allow use of property at
495 Main Street for administrative purposes by Harrington Memorial
Hospital. The hearing was continued to September 13, 1977 and
on that date, the Board voted unanimously to grant the special
permit with specific conditions.
3. Case 77-6 : September 13, 1977 - Petition of Normand Jacques
for a variance from the sideline requirement for construction
of a garage at 21 Fairmont Avenue. The Board voted unanimously
to grant the petition.
4. Case 77-7 : October 20, 1977 - Petition of Joseph Gajewski
and Lavoie Liquors for a variance from setback requirements to
build an addition to an existing building at 543 Main Street.
Upon request of the petitioner s, the Board voted to allow the
petitioners to withdraw their petition without prejudice.
-164-
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5. Case 77-8 : November 3, 1977 - Petition of F. X. Laliberte
& Sons, Inc. for a special permit for use of property at
495 Main Street by Harrington Memorial Hospital for administra-
tive purposes, out-patient examination, interviews and treat-
ment. The Board voted unanimously to grant the special permit
with specific conditions.
6. Case 77-9 ; December 1, 1977 - Petition of Quinebaug Valley
Council for the Arts and Humanities, Inc. for property at
111 Main Street for the following purposes:
a) To allow for a cultural arts center, theater, crafts
rooms and ampitheater in a two-family zoned area; b) to allow
for Chamber of Commerce administration offices in a two-family
zoned area; c) to allow for twenty-nine parking spaces instead
of three hundred; d) to allow for a 648 foot sign instead of
2x2 foot; e) to allow for sideline and height restrictions.
The Board voted unanimously to do the following:
a) To grant a special permit for a cultural arts center,
theater, crafts rooms, and ampitheater; b) to grant a special
permit to allow Chamber of Commerce administrative offices;
c) to deny a variance from parking requirements; d) to deny
a variance from sign requirements; and e) to grant a variance
from side or backline requirements.
7. Case 77-10 : December 7, 1977 - Petition of Marjorie R.
Vincent for a variance from setback requirements to construct a
porch addition to an existing building at the corner of Worcester
and Charlton Streets. The Board voted unanimously to grant the
variance with specific conditions.
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8. Case 77-11 : December 7, 1977 - Petition of Joseph Gajewski
and Lavoie Liquors for a variance from setback and sideline
requirements to build an addition to an existing building at
543 Main Street. The hearing was continued to December 22,1977
and on that date the Board voted unanimously to grant the
variance with specific conditions.
9. Case 78-1 ; May 26, 1978 - Petition of Ronald G. Servant
and Cheryl A. Servant for a variance from side yard and minimum
lot size requirements to construct a house on property on Cole
Avenue. The Board voted unanimously to grant the variance.
10. Case 78-2 : May 26, 1978 - Petition of United Lens Co., Inc.
for a variance from setback requirements to construct an addition
to an existing building at 259 Worcester Street. The Board
voted unanimously to grant the variance.
11. Case 78-3 : June 21, 1978 - Petition of Hyde Manufacturing
for a variance from sideline requirements to construct an addition
to an existing building at 54 Eastford Road. The hearing was
continued to June 23, 1978 and on that date, the Board voted
to grant the variance with specific conditions.
In addition to the public hearings listed above, the
Board of Appeals held many administrative meetings.
During this year, the Board incurred the loss of two
members, Mr. Richard Leduc resigned and the term of Mr. Arthur
J. Kavanagh expired. Both made valuable contributions and the
Board wishes to publicly acknowledge their efforts on behalf of
the Board.
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TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 01550
REPORT OF THE DOG OFFICER
To: Peter Boyer
Town Manager
Dear Mr. Boyer:
The following is a report on my activities for the period starting
July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978:
Total dogs confined
Total dogs sold
Total dogs euthanased
Total miles travelled
283
37
246
7,195
I also collected and paid over to the Town Treasurer the following:
Dogs sold
Pick-Up Fees
Board and care
$370.00
110.00
104.00
Respectfully submitted,
Sandra Provost, Dog Officer
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